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*Members of the public may speak on matters of community concern not listed on the agenda at one of the two 
public comment opportunities. Citizens may speak at one of these periods, but not both. Speakers are allowed five 
minutes; this time allotment may be reduced by the presiding officer if numerous people wish to speak. 

To request an accommodation or for inquiries about accessibility, please call (812) 349-3409 or e-mail 
council@bloomington.in.gov.  

Posted: February 24, 2023 

CITY OF  
BLOOMINGTON  
COMMON COUNCIL 

 
Council Chambers (#115), Showers Building, 401 N. Morton Street 

The meeting may also be accessed at the following link: 
https://bloomington.zoom.us/j/87609382170?pwd=TnpnWXlsYUw2ZHJkL2pPSE1OS2Q1Zz09  

 
I. ROLL CALL 

II. AGENDA SUMMATION 

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: None 

IV. REPORTS (A maximum of twenty minutes is set aside for each part of this section.)  

A.  Councilmembers 

B. The Mayor and City Offices  

i. Report on City of Bloomington Capital Improvements, Inc. (CBCI) 

ii. Report on Transportation Demand Manager position shifting to Bloomington Transit 

C. Council Committees 
i. Committee on Council Processes – Re: motion for removal of Traffic Commission member  

D. Public* 

 

V.     APPOINTMENTS TO BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS 
 

VI. LEGISLATION FOR SECOND READINGS AND RESOLUTIONS 
 

A. Resolution 23-05 - To Approve Recommendations of the Mayor for Distribution of 
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Funds for 2023 

 
B. Ordinance 23-03 - To Amend Title 15 of the Bloomington Municipal Code Entitled "Vehicles 

And Traffic" - Re: Amending Section 15.12.010 to remove seven stop intersections, to add 
six stop intersections, and to delete one 4-way stop intersection; Section 15.12.020 to add 
one yield intersection; Section 15.32.030 to delete angle parking on Fourth Street between 
College Avenue and Gentry Street; Section 15.32.080 to add no parking spaces on Duncan 
Drive, Nineteenth Street, and Strong Drive and to remove no parking spaces on Grant Street 
and Nineteenth Street; and Section 15.32.090 to add limited parking zones to Eighth Street 

 
 

(over) 
 

AGENDA AND NOTICE: 
REGULAR SESSION 

WEDNESDAY | 6:30 PM 
01 March 2023  
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*Members of the public may speak on matters of community concern not listed on the agenda at one of the two 
public comment opportunities. Citizens may speak at one of these periods, but not both. Speakers are allowed five 
minutes; this time allotment may be reduced by the presiding officer if numerous people wish to speak. 

To request an accommodation or for inquiries about accessibility, please call (812) 349-3409 or e-mail 
council@bloomington.in.gov.  

Posted: February 24, 2023 

 
C. Resolution 23-04 – A Resolution Authorizing the 2023 Expanded Outdoor Dining Program in 

the Downtown Corridor 
 

Note: This item was last read at the February 15, 2023 Regular Session when 
discussion was postponed to the March 01, 2023 Regular Session. 

 
VII. LEGISLATION FOR FIRST READINGS 

 
None 

 
VIII. ADDITIONAL PUBLIC COMMENT *  
 (A maximum of twenty-five minutes is set aside for this section.) 
 
IX. COUNCIL SCHEDULE 

 
X. ADJOURNMENT 
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Committee on Council Processes 

City of Bloomington Common Council  
 

 

Referral and Deliberations 
On February 1, 2023, a motion to remove Greg Alexander from the Traffic Commission was 

made and seconded. The Council referred the matter to a Special Committee on Council 

Processes for consideration. The Committee met on February 8, February 20, and February 23. 

On February 23, the Committee agreed upon the recommendation described below. 

 

Recommendation 
The committee recommended to the Council that the motion for removal on the table be 

withdrawn and that a modified motion on removal, if desired, be made according to the 

following guidelines: 

1. That substantive due process considerations advise that a motion for removal of an 

appointed board or commission member for cause should be narrow, specific, and 

sufficiently clear that city council members, members of the public, and the appointee in 

question fully understand the specific conduct, statements, or omissions that have led to 

the proposed removal; 

2. That procedural due process considerations advise that the commission appointee in 

question be given at least five (5) business days to respond in writing to the specific 

allegations and proposed basis for their removal; 

3. Legal precedent with respect to cause for removal advises that a council member making 

a motion for removal should clarify the relevance of and logical connection between the 

named conduct and how, specifically, those acts or omissions have diminished the 

appointee's ability or fitness to perform the duties of the appointment as defined by 

Bloomington Municipal Code or statute, including any evidence demonstrating this 

diminished ability or fitness to perform the specific duties. 

Report 
A Report from the Committee is forthcoming and will be provided before the March 1, 2023 

Regular Session. The Committee requested that the recommendation described above be 

included in the Council’s March 1, 2023 Legislative Packet. 
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City of Bloomington Indiana  
City Hall | 401 N. Morton St. | Post Office Box 100 | Bloomington, Indiana 47402  
Office of the Common Council | (812) 349-3409 | Fax: (812) 349-3570 | email: council@bloomington.in.gov 

 
 

MEMO FROM COUNCIL OFFICE ON: 

  

Resolution 23-05 – To Approve Recommendations of the Mayor for Distribution of 
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Funds For 2023 

 
 
 
Synopsis 
The City of Bloomington is eligible for a Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) from 
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development estimated to be $875,000. This 
resolution outlines program recommendations by the Mayor with input from the Citizen’s 
Advisory Committee and the Redevelopment Commission. Pursuant to federal regulations, 
CDBG allocations are made across the following general program areas: Social Services 
Programs, Physical Improvements, and Administrative Services. 
 
Relevant Materials

 Resolution 23-05  

 Memo – John Zody, Director, Housing and Neighborhood Development Department 

o Includes Project Summaries 

 Redevelopment Commission Resolution 23-11 

o Exhibit A – Physical Improvement Recommendations 

o Exhibit B – Social Services Recommendations 

 CDBG Eligibility Guidelines 

 Citizens Advisory Committee Materials  

o Physical Improvements and Social Services - Committee Membership & 

Allocation Worksheets 

o Social Services - Application Scoring Criteria 

 

Summary  
Resolution 23-05 approves the Mayor’s recommendations for allocating Community 
Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds for 2023 (additional information and resources 
related to the CDBG Program online - https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/cdbg/).  
As an “entitlement” city, the City of Bloomington receives CDBG funds from the U.S. 
Housing and Urban Development Department (HUD). HUD determines the amount of each 
entitlement grantee’s annual funding allocation by a statutory formula that uses several 
objective measures of community needs, including the extent of poverty, population, 
housing overcrowding, age of housing, and population growth lag in relationship to other 
metropolitan areas.1 The City expects to receive approximately $875,000 in CDBG funding 
this year.  
 

                                                      
1 https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/DOC_17136.PDF  
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Citizens Advisory Committees 
HUD administers and regulates CDBG funds. HUD requires that funding for all projects and 
programs be tied to HAND’s Consolidated Plan, available online at: 
https://bloomington.in.gov/departments/hand/consolidated-plans. Additional 
information made available to applicants can be viewed online at: 
https://bloomington.in.gov/grants/community-development-block-grants/application-
information. 
 
The 2020-2024 Consolidated Plan was used to inform this round of allocations. The City also 
relies on a CDBG Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC), which is divided into two 
subcommittees: Social Services and Physical Improvements. The membership of CAC is as 
follows: two City Council members, two Redevelopment Commission members, and up to 
18 community members appointed by the Mayor. The CAC meets as a whole committee 
only at the beginning of the process for an Organizational meeting. After that, each 
subcommittee meets separately. These two subcommittees review applications and make 
recommendations for the allocation of funds.  
 
Process 
The CDBG funding process spans about 10 months from September/October of one year to 
June/July of the next.  Council consideration of allocations typically occurs in 
February/March and funds may become available in June/July. In the months prior to that, 
the following occurs:    

 In September, application and submission information becomes available for 
interested agencies. 

 In October, agencies must submit a letter of intent outlining their proposal and 
attend a mandatory training.   

 In late November/early December, completed applications are due. 
 In January, CAC holds public hearings to consider and make recommendations. 
 In February, the Redevelopment Commission reviews the recommendations of CAC 

and forwards its decision to the Mayor, who then forwards them to the Council.  

 

Eligibility and Allocation 
HUD regulations require that the city use at least 70% of CDBG funds for the benefit of low-
to-moderate income persons.2 The remaining funds may be used to prevent or eliminate 
blighted areas or to address community development needs arising from serious and 
immediate threats to the health or welfare of the community.3 HUD regulations also require 
that CDBG funds be allocated among three categories according to the following formula: 
no more than 15% may be allocated for social service programs; no more than 20% may be 
used for administrative costs; and at least 65% must be used for physical improvements. 
 

                                                      
2 https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/cdbg-entitlement/cdbg-entitlement-program-eligibility-
requirements/#:~:text=Over%20a%201%2C%202%2C%20or,or%20other%20non%2Dgovernmental%20entities. 
3 https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/About-the-CDBG-Program.pdf  
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As noted in the opening paragraph, the funding figure of $875,000 is an estimate and HUD 
may send the city more or less than the expected amount of funds. For that reason, the 
recommendations and resolution specify how funds will be allocated in the event of a 
surplus or shortfall.  
 
Contact   
John Zody, Director, HAND, john.zody@bloomington.in.gov, 812-349-3420 
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RESOLUTION 23-05 

 

TO APPROVE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE MAYOR FOR DISTRIBUTION OF 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT (CDBG) FUNDS FOR 2023 
 

 

WHEREAS,  the City of Bloomington, Indiana, is eligible for Community Development Block Grant 

(CDBG) funds in the approximate amount of $875,000 of grant funds for Fiscal Year 2023 

pursuant to the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 as amended; and 

 

WHEREAS,  the national objectives of the Community Development Program are: 

 

1. first and foremost, the development of viable urban communities, including decent 

housing and a suitable living environment and expanding economic opportunities 

principally for persons of low and moderate income; and 

 

2. the elimination of slums and blight, and the prevention of blighting influences and the 

deterioration of property and neighborhood and community facilities of importance to 

the welfare of the community, principally for persons of low and moderate income; and 

 

3. the elimination of conditions which are detrimental to health, safety, and public 

welfare, through code enforcement, demolition, interim rehabilitation assistance, and 

related activities; and 

 

4. the conversion and expansion of the Nation’s housing stock in order to provide a 

decent home and suitable living environment for all persons, but principally those of 

low and moderate income; and 

 

5. the expansion and improvement of the quantity and quality of community services, 

principally for persons of low and moderate income, which are essential for sound 

community development and for development of viable urban communities; and 

 

6. the integration of income groups throughout the community by spreading persons of 

lower income into more prosperous neighborhoods and drawing persons of higher 

income to declining and deteriorated neighborhoods; and 

 

7. the alleviation of physical and economic distress through the stimulation of private 

investment and community revitalization; and 

 

WHEREAS,  federal guidelines set forth a formula for funding where no more than 15% of the total 

grant may be allocated for social services programs, no more than 20% of the total grant 

may be allocated for administering these funds, and at least 65% of the total grant must be 

allocated for physical improvements; and 

 

WHEREAS,  the allocation for administering the grant may be used for a broad range of direct and 

indirect costs which includes but is not limited to salaries, rent, and fuel; and 

 

WHEREAS,  a statement of community development objectives and projected use of the funds has been 

advertised; and  

 

WHEREAS,  said statement and projected use of funds reflects programs recommended by the Mayor 

with input from the Citizen’s Advisory Committee and the Redevelopment Commission 

and are consistent with local and national objectives of the Housing and Community 

Development Act of 1974, as amended;  
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED BY THE COMMON COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF 

BLOOMINGTON, MONROE COUNTY, INDIANA, THAT:   

 

SECTION 1. The following programs are approved as follows: 

 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS                      FISCAL YEAR 2023  

SOCIAL SERVICES PROGRAMS FUNDING ALLOCATION 

 
Hoosier Hills Food Bank  $21,875.00 

New Hope for Families 

Community Kitchen 

Monroe County United Ministries 

 $21,875.00 

$21,875.00 

$21,875.00 

Mother Hubbard’s Cupboard 

Beacon, Inc. 

 $21,875.00 

$21,875.00 

TOTAL                  $131,250.00 

 

 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS                      FISCAL YEAR 2023 

PHYSICAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAMS FUNDING ALLOCATION 

 
Bloomington Cooperative Living – Physical Improvements at 410 W. 

Kirkwood Avenue 

 $50,000.00 

Centerstone – Repair fire sprinkler system at 645 S. Rogers and 

exterior paint at 221 N. Rogers 

 $190,000.00 

City of Bloomington, Housing and Neighborhood Development – 

Homeowner Rehab Program 

 $100,000.00 

LIFEDesigns, Inc. – Replace flooring at Housing Options 1, 1814-1856 

S. Covey Ln. 

 $81,243.00 

Monroe County United Ministries – Building a new classroom and new 

flooring in offices at 827 W. 14th Ct. 

 $33,588.00 

New Hope for Families – Install basketball court and more signage at 

1140 S. Morton St. 

 $32,500.00 

Summit Hill Community Development Corp./Bloomington Housing 

Authority – Install bike pods at Crestmont Complex and a playground 

at Early Learning Center 

 $81,419.00 

 

TOTAL    $568,750.00 

 

 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS                      FISCAL YEAR 2023 

ADMINISTRATION FUNDING ALLOCATION 

Administration of Housing and Neighborhood Development 

Department 

  

$175,000.00 

TOTAL    $175,000.00 

 

 

TOTAL ALLOCATION                                $875,000.00 
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SECTION 2.  In the event the City of Bloomington receives more or less of the anticipated funding, that 

amount shall be distributed in the following manner: 

 

Social Services:  If the 2023 funding level for social services is greater than $130,000.00, overage 

funds will be distributed as follows: all receiving agencies will have the additional proceeds split 

evenly among them with no amount to exceed $25,000.00.    

 

If the 2023 funding level for social services is less than $130,000.00, funds will be distributed as 

follows: all agencies will have funding reduced and split evenly among the six recipients.  

 

Physical Improvements:  If the 2023 funding level for physical improvements is greater than 

$568,750 the additional funding will be allocated as follows: First, the funds will be used to fully 

fund the Summit Hill Community Development Corp./Bloomington Housing Authority project. 

Then, any remaining funds will be dispersed between the other projects not fully funded 

proportionally.  

 

If the 2023 funding level for physical improvements is less than $568,750 the funding will be 

adjusted as follows: The Centerstone and City of Bloomington, Housing and Neighborhood 

Development projects will each be decreased equally up to $80,000.00 combined maximum. For 

any necessary reduction exceeding $80,000.00, the remaining projects will be reduced 

proportionally. 

 

SECTION 3.  This resolution shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage by the Common 

Council and approval by the Mayor. 

 

PASSED by the Common Council of the City of Bloomington, Monroe County, Indiana, upon this _____ 

day of ___________, 2023. 

 

 

         ________________________ 

         SUE SGAMBELLURI, President 

         Bloomington Common Council 

 

ATTEST: 

 

 

________________________ 

NICOLE BOLDEN, Clerk 

City of Bloomington 

 

PRESENTED by me to the Mayor of the City of Bloomington, Monroe County, Indiana, upon this _____ 

day of ___________, 2023. 

 

________________________ 

NICOLE BOLDEN, Clerk 

City of Bloomington 

 

SIGNED and APPROVED by me upon this _____ day of ___________, 2023. 

 

 

 

  ________________________ 

  JOHN HAMILTON, Mayor 

  City of Bloomington 

 

SYNOPSIS 

 

The City of Bloomington is eligible for a Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) from the U.S. 

Department of Housing and Urban Development estimated to be $875,000. This resolution outlines 

program recommendations by the Mayor with input from the Citizen’s Advisory Committee and the 

Redevelopment Commission. Pursuant to federal regulations, CDBG allocations are made across the 

following general program areas: Social Services Programs, Physical Improvements, and Administrative 

Services. 
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To:  Bloomington Common Council 
From:  John Zody, Director, Housing and Neighborhood Development Department  
Date:  March 1, 2023 
Subject: Program Year 2023 Community Development Block Grant Funding 

 
The Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) is authorized under Title I of the Housing 
and Community Development Act of 1974, as amended.  The primary objective is to develop 
viable urban communities by providing low to moderate income individuals with decent housing, 
a suitable living environment, and expanded economic opportunity.  The City of Bloomington is 
an entitlement community under this program and receives an annual allocation of CDBG funds.   
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) requires entitlement 
communities to present a Consolidated Plan every five years. The Consolidated Plan outlines the 
objectives and anticipated program activities for the next five years that will utilize CDBG funds.  
This document requires the City to analyze its housing policies and practices, as well as evaluate 
access to housing within the community and make sure there are not discriminatory practices 
which would prevent access to free and affordable housing choices.  
 
In addition, each entitlement community is required by HUD to develop a citizen participation 
plan as part of its Consolidated Plan.  This plan sets out procedures for public input into the 
allocation process.  The City of Bloomington has an extremely open process for public input.  
The allocation recommendations are made by the Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC), which is 
made up of citizens from the community, including members of the Common Council. A 
membership list is included in this packet.  The CAC is divided into two sub-committees; one to 
review Physical Improvement applications and one to review Social Service applications.  In 
addition to each sub-committee’s public hearing, the Redevelopment Commission meeting 
during which the CDBG funding is considered for approval is also open to public comment.  
  
Each year, an Annual Action Plan (AAP) is developed outlining the programs and activities that 
will be undertaken with the upcoming year’s CDBG funds.  The activities that will receive 
funding are divided into three distinct categories: Physical Improvements, Social Services, and 
Administration.  By law, no more than 15% of the total grant may be used for Social Services 
and no more than 20% may be used for Administration.  The remaining 65% is used for Physical 
Improvements.  Additionally, the City can allocate any program income received.  Program 
income is defined as gross income received by the grantee and its sub-recipients directly 
generated from the use of CDBG funds.  
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The fiscal year 2023-2024 estimated allocations are as follows:  
 
Total Allocation:   $875,000 (approximate total) 
Physical Improvements:  $568,750 (65%) 
Social Services:   $131,250 (15%) 
Administration:   $175,000 (20%) 
 
Total:     $875,000 
 
Included in these materials is a brief description of each program and recommended allocation 
amount.  Also attached is the Redevelopment Commission Resolution 22-08, which was 
unanimously approved by the RDC on February 6, 2023.  Please note that at the time of the CAC 
recommendations and the passing of Resolution 22-08, the CDBG annual allocation amount is an 
estimation.  The Redevelopment Commission and Common Council Resolutions outline how 
funds should be allocated if more or less of the estimated amount is received.  If approved, this 
Common Council Resolution will affirm the recommendations of the CAC, the Redevelopment 
Commission, and the Mayor.   
 

Program Year 2023 Project Summaries 
Physical Improvements Projects Summary 

Bloomington Cooperative Living 
Contact- Leslie Kutsenkow 
Amount- $50,000 
Project- Physical Improvements to 410 W Kirkwood Ave. 
 
Centerstone 
Contact- Melissa Brown 
Amount- $190,000 
Project- Repair fire sprinkler system at 645 S Rogers and exterior paint at 221 N Rogers. 
 
City of Bloomington Housing and Neighborhood Development (HAND) 
Contact- John Zody 
Amount- $100,000 
Project- Homeowner Rehab Program. 
 
Life Designs Inc. 
Contact- Cindy Fleetwood 
Amount- $81,243 
Project- Replace flooring at Housing Options 1 1814-1856 S Covey Ln. 
 
MCUM 
Contact- Katie Broadfoot 
Amount- $33,588 
Project- Building a new classroom and new flooring in offices at 827 W 14th Ct. 
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New Hope For Families 
Contact- Emily Pike 
Amount- $32,500 
Project- Install basketball court and more signage at 1140 S Morton St. 
 
Summit Hill Community Development Corporation (SHCDC) 
Contact- Rhonda Moore 
Amount- $81,419 
Project- Install bike pods at Crestmont Complex and a playground at Early Learning Center.  
 
Social Services Project Summaries 
 
Hoosier Hills Food Bank 
Contact- Julio Alonso 
Amount- $21,875 
Project- Purchase Food for Distribution 
 
New Hope for Families 
Contact- Emily Pike 
Amount- $21,875 
Project- Ready Kids Program 
 
Community Kitchen 
Contact- Vicki Pierce 
Amount- $21,875 
Project- Support the agency’s ongoing program: free meals service 
 
 
Monroe County United Ministries 
Contact- Katie Broadfoot 
Amount- $21,875 
Project- Compass Early Learning Center Childcare program. 
 
 
 
Mother Hubbard’s Cupboard 
Contact- Erika Wheeler 
Amount- $21,875 
Project- Support of Food Pantry Program 
 
Beacon 
Contact – Forrest Gilmore 
Amount - $21,875 
Project – Friends place Emergency Shelter 
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Program Year 2022  
Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) Membership 

 
Name Subcommittee Term Expires 

Councilmember Susan Sandberg 

 

Social  

Services, 

(Council 
Appointment) 

August 31, 2023 

Michelle Gilchrist 

 

Social  

Services, 

(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

Chris Hazel 

CAC Chair 

Social  

Services, 

(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

Matthew Seddon 

 

Social  

Services, 

(Mayor) 

 

August 31, 2023   

 

Sue Mayer Social  

Services, 

(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

Terry Lee Amsler Social  

Services,  

(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

Deborah Myerson 

Redevelopment Commission 

 

Social  

Services,  

(RDC appointment 
on 10/4/21) 

August 31, 2023 
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Social  

Services,  

(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

HAND STAFF FOR CDBG SOCIAL 
SERVICES 

Cody Toothman 

812-349-3512 

cody.toothman@bloomington.in.gov 

  

 
Name Subcommittee Term Expires 

Kyla Cox Deckard 

 

knblanke@yahoo.com 

 

Physical 
Improvements 

(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

Beth Rosenbarger 

P.O. Box 100 

Bloomington, IN  47402 

W:  349-3423 

rosenbab@bloomington.gov 

Physical 
Improvements 

(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

Tim Mayer 

1001 S. Jordan Ave 

Bloomington, IN 47401 

timmayer3268@att.net 

Physical 
Improvements 

(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

Deb Hutton 

Bloomington Redevelopment Commission 
representative 

huttond@indiana.edu 

Physical 
Improvements 

RDV Commission 

August 31, 2023  
Annual BRC 
appointment 
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Alex St. John 

 

alexstjohn@stjohnjobs.com 

Physical 
Improvements,  

(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

Kate Rosenbarger 

808 W. Howe Street 

Bloomington, IN  47403 

krosenbarger@gmail.com 

Physical 
Improvements,  

(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

   

   

HAND STAFF FOR CDBG PHYSICAL 
IMPROVEMENTS 

Matt Swinney 

812-349-3580 

swinneym@bloomington.in.gov 
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23-11 
RESOLUTION 

OF THE 
REDEVELOPMENT COMMISSION 
. OF THE 

CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 

APPROVAL OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT RECOMMENDATIONS BY THE 
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

WHEREAS, the City of Bloomington, Indiana, is eligible for Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds 
in the approximate amount of $875,000 of grant funds for Program Year 2023; and 

WHEREAS, 15% of the grant can be used for social services, 20% for administration and 65% for physical 
improvements which allocations are as follows: 

• $568, 750 for Physical Improvements 
• $131,250 for Social Services 
• $175,000 for the Administration of the program; and 

WHEREAS, the advice and input of the community for the allocation of the Community Developm.ent Block Grant 
funds has been solicited and received through the efforts of the Citizens' Advisory Committee; and 

WHEREAS, the Citizens' Advisory Committee has also made recommendations on how to distribute any funds 
received that are over or less than the estimated amount since the final allocation amount as not been 
received; and 

WHEREAS, the Redevelopment Commission has reviewed the recommendations of the Citizens' Advisory 
Committee for allocation of funds anticipated to be received; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BLOOMINGTON REDEVELOPMENT COMMISSION THAT: 

1. The Bloomington Redevelopment Commission hereby approves the Citizens' Advisory Committee' s 
recommendations of the programs, which are attached and made a part of this Resolution ~ Exhibit A and 
Exhibit B, and find that these programs will best serve the local and national objectives of the program. 

2. If the received allocation is more or less than expected, the adjustment will be made to all of the 
approved social service programs and the approved physical improvement programs in accordance with 
the recommendations of the Citizens' Advisory Committees as outlined in Exhibit A and Exhibit B. 
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EXHIBIT A 
PHYSICAL IMPROVEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

Bloomington Cooperative Living- 410 W. Kirkwood 
Centerstone of Indiana - Sprinkler Sys Upgrade and Painting 
City of Bloomington HAND - Homeowner Rehab Program 
LifeDesigns - Housing Options 1 Flooring 
MCUM - Compass Learning Center Classroom 
New Hope For Families - Basketball Court and Signage 
Summit Hill Community Development Corp. Bloomington Housing 
Authority - Bike Pods and Playground 

Physical Improvements Total: 

~ 
2023 Request Recommendatjon 

$180,000 
$190,000 
$100,000 

$81,243 
$33,588 
$65,000 

$252,548 

$902,379 

$50,000 
$190,000 
$100,000 
$81,243 
$33,588 
$32,500 
$81 ,419 

$568,750 

If the 2023 CDBG funding for Physical Improvements exceeds $568,750 the additional funding will be 
allocated as follows: First, the funds will be used to fully fund the SHCDC/BHA project. Then, any 
remaining funds will be dispersed between the other projects not fully funded proportionally. 

If the 2023 CDBG funding for Physical Improvements is less than $568,750 the funding will be 
adjusted as follows: The Centerstone and HAND projects will each be decreased equally up. to 
$80,000 combined maximum. For any necessary reduction exceeding $80,000, the remaining projects 
will be reduced proportionally. 
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SOCIAL SERVICE RECOMMENDATIONS 

Community Kitchen 
Mother Hubbard's Cupboard 
Hoosier Hills Food Bank 
Beacon, Inc. 
Monroe County United Ministries 
New Hope for Families 
Middle Way House 
New Leaf New Life 
Boys & Girls Club 
Healing Hands Outreach Center 
My Sister's Closet 
Exodus Refugee Immigration Inc. 
Open Arms Christian Ministries 

SUBTOTAL 

TOTAL REQUESTED ALL FUNDED AGENCIES 

TOTAL AMOUNT OF FUNDS AVAILABLE 

TOTAL AMOUNT ALLOCATED 

2023 Request 

$25,000.00 
$25,000.00 
$25,000.00 
$25,000.00 
$25,000.00 
$25,000.00 
$25,000.00 

$25,000.00 
$25,000.00 
$25,000.00 
$25,000.00 
$25,000.00 
$15,000.00 

$150,000.00 

$315,000.00. 

$131,250.00 

Exhibit B 

CAC 
Recommendations 

$21,875.00 
$21,875.00 
$21,875.00 
$21,875.00 
$21,875.00 
$21,875.00 

$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 
$0.00 

$131,250.00 

$131,250.00 

If the 2023 funding level is greater than $130,000.00, overage funds will be distributed as 
follows: All receiving agencies will have the funds distributed evenly with no amount to exceed 
$25,000. 

• 

If the 2023 funding level is less than $130,000.00, funds will be distributed as follow$: All 
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agencies will have funding reduced and split evenly among the six recipients. 
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Community Development Block Grant 
Citizen Advisory Committee 

For Social Services 
Program Year 2023 
Updated Jan 4, 2023 

Name Subcommittee Term Expires 
Susan Sandberg 
 
Sandbers@bloomington.in.gov 

Social  
Services, 
(Council 
Appointment) 

August 31, 2023 

Michelle Gilchrist 
320 W 8th Street #118 
Bloomington, IN  47401 
mgilchrist@bloomhf.org 

Social  
Services, 
(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

Chris Hazel 
Chair of CAC 
431 S College Ave. 
Bloomington, IN 47401 
chris@monroeunitedway.org 

Social  
Services, 
(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

Matthew Seddon 
4427 E Kinser Dr 
Bloomington, IN 47408 
matthewthomasseddon@gmail.com 

Social  
Services, 
(Mayor) 
 

August 31, 2023   
 

Sue Mayer 
Timmayer3268@att.net 

Social  
Services, 
(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

Terry Lee Amsler 
tlamsler@indiana.edu 

Social  
Services,  
(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

Deborah Myerson 
Redevelopment Commission 
deborah.myerson@gmail.com 

Social  
Services,  
(RDC appointment 
on 10/4/21) 

August 31, 2023 

   

HAND STAFF FOR CDBG SOCIAL 
SERVICES 
Cody Toothman 
812-349-3512 
cody.toothman@bloomington.in.gov 
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Community Development Block Grant 
Citizen Advisory Committee 
For Physical Improvements 
Program Years 2023-2024 

Updated December 14, 2022 
Name Subcommittee Term Expires 

Kyla Cox Deckard 
 
knblanke@yahoo.com 
 

Physical 
Improvements 
(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

Beth Rosenbarger 
P.O. Box 100 
Bloomington, IN  47402 
W:  349-3423 
rosenbab@bloomington.gov 

Physical 
Improvements 
(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

Tim Mayer 
1001 S. Jordan Ave 
Bloomington, IN 47401 
timmayer3268@att.net 

Physical 
Improvements 
(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

Deb Hutton 
Bloomington Redevelopment Commission 
representative 
huttond@indiana.edu 

Physical 
Improvements 
RDV Commission 

August 31, 2023  
Annual BRC 
appointment 
 

Alex St. John 
 
alexstjohn@stjohnjobs.com 

Physical 
Improvements,  
(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

Kate Rosenbarger 
808 W. Howe Street 
Bloomington, IN  47403 
krosenbarger@gmail.com 

Physical 
Improvements,  
(Mayor) 

August 31, 2023 

   

   

HAND STAFF FOR CDBG PHYSICAL 
IMPROVEMENTS 
Matt Swinney 
812-349-3580 
swinneym@bloomington.in.gov 
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PROJECT 2023 Requests Allocation 
Adjustment

Bloomington Cooperative Living 180,000.00$     50,000.00$    
Centerstone of Indiana 190,000.00$     190,000.00$  
HAND 100,000.00$     100,000.00$  
LIFEDesigns 81,243.00$       81,243.00$    
MCUM 33,588.00$       33,588.00$    
New Hope For Families  65,000.00$       32,500.00$    
SHCDC/BHA 252,548.00$     81,419.00$    

TOTAL REQUESTED 902,379.00$     568,750.00$       
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CDBG Social Service Citizens Advisory Committee

Agency
Allocation 
Recommendation Requested

Community Kitchen 21,875.00 $25,000.00

Mother Hubbard's 
Cupboard 21,875.00 $25,000.00

Beacon 21,875.00 $25,000.00
Hoosier Hills Food 

Bank 21,875.00 $25,000.00
New Hope for 

Families 21,875.00 $25,000.00
Monroe County 

United Ministries 21,875.00 $25,000.00

Middle Way House 0.00 $25,000.00

New Leaf New Life 0.00 $25,000.00
Boys & Girls Club 0.00 $25,000.00

Healing hands 0.00 $25,000.00
My Sister's Closet 0.00 $25,000.00

Exodus 0.00 $25,000.00
Open Arms 0.00 $25,000.00

131250.00
Total  
Estimated to be 
available 131,250.00

If more funds received than estimated:
Funding will be divided evenly among the receiving agencies (A-F)

If less funds received than estimated: 
Funding will be divided evenly among the receiving agencies (A-F)

Program Year 2023
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Social Service CDBG Application Scoring Criteria 

 
Total number of points available is 100. 

 

A. Question 3 – Program Need – 35 points total 

o Organization has documented need for program in the community. 

o Organization has described how the program fits within the need of the 

community. 

 

B. Question 4 – Evaluation Methodology/Outcome Measurement – 30  points total 

o Agency describes how it evaluates its program or has a measurement tool in 

place to evaluate program effectiveness. 

o Agency provides documentation of program effectiveness within the 

community using its evaluation or outcome measurement tool. 

 

C. Question 5 – Client Data – 20 points total 

o Agency serves large number/percentage of low income individuals (refer to 

Part I Question 1(b) and 2(b)). 

o A large percentage of their clients are city residents (check Part II, question 1 

vs. Part II, question 1(a) 

 

D. Question 6 – Budget Information – 15 points total 

o All requested budget information was provided. 

o Budget information clearly shows how requested funds will be utilized for this 

program. 

o Budget shows that this program does not rely heavily on CDBG funds for the 

project (50% or more of funding comes from other sources). 
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City of Bloomington Indiana  
City Hall | 401 N. Morton St. | Post Office Box 100 | Bloomington, Indiana 47402  
Office of the Common Council | (812) 349-3409 | Fax: (812) 349-3570 | email: council@bloomington.in.gov 

 
 

MEMO FROM COUNCIL OFFICE ON:  

Ordinance 23-03 - To Amend Title 15 of the Bloomington Municipal Code Entitled 
"Vehicles And Traffic" - Re: Amending Section 15.12.010 to remove seven stop 

intersections, to add six stop intersections, and to delete one 4-way stop 
intersection; Section 15.12.020 to add one yield intersection; Section 15.32.030 to 
delete angle parking on Fourth Street between College Avenue and Gentry Street; 

Section 15.32.080 to add no parking spaces on Duncan Drive, Nineteenth Street, and 
Strong Drive and to remove no parking spaces on Grant Street and Nineteenth Street; 

and Section 15.32.090 to add limited parking zones to Eighth Street 
 
 
Synopsis 
This ordinance amends Title 15, “Vehicles and Traffic,” of the Bloomington Municipal Code 
and comes forth at the request of City staff, the Parking Commission, the Traffic 
Commission, and the Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Commission. The ordinance makes the 
following changes: 
- Removes seven stop intersections and adds six stop intersections. 
- Removes one multistop intersection at Jefferson Street and Seventh Street. 
- Adds one yield intersection. 
- Removes angle parking on Fourth Street between College Avenue and Gentry Street. 
- Adds no parking spaces on Duncan Drive, Nineteenth Street and Strong Drive; removes no 
parking spaces on Grant Street and Nineteenth Street. 
- Adds limited parking zones on Eighth Street. 
 
Relevant Materials

 Ordinance 23-03     

 Memo from staff (including maps of affected locations) 

 
Summary  
Ordinance 23-02 proposes to amend various sections of Title 15 (“Vehicles and Traffic”) of 
the Bloomington Municipal Code, accessible online here: 
https://library.municode.com/in/bloomington/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=TIT15
VETR. Title 15 contains codified traffic and parking controls for the city and is subject to 
frequent change and revision. Ordinance 23-03 represents the first Title 15 ordinance 
proposed in 2023. As the staff memo notes, the proposals are a result of public requests, 
feedback through commissions’ recommendations, or changes stemming from temporary 
180-day orders. The proposed changes would affect stop intersections, yield intersections, 
angle parking, no parking zones, and limited parking zones. The reasons for the proposed 
changes and maps of the affected locations are provided in the staff memo. 
 
Contact   
Amir Farshchi, Long Range Planner, 812-349-3423, farshchs@bloomington.in.gov 
(questions sent to Amir may be directed to other staff members as needed) 
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ORDINANCE 23-03 

 

TO AMEND TITLE 15 OF THE BLOOMINGTON MUNICIPAL CODE 

ENTITLED "VEHICLES AND TRAFFIC" - 
 

Re: Amending Section 15.12.010 to remove seven stop intersections, to add six stop 

intersections, and to delete one 4-way stop intersection; Section 15.12.020 to add one yield 

intersection; Section 15.32.030 to delete angle parking on Fourth Street between College 

Avenue and Gentry Street; Section 15.32.080 to add no parking spaces on Duncan Drive, 

Nineteenth Street, and Strong Drive and to remove no parking spaces on Grant Street and 

Nineteenth Street; and Section 15.32.090 to add limited parking zones to Eighth Street 
 

WHEREAS, the Traffic Commission, Parking Commission, Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety 

Commission, and City staff from the Engineering, Legal, Parking Services 

division of Public Works, Planning and Transportation, and Police departments 

recommend certain changes be made in Title 15 of the Bloomington Municipal 

Code entitled “Vehicles and Traffic”; and 

 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT HEREBY ORDAINED BY THE COMMON COUNCIL OF THE 

CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, MONROE COUNTY, INDIANA, THAT: 

 

SECTION 1. Section 15.12.010, entitled “Stop Intersections” shall be amended by adding and 

deleting the following from Schedule A: 

 

Delete 

TRAFFIC ON SHALL STOP FOR TRAFFIC ON 

Abbey Lane Winslow Road 

Camby Court Abbey Lane 

Camby Lane Abbey Lane 

Durham Court Abbey Lane 

Durham Drive Abbey Lane 

Graham Drive Bryan Street 

Seventh Street Hillsdale Drive 

 

 

Add 

TRAFFIC ON SHALL STOP FOR TRAFFIC ON 

Abby Lane Winslow Road 

Camby Court Abby Lane 

Camby Lane Abby Lane 

Durham Court Abby Lane 

Durham Drive Abby Lane 

Jefferson Street Seventh Street 

  

Section 15.12.010, entitled “Stop Intersections” shall be amended by deleting the following from 

Schedule B: 

 

Delete: 

Jefferson Street and Seventh Street 4-Way 
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SECTION 2. Section 15.12.020, entitled “Yield Intersections,” shall be amended by adding the 

following to Schedule C: 

 

Add 

TRAFFIC ON SHALL YIELD TO TRAFFIC ON 

Graham Drive Bryan Street 

 

 

SECTION 3. Section 15.32.030, entitled “Angle parking,” shall be amended by deleting the 

following from Schedule L:   

 

Delete 

Street From To Side of Street Angle Type 

Fourth Street College Avenue Gentry Street North Pull In 

 

SECTION 4. Section 15.32.080, entitled “No Parking Zones,” shall be amended by adding and 

deleting the following from Schedule M: 

Delete 

Street From To Side of Street Time of 

Restriction 

Grant Street Eighteenth Street Nineteenth Street Both Any Time 

Nineteenth 

Street 

Lincoln Street Dunn Street North Any Time 

   

Add 

Street From To Side of Street Time of 

Restriction 

Duncan Drive Rockport Road 1000' west of South 

Rockport Road 

Both Any Time 

Nineteenth 

Street 

Lincoln Street Grant Street North Any Time 

Strong Drive Allen St 1,140' south of Allen 

Street 

West Any Time 

Strong Drive 1,100' south of 

Allen Street 

2,330' south of Allen 

Street 

East Any Time 

 

SECTION 5. Section 15.32.090, entitled “Limited Parking Zones,” shall be amended by adding 

the following to Schedule N: 

Add 

Street From To Side of Street Limit 

Eighth Street Walnut Street First four spaces east of 

Walnut Street 

South 9:00 p.m. to 

4:00 a.m. 

only 

  

SECTION 6.  If any section, sentence or provision of this ordinance, or application thereof to 

any person or circumstances shall be declared invalid, such invalidity shall not affect any of the 

other sections, sentences, provisions or application of this ordinance which can be given effect 

without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this ordinance are 

declared to be severable.   
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SECTION 7. This ordinance shall be in effect after its passage by the Common Council and 

approval of the Mayor, any required publication, and, as necessary, other promulgation in 

accordance with the law.   

  

PASSED by the Common Council of the City of Bloomington, Monroe County, Indiana, upon 

this              day of                                            , 2023.  

 

 

 

 

___________________________                  

       SUE SGAMBELLURI, President 

Bloomington Common Council 

 

 

ATTEST: 

 

_____________________                               

NICOLE BOLDEN, Clerk 

City of Bloomington 

 

PRESENTED by me to the Mayor of the City of Bloomington, Monroe County, Indiana, upon 

this                day of                                       , 2023. 

 

 

 

_________________________                          

NICOLE BOLDEN, Clerk, 

City of Bloomington 

 

 

 

 

SIGNED and APPROVED by me upon this            day of                                       , 2023. 

 

 

 

______________________________ 
                  JOHN HAMILTON, Mayor 

City of Bloomington 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SYNOPSIS 

 

This ordinance amends Title 15, “Vehicles and Traffic,” of the Bloomington Municipal 

Code and comes forth at the request of City staff, the Parking Commission, the Traffic 

Commission, and the Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Commission. The ordinance makes the 

following changes: 

- Removes seven stop intersections and adds six stop intersections. 

- Removes one multistop intersection at Jefferson Street and Seventh Street. 

- Adds one yield intersection. 

- Removes angle parking on Fourth Street between College Avenue and Gentry Street. 

- Adds no parking spaces on Duncan Drive, Nineteenth Street and Strong Drive; removes 

no parking spaces on Grant Street and Nineteenth Street.   

- Adds limited parking zones on Eighth Street. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

MEMORANDUM                  

 

To: Common Council                  

 

From: Andrew Cibor, City Engineer; Raye Ann Cox, Parking Enforcement Manager; Amir 

Farshchi, Long Range Planner; Gabriel Holbrow, Zoning Planner; Neil Kopper, Senior Project 

Engineer; Scott Oldham, Captain of Operations of Bloomington Police Department; 

Aleksandrina Pratt, Assistant City Attorney; Ryan Robling, Planning Services Manager; Beth 

Rosenbarger, Assistant Director of Planning and Transportation; Michelle Wahl, Parking 

Services Director 

 

Date: February 7, 2023 

 

Re: Proposed Ordinance # 23-03, to make various amendments to Title 15 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

  

City staff from the Engineering, Legal, Parking Services division of Public Works, Planning and 

Transportation, and Police departments have compiled a number of recommendations for 

changes to Title 15, the vehicle and traffic section of the Bloomington Municipal Code. Proposed 

ordinance # 23-03 would make these changes.   

 

The current Title 15 of the Bloomington Municipal Code may be found at: 

https://library.municode.com/in/bloomington/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=TIT15VETR 

 

The proposed changes will address issues that have come to staff’s attention through public 

requests, commissions’ recommendations, or 180-day orders. The maps attached to this memo 

indicate the proposed changes.   

 

The ordinance includes the following changes: 

 

● Section 1: 

○ Removes one stop intersection on W. Graham Drive at S. Bryan Street and 

replaces it with one yield intersection. Neil Kopper, Andrew Cibor 

○ Removes two stop intersections on E. 7th Street at N. Hillsdale Drive and replaces 

them with two yield intersections. 7th Street is offset and intersects Hillsdale 

Drive twice; updating both locations. Yield signage for 7th Street and Hillsdale 

Drive is already codified. Neil Kopper, Andrew Cibor 

○ Removes one 4-Way stop intersection on N. Jefferson Street at E. 7th Street and 

adds a two-way intersection such that traffic on Jefferson Street stops for traffic 

on E. 7th Street. Neil Kopper, Andrew Cibor 

■ The above requests originated from implementation of improved 

Neighborhood Greenway routes on both E. 7th Street and W. Graham 

Drive per the City's adopted Transportation Plan. 

■ Neighborhood Greenways use traffic calming and other tools to create 

convenient and high comfort walking and bicycling connections along 
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shared-space streets. In order to increase the convenience and priority of 

these routes, existing traffic controls are analyzed and updated where 

appropriate.  

■ On these routes, there are two intersections where stop signs can be 

updated to yield signs and one intersection where an all-way stop can be 

converted to a two-way stop. 

■ The Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Commission reviewed and approved 

the design of the Neighborhood Greenway project on November 8, 2021. 

■ The 180-Day Order 22-02 for this case was issued on August 15, 2022 for 

construction. 

○ Changing the wrong spelling of Abbey Lane to Abby Lane. Ryan Robling 

■ Changing the wrong spelling, Abbey Lane, to the correct spelling, Abby 

Lane in Title 15. 

● Section 2:  

○ Adds one yield intersection on W. Graham Drive at S. Bryan Street: summary 

included in Section 1. Neil Kopper, Andrew Cibor 

○ Adds one yield intersection on E. 7th Street at N. Hillsdale Drive: summary 

included in Section 1. Neil Kopper, Andrew Cibor 

● Section 3: 

○ Deletes angle parking on W. 4th Street from S. College Avenue to S. Gentry 

Street, north side of the street from Schedule L. Amir Farshchi, Raye Ann Cox 

■ The change effectively codifies the existing condition and what people 

practiced for years. 

■ There are parking meters but there are no angle parking spaces. Parking 

meters are already codified under section 15.40.010 as 100-400 W 4th St. 

● Section 4: 

○ Removes no parking spaces on both sides of N. Grant Street from E. 18th Street 

to E. 19th Street. Gabriel Holbrow, Beth Rosenbarger, Ryan Robling 

■ The proposal is based on a redevelopment in this area. The redevelopment 

project included on-street parking.  

■ It is related to the approved development at 420 East 19th Street.  

■ The site plan was approved by the Plan Commission as SP-38-22 on 

September 12, 2022. 

○ Removes no parking spaces on the north side of E. 19th Street from N. Lincoln 

Street to N. Dunn Street; adds no parking spaces on the north side of E. 19th 

Street from N. Lincoln Street to N. Grant Street. Gabriel Holbrow, Beth 

Rosenbarger, Ryan Robling 

■ The north side of E. 19th Street from Grant Street to N. Dunn Street is 

currently listed as no-parking. The purpose is to change it to allow on-

street parking on the north side so to have on-street parking on both sides 

of the street on this block. 

■ The proposal is based on a redevelopment in this area. The redevelopment 

project included on-street parking.  
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■ The proposal is related to the development on the north side of E. 19th and 

Dunn, approved by the Plan Commission as SP-40-21 on December 13, 

2021. Grading permit C22-001 was approved on April 21, 2021.  

○ Adds no parking spaces on both sides of W. Duncan Drive. Neil Kopper 

■ The width of the existing street is 12 to 13 feet. The existing street has 

signs that restrict parking at certain times of the day, but those existing 

signs are not codified. 

■ It is not possible to park a motor vehicle on the roadway without violating 

the following code: BMC 15.32.140 - Obstructing traffic. “No person shall 

park any vehicle upon a street, other than an alley, in such a manner or 

under such conditions as to have available less than twelve feet of the 

width of the roadway for free movement of vehicular traffic.” 

■ The case 22-08 for this item was presented to the Traffic Commission on 

September 28, 2022, the Commission voted to forward the Title 15 

changes to the Common Council with a positive recommendation. 

○ Adds no parking spaces on Strong Drive south of W. Allen Street. Andrew Cibor, 

Neil Kopper  

■ Engineering Department staff received requests from the public via 

uReport and from Catalent Biologics for on-street parking restrictions 

along Strong Drive.  

■ The adjacent properties are occupied by Catalent and Organized Living, 

and the facility has significant truck activity.  

■ There is significant on-street parking on Strong Drive which can limit 

maneuverability especially for the large trucks and the on-street parking 

limits sight distance at the driveway access points. 

■ Currently on-street parking is permitted on both sides of Strong Drive 

except in locations that have yellow painted curb (some yellow curb exists 

at the southern terminus). 

■ This proposal maximizes on-street parking capacity while providing 

sufficient space for truck maneuverability and improved sight lines at 

driveway access points. 

■ The case 22-10 for this item was presented to the Traffic Commission on 

August 24, 2022, the Commission voted to forward the Title 15 changes to 

the Common Council with a positive recommendation. 

● Section 5:  

○ Adds limited parking zones on the south side of E. 8th Street, from N. Walnut 

Street to the first four spaces east of N. Walnut Street, 9:00 p.m. to 4:00 a.m. only. 

Scott Oldham 

■ The Bloomington Police Department requested these changes.  

 

The anticipated fiscal impact of these proposed changes is minimal. Generally, anticipated 

expenditures to add or remove signs, poles, etc. related to the Title 15 changes proposed, are 

covered by the 2023 Budget. 
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W Graham Dr & S Bryan St
Intersection

Section 1
Removing one stop intersection on W. Graham Drive at S. Bryan Street and replacing it with one yield intersection
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Section 1
Removing two stop intersections on E. 7th Street at N. Hillsdale Drive and replacing them with two yield 
intersections. 7th Street is offset and intersects Hillsdale Drive twice; updating both locations.
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N Je�erson St & E 7th St
Intersection

Section 1
Removing one 4-Way stop intersection on N. Jefferson Street at E. 7th Street and adding a two-way 
intersection such that traffic on Jefferson Street stops for traffic on 7th Street
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S College Ave & W 4th St
Intersection

Section 3 
-Deleting angle parking on W. 4th Street from S. College Avenue to S. Gentry Street, north side of the street from 
Schedule L
-The change effectively codifies the existing condition and what people practiced for years.
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Section 4
Removing no parking spaces on both sides of N. Grant Street from E. 18th Street to E. 19th Street.
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Section 4--Removing no parking spaces on the north side of E. 19th Street from N. Lincoln Street to N. Dunn Street; 
Adding no parking spaces on the north side of E. 19th Street from N. Lincoln Street to N. Grant Street.

By: keegan.gulick 
1 Nov 21 ~~~~==~~~~~~ ........................................ ~~~~~~ 

1 20 0 1 20 240 360 

For reference only; map information NOT warranted. 

City of Bloomington 

Planning 

:ti~~ 
~ ... ~ 
""Jllf' "' 

Scale: 1 " = 1 20' 
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Section 4
Adding no parking spaces on both sides of W. Duncan Drive.
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Section 4 

Adding no parking spaces on Strong Drive south of W. Allen Street. 
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On-street parking on both sides of the road 
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Section 5
Adding limited parking zones on the south side of E. 8th Street, from N. Walnut Street to the first four spaces east 
of N. Walnut Street, 9:00 p.m. to 4:00 a.m. only.
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MEMO FROM COUNCIL OFFICE ON: 
(Updated February 24, 2023)  

 
Resolution 23-04 – A Resolution Authorizing the 2023 Expanded Outdoor Dining 

Program in the Downtown Corridor 
 
 
Synopsis 
Resolution 23-04 authorizes renewal of the Expanded Outdoor Dining Program in the 
Downtown Corridor. The Program as renewed in this resolution provides for the continued 
use of parklets and Kirkwood Avenue for additional seating space from April 3, 2023, 
through October 1, 2023. As required by Ordinance 22-01, passage of this resolution also 
explicitly adopts fees for the 2023 Program. 
  
Relevant Materials 

• Resolution 23-04 
• Exhibit A: Program Guidelines 
• Staff Memo from Chaz Mottinger, Special Projects Manager, Economic & Sustainable 

Development 
o Program Guidelines 
o Beautification and Parklet Art Guidelines 
o Data Collected 

 Kirkwood Parklet Feedback Survey 
 Compilation of additional program feedback 

• [new material] Map of Kirkwood Outdoor Dining Blocks 
• [new material] Draft Amendment 01, to express an option to modify which blocks 

are included in the program 
• [new material] Draft Amendment 02, to express an option to alter the season length 

 
Update after February 15, 2023 Regular Session 
At the February 15, 2023 Regular Session, this item was introduced, debated, and 
postponed to the March 1, 2023 Regular Session. City staff discussed a few modifications to 
the Outdoor Dining Program they anticipated the Council might wish to consider, including 
removing one of the blocks participating in the Program and altering the season length. For 
further clarity, this packet contains a map of the blocks that would be included in the 
Program as currently proposed.  
 
Two draft amendments have been included in this week’s packet to reflect the options City 
staff discussed at the February 15 meeting. Note that neither amendment has been 
sponsored. Should a councilmember wish to propose one of the included draft 
amendments or sponsor any other amendment, a motion to amend could be made at the 
March 1 Regular Session. 
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Summary  
In June of 2020, the Council approved Ordinance 20-11, which suspended portions of the 
municipal code in order to support the operation of businesses in the downtown 
Bloomington area and assist in economic recovery from the COVID-19 public health 
emergency (background materials for Ordinance 20-11 can be found in the June 10, 2020 
legislative packet). The Council extended provisions of Ordinance 20-11 several times with 
Resolution 20-15, Resolution 20-19, and Resolution 21-18. In early 2022, City staff 
recommended that the temporary closures continue to be implemented in future seasons 
as an Expanded Outdoor Dining Program (Program) irrespective of the COVID-19 public 
health emergency. 

On January 19, 2022, the Council passed Ordinance 22-01, which established and approved 
the expanded Program, including the use of parking spaces by restaurants and the 
temporary conversion of certain blocks of Kirkwood Avenue into pedestrian-only spaces 
(background materials for Ordinance 22-01 can be found in the January 19, 2022 
legislative packet). The ordinance temporarily suspended sections of Bloomington 
Municipal Code, including standards for encroachment (BMC 12.06), use of right-of-way 
(BMC 12.08), intoxicating beverages (BMC 14.36.090), loading zones (15.32.100), parking 
meter changes (BMC 15.40.010 Schedule U), and signs (BMC 20.04.100), to implement the 
Program for the 2022 season. Resolution 23-04 seeks to extend the Program for an 
additional one-year term, as provided for in Section 2 of Ordinance 22-01.  
City staff recommends the Program be implemented during the 2023 season in accordance 
with the Program Guidelines, which are attached to Resolution 23-04 as Exhibit A. This 
recommendation is based on a number of factors, including economic benefits to the local 
business community still recovering from the impacts of the COVID-19 public health 
emergency, stakeholder and public input on past implementations of the Program, and 
increased pedestrian use and sustainability.  

Based on the data from stakeholder and public responses, City staff recommends the 2023 
Program be shortened. For more information on the timeline for the implementation of the 
Program, the data gathering process and results, and the differences between the 2022 and 
2023 Programs, please consult the staff memo from Chaz Mottinger. 

In brief, this resolution would: 
1. Approve the Program as set forth in Exhibit A: Program Guidelines;
2. Set April 3, 2023 – October 1, 2023 as the timeframe for operation of the Program;

and
3. Approve the permitting fee and fee schedule for operation of the 2023 Program.

Contact 
Chaz Mottinger, Special Projects Manager, Economic & Sustainable Development, 812-349-
3418, chaz.mottinger@bloomington.in.gov  
Larry Allen, Assistant City Attorney, Legal, 812-349-3426, allenl@bloomington.in.gov  
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RESOLUTION 23-04 
 

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE 2023 EXPANDED OUTDOOR DINING 
PROGRAM IN THE DOWNTOWN CORRIDOR   

 
WHEREAS, on June 17, 2020, the Common Council passed Ordinance 20-11, which 

suspended portions of the Bloomington Municipal Code during the public health 
emergency caused by the COVID-19 virus; and 

 
WHEREAS, Ordinance 20-11 relaxed certain City regulations, including sign and seating 

encroachment regulations, which made it possible to assist local restaurants by 
extending the outdoor seating area into parklets; and 

 
WHEREAS, the City also temporarily closed portions of Kirkwood Avenue to make it 

available for enhanced social distancing and outdoor seating; and 
 
WHEREAS, the Common Council approved the Expanded Outdoor Dining Program in 

Ordinance 22-01, which extended the ability for local restaurants to utilize 
parklets and enhanced pedestrian and seating space on Kirkwood avenue 
(“Program”); and 

 
WHEREAS, SECTION 2 of Ordinance 22-01 reserved the right of the Common Council to 

extend the term of the ordinance for additional one-year terms through an 
authorizing resolution; and  

 
WHEREAS, the City desires to continue the Program in the downtown corridor through 2023 

as detailed by the Program Guidelines that are attached to this resolution as 
Exhibit A; and 

 
WHEREAS, the Common Council therefore wishes to extend the Program through proactive 

measures to assist the Bloomington business community and enhance the city’s 
vibrancy and economic growth;  

 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED BY THE COMMON COUNCIL OF THE 

CITY OF BLOOMINGTON, MONROE COUNTY INDIANA, THAT: 
 
SECTION 1.  As authorized by SECTION 2 of Ordinance 22-01, the Common Council hereby 

extends the suspension of certain portions of the Bloomington Municipal Code 
described in SECTION 6 of Ordinance 22-01 through October 1, 2023, and 
approves the Expanded Outdoor Dining Program as set forth by the Program 
Guidelines attached to this resolution as Exhibit A.  

 
SECTION 2.  The Program shall operate from April 3, 2023, until October 1, 2023, unless 

earlier terminated under SECTION 7 of Ordinance 22-01.  
 
SECTION 3.  As required by SECTION 5 of Ordinance 22-01, the Common Council approves 

the following fees for the Program: 
 

Program Fee Condition 

All Programs $50 Permitting fee required of all applicants to 
either program. 

Parklet $1,250 per space Cost may be split between businesses sharing 
parklet space(s) 

Kirkwood Seating $500 Business with seating capacity under 20 seats 

 $1,250 Business with seating capacity between 20 
and 100 seats 

 $3,500 Business with seating capacity over 100 seats 
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SECTION 4. If any section, sentence, or provision of this resolution, Ordinance 22-01, or the 

application thereof to any person or circumstance, shall be declared invalid, such 
invalidity shall not affect any of the other sections, sentences, provisions, or 
applications of this ordinance which can be given effect without the invalid 
section, sentence, provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this 
ordinance are declared to be severable. 

 
 
PASSED by the Common Council of the City of Bloomington, Monroe County, Indiana, upon 
this ______ day of ___________________, 2023. 
 
 
 
       ______________________________ 

      SUE SGAMBELLURI, President 
      Bloomington Common Council 

 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
________________________________ 
NICOLE BOLDEN, Clerk 
City of Bloomington 
 
 
 
 
PRESENTED by me to the Mayor of the City of Bloomington, Monroe County, Indiana, upon 
this _______ day of ______________________, 2023. 
 
 
________________________________ 
NICOLE BOLDEN, Clerk 
City of Bloomington 
 
 
SIGNED and APPROVED by me upon this _______ day of _______________________, 2023. 
 
 
 
       ______________________________ 
       JOHN HAMILTON, Mayor 
       City of Bloomington 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 

Resolution 23-04 authorizes renewal of the Expanded Outdoor Dining Program in the Downtown 
Corridor. The Program as renewed in this resolution provides for the continued use of parklets 
and Kirkwood Avenue for additional seating space from April 3, 2023, through October 1, 2023. 
As required by Ordinance 22-01, passage of this resolution also explicitly adopts fees for the 
2023 Program. 
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Exhibit A: Program Guidelines 
 
Costs to Participating Businesses: 
 

• All: 
o All extended outdoor dining covered under this program will be subject to the $50 

permitting fee to the Engineering Department.  
o All fees are due in full by March 13, 2023.  
o Businesses are responsible for any direct costs associated with utilizing a parklet 

or outdoor dining on Kirkwood, such as furniture or heaters.  
o Each participating business must submit a certificate of insurance to the Planning 

and Transportation and Economic and Sustainable Development Departments 
establishing proof of a comprehensive general liability policy naming the City of 
Bloomington as additional insured to the extent of at least $500,000 bodily injury 
and $100,000 property damage, which shall be in effect during the term of this 
authorization. 
 

• Parklets: 
o Cost to businesses will be $1,250 per parking space for the 2023 season, payable 

to Parking Services. A two-space parklet will cost $2,500, plus the permitting 
fee(s).  

o Businesses which share a parklet may split the cost between them.  
 

• Kirkwood conversion outdoor dining permit: 
o For businesses with a capacity of under 20, the cost will be $500 for utilization of 

the extended outdoor space on Kirkwood during the 2023 season.  
o For businesses with a capacity between 20 and 100, the cost will be $1,250 for 

utilization of the extended outdoor space on Kirkwood during the 2023 season.  
o For businesses with a capacity 100 and above, the cost will be $3,500 for 

utilization of the extended outdoor space on Kirkwood during the 2023 season.  
 
Parklet Logistics: 
 

• Eligibility: 
o Eligibility is limited to any food service establishment adjacent to metered 

parking in downtown Bloomington.  
o All participating businesses must agree to cease alcohol sales in parklets by 

midnight.  
o Eligible businesses must complete the application and payment process as 

outlined in this memo.  
 

• Application process: 
o Application form will go live on the City’s webpage on February 16, 2023. 
o Applications are due by March 6, 2023. Businesses may submit applications in 

advance of the deadline. 
o Fees are payable by check or card to Parking Services by March 13, 2023. 

 
•  Implementation: 

o The Parking Services division in the Department of Public Works will install and 
remove the orange jersey barriers at the beginning and end of the 2023 season.  

o City staff will fill the jersey barriers with water on the day they are installed. 
Participating businesses will be required to top off the barriers with water as 
needed, and the barriers must remain sufficiently full for safety reasons.  

o If the weather in April of 2023 is not conducive to outdoor dining, City staff may 
exercise discretion on the exact dates that the parklets are installed 

o If a parklet is removed, either by request of the business or by determination of 
City staff, it may not be reimplemented in the same calendar year. Any fees paid 
by the business will not be refunded 
 

• Requirements for participating businesses: 
o Participating businesses are required to provide their own furniture, decorations, 

etc. 
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o Participating businesses must meet all local, state, and national legal requirements 
for their extended outdoor seating, including those from the Indiana Alcohol 
Tobacco Commission (ATC), state and county health department, and all 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), safety and insurance requirements.  

o Participating businesses must comply with Indiana Fire Code regulations relating 
to the use of heaters and tents, specifically Chapter 31, Section 3107.4.  

 Tents are allowed to be used on a temporary basis, with a maximum 
cumulative number of 30 days of operation in a calendar year 

 Heaters are allowed to operate but must be 10 feet from any combustible 
material, including tents, buildings, seating, awnings, etc.   

 
Kirkwood Conversion Logistics: 
 

• Eligibility 
o Eligibility is limited to any business or organization located in the participating 

blocks of Kirkwood Ave. This program is focused on, but not limited to, food 
service establishments.  

o All participating businesses must agree to cease alcohol sales in parklets and on 
Kirkwood by midnight.  
 

• Application process: 
o Application form will go live on the City’s webpage on February 16, 2023. 
o Applications are due by March 6, 2023. Businesses may submit applications in 

advance of the deadline. 
o Fees are payable by check or card to Parking Services by March 13, 2023. 

 
• Implementation logistics: 

o City staff will temporarily reconvert the participating 2.5 blocks of Kirkwood 
Ave. during the 2023 season. No permanent physical changes will be made to the 
streetscape. 

o All cross streets will remain open.  
o A fire lane will be left in the middle of the street as necessary, as determined by 

the Bloomington Fire Department.  
o Where the street is closed with a contiguous barrier (i.e. orange jersey barriers as 

opposed to bollards), there will be a bike lane so that bikes and scooters may 
retain a path despite Kirkwood being a dismount zone.  

o City staff have analyzed the quantity and location of ADA parking spaces in the 
downtown area and are in the process of determining where additional ADA 
spaces can be added, taking into consideration which blocks of Kirkwood will be 
closed to vehicular traffic in 2023. These additional ADA spaces will be 
implemented in the spring of 2023, with exact dates determined by weather. 

o Areas not occupied by businesses or the fire lane will have greater arts 
programming, such as live music, mural and plein air painting, performances, or 
festivals. The nature and timing of this programming will be determined by City 
staff, in conjunction with community stakeholders.  
 

• Requirements for participating businesses: 
o Participating businesses are required to provide their own furniture, decorations, 

etc. 
o Participating businesses must meet all local, state, and national legal requirements 

for their extended outdoor seating, including those from the ATC, state and 
county health department, and all ADA, safety, and insurance requirements.  

o All businesses utilizing the extended outdoor space on Kirkwood will be required 
to have a temporary ADA-compliant ramp from the sidewalk into the section of 
the street they are utilizing.  

o Participating businesses must comply with Indiana Fire Code regulations relating 
to the use of heaters and tents, specifically Chapter 31, Section 3107.4. 

 Tents are allowed to be used on a temporary basis, with a maximum 
cumulative number of 30 days of operation in a calendar year 

 Heaters are allowed to operate but must be 10 feet from any combustible 
material, including tents, buildings, seating, awnings, etc.   
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To: City Council

Cc: John Hamilton, Mayor
Mary Catherine Carmichael, Deputy Mayor
Adam Wason, Director, Public Works
Larry Allen, Assistant City Attorney, Legal Department
Alex Crowley, Director, Economic & Sustainable Development
Michelle Wahl, Parking Services Director, Public Works
Andrew Cibor, Director, Engineering

From: Chaz Mottinger, Special Projects Manager, Economic & Sustainable Development

Date: February 6, 2023

Re: Expanded Outdoor Dining Program: Parklets and the Continued Conversion of Kirkwood
Avenue in 2023

Executive Summary

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the City of Bloomington Common Council approved
Ordinance 20-11, which suspended portions of the municipal code to support the operation of
businesses in downtown Bloomington. The Common Council extended this ordinance and
approved the expansion of outdoor seating through the end of 2021. In Ordnance 22-01, the
Common Council approved the Expanded Outdoor Dining Program (“Program”), which
extended the ability for local restaurants to utilize parklets and enhanced pedestrian seating
space on Kirkwood Avenue. Council reserved the right to extend the Program and terms of
Ordinance 22-01 by authorizing resolution. Currently, the Indiana Alcohol and Tobacco
Commission continues to allow operations in this capacity.

Due to increased economic benefits, sustainability, and vibrancy in our community, City Staff
recommends asking City Council to pass a 2023 resolution to continue the Program as set out
in Ordinance 22-01 with certain changes. The proposal below outlines how the City can
continue to support this seasonal program in 2023 with modifications. Data and feedback from
stakeholders is included in this memo.
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Overview

Based on stakeholder input, we recommend asking the Council to allow for the
reimplementation of the parklet and temporary Kirkwood conversion programs in a seasonal
expanded program from April 3, 2023– October 1, 2023. The blocks of Kirkwood included in the
Kirkwood conversion program for 2023 will stay the same with an optional change from 2022.
These blocks we recommend to close are:

● Full block between Dunn St. and Grant St.
● West half of the block from Washington St. to Walnut St. (alley will remain open)
● Full block between Indiana Ave. and Dunn St. (OPTIONAL)

The proposed resolution would allow the continuation of the expanded outdoor dining program
for purposes of continued economic and public health recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic in
addition to creating more vibrancy in our pedestrian-friendly community. The 2023 expanded
outdoor dining program would again require participating businesses to pay fees of
$500–$3,500 depending on the specific program and size of business as outlined in Exhibit A:
Program Guidelines - see exhibit for logistical details of the outdoor dining programs.

Adjustments:

● Shorten the season (eliminating March and October)
● (OPTIONAL) Remove full block between Indiana Ave and Dunn St

Timeline:

● Council vote on this ordinance: Feb. 15, 2023
● Applications available to businesses: Feb 16, 2023
● Deadline for submitting applications: March 6, 2023
● Final staff determination of number and location of parklets: March 13, 2023
● Implementation of outdoor dining program: April 3-5, 2023 (weather permitting)
● End of seasonal outdoor dining program: Oct. 1, 2023

Fiscal Impact Analysis

City staff modeled the financial impact of the Program based on last year’s participation. We
estimate that meters would ordinarily operate for 151 days excluding Sundays and holidays
during the 2023 Program. For the 2022 parklet program, 8 businesses used 16 parking spaces
and generated $20,000.00 in revenue. For the 2022 Kirkwood conversion, which used 2.5
blocks consisting of 50 parking spaces, 6 businesses participated and generated $18,750 in
revenue. The total revenue from participating businesses was $38,750.
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Meters generate a maximum of $13 a day from each parking space. Assuming maximum usage,
the opportunity costs for parking meters would be $31,408 from parklets and $98,150 from
Kirkwood conversion for a total of $129,558.*

If participation and closure areas remained the same, the overall fiscal impact of the City’s
partnership with participating businesses would total $90,808* for the 2023 Expanded Outdoor
Dining Program. This amount represents the estimated public investment to promote
sustainability, vibrancy and economic development in our downtown community.

Please note the 2022 Program ran for a longer timeframe than the proposed 2023 Program.

*At the time of this memo, we do not have specific data for metered parking revenue loss from
Parkmobile or IPS yet.

Feedback and Data

Feedback from DBI Members

● Suggests shortening the season
● Points out some parklet businesses using a parking space also have sidewalk dining
● “The Square is a big visible space with different types of customers and various reasons

for coming downtown - offices, retailers, therapists, residents, restaurants - its use  is a
little different than Kirkwood. Sharing parking spaces for multiple purposes and turnovers
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a day is an important aspect of downtown operations. Customers pop in and out for
meetings with their accountant, attorney or therapist,  they have destination  errands to
pick up one thing,  it functions differently than Kirkwood.  If we want to support all small
businesses and want downtown to be welcoming, efficient and  convenient for
community residents, customers  and employees -- shared parking for different reasons
is important.”

● Trinity Episcopal Church issued a letter suggesting a half block closure to alleviate
issues with the alley for their parishioners.

Positives:
● Helps brings sales in
● Enjoyable/adds to vibrancy of downtown
● Less traffic congestion on Kirkwood
● KCA wants the closure

Negatives:
● Parking becomes an issue both on Kirkwood and on Square
● Unfair to some businesses
● Dangerous with traffic
● Doesn’t look pretty (parklets)
● Only beneficial during COVID
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Feedback from Public

Some wanted more permanence to programs and felt that would help better programs
Some folks did not understand the program guidelines - need better marketing

Positives:
● At least 87% liked the ability to be served in fresh air
● At least 72% said it adds vibrancy to the downtown experience
● At least 64% said they liked the expanded opportunities for customers
● Creates sense of community / feels more welcoming / festive / user-friendly
● Lots of comments about loving the street closure/wanting a Kirkwood pedestrian plaza
● Spent more money downtown
● Better for pedestrian foot traffic

Negatives:
● At least 45% said they dislike the loss of on-street parking
● At least 31% said the parklet appearance is not appealing
● Traffic and transit disruption / inconvenience
● ADA concerns
● Adjacent traffic to parklets is loud / unsafe
● Does not benefit all businesses impacted
● Homelessness issue

Feedback from 2023 Parklet Participants

Benefits:
● Increased sales and visibility / Attracted customers
● Gave outdoor seating options / Easy and affordable way to expand outdoor seating
● Kept business floating during continuing challenges of pandemic
● Allowed better competition with the restaurants on Kirkwood

Disadvantages
● Cleanliness
● Water barricades maintenance
● Graffiti
● Traffic

2022 Business
2023
Participation Reason

Smokeworks YES Increased sales/visibility / easy and affordable

The Tap YES Increased sales/visibility / easy and affordable
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Small Favors NO
Biz too new and too small to utilize parklet / street uneven
and not convenient to their set up

The Orbit Room YES
Kept business afloat, expanded seating and ADA
compliance

BuffaLouie's YES Expanded outdoor seating options / competitive

The Bishop NO
Potential dangers on Walnut corner / cost and demand
running contrary; 11pm limitation not great for a bar

Conclusion

We acknowledge there can be natural tensions between non-restaurant and restaurant businesses
when closures/parklets are concerned and the loss of parking revenue to the City. On balance, the
above recommendations attempt to promote vibrancy, sustainability, as well as economic benefits.
Recalling that the program was initiated as a temporary measure, the recommendation strives to
create predictability for the future, while continuing to gather feedback and to improve
implementation through this seasonal program.
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Exhibit A: Program Guidelines

Costs to Participating Businesses (note:  no change to 2023 fee structures):
● All:

○ All extended outdoor dining will be subject to the $50 permitting fee to the
Engineering Department.

○ All fees are due in full by March 20, 2023.
○ Businesses are responsible for any direct costs associated with utilizing a parklet

or outdoor dining on Kirkwood, such as furniture or heaters.
● Parklets:

○ Cost to businesses will be $1,250 per parking space for the 2023 season,
payable to Parking Services. A two-space parklet will cost $2,500 plus the
permitting fee(s).

○ Businesses which share a parklet may split the cost between them.
● Kirkwood conversion outdoor dining permit:

○ For businesses with a capacity of under 20, the cost will be $500 for utilization of
the extended  outdoor space on Kirkwood during the 2023 season.

○ For businesses with a capacity between 20 and 100, the cost will be $1,250 for
utilization of the extended  outdoor space on Kirkwood during the 2023 season.

○ For businesses with a capacity 100 and above, the cost will be $3,500 for
utilization of the extended outdoor space on Kirkwood during the 2023 season.

Parklets Logistics:
● Eligibility:

○ Eligibility is limited to any food service establishment adjacent to metered parking
in downtown Bloomington.

○ All participating businesses must agree to cease alcohol sales in parklets by
midnight.

○ Eligible businesses must complete the application and payment process as
outlined in this memo.

● Application process:
○ Application form will go live on the City’s webpage on February 16, 2023.
○ Applications are due by March 6, 2023. Businesses may submit applications in

advance of the deadline.
○ Fees are payable by check or card to Parking Services by March 20, 2023.

● Implementation:
○ The Parking Services division in the Department of Public Works will install and

remove the orange jersey barriers at the beginning and end of the 2023 season.
○ City staff will fill the jersey barriers with water on the day they are installed.

Participating businesses will be required to top off the barriers with water as
needed, and the barriers must remain sufficiently full for safety reasons.

○ If the weather in early April 2023 is not conducive to outdoor dining, City staff
may exercise discretion on the exact dates that the parklets are installed.
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○ If a parklet is removed, either by request of the business or by determination of
City staff, it may not be reimplemented in the same calendar year. Any fees paid
by the business will not be refunded

● Requirements for participating businesses:
○ Participating businesses are required to provide their own furniture, decorations,

etc.
○ Participating businesses are required to invest in beautification of parklets

through art or decor that meets safety standards (see Exhibit B)
○ Participating businesses must meet all requirements for their extended outdoor

seating, including from the Indiana Alcohol Tobacco Commission (ATC),
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Health Department, safety, and insurance
requirements.

○ Participating businesses must comply with Indiana Fire Code regulations relating
to the use of heaters and tents, specifically Chapter 31, Section 3107.4.

■ Tents are allowed to be used on a temporary basis, with a maximum
cumulative number of 30 days of operation in a calendar year

■ Heaters are allowed to operate but must be 10 feet from any combustible
material, including tents, buildings, seating, awnings, etc.

Kirkwood Conversion Logistics:

● Eligibility
○ Eligibility is limited to any business or organization located in the participating

blocks of Kirkwood Ave. This program is focused on, but not limited to, food
service establishments.

○ All participating businesses must agree to cease alcohol sales in parklets and on
Kirkwood by midnight.

● Application process:
○ Application form will go live on the City’s webpage on February 16, 2023.
○ Applications are due by March 6, 2023. Businesses may submit applications in

advance of the deadline.
○ Fees are payable by check or card to Parking Services by March 20, 2023.

● Implementation logistics:
○ City staff will temporarily reconvert the participating 1.5 blocks of Kirkwood Ave.

during the 2023 season. No permanent physical changes will be made to the
streetscape.

○ All cross streets will remain open.
○ A fire lane will be left in the middle of the street as necessary, as determined by

the Bloomington Fire Department.
○ Where the street is closed with a contiguous barrier (i.e. orange jersey barriers as

opposed to bollards), there will be a bike lane so that bikes and scooters may
retain a path despite Kirkwood being a dismount zone.
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○ City staff will make sure there are additional ADA parking spaces in the
downtown area taking into consideration which blocks of Kirkwood will be closed
to vehicular traffic in 2023.

○ Areas not occupied by businesses or the fire lane will have greater arts
programming, such as live music, mural and plein air painting, performances, or
festivals. The nature and timing of this programming will be determined by City
staff, in conjunction with community stakeholders.

● Requirements for participating businesses:
○ Participating businesses are required to provide their own furniture, decorations,

etc.
○ Participating businesses must meet all requirements for their extended outdoor

seating, including ATC, ADA, Health Department, safety, and insurance
requirements.

○ All businesses utilizing the extended outdoor space on Kirkwood will be required
to have an temporary ADA-compliant ramp from the sidewalk into the section of
the street they are utilizing.

○ Participating businesses must comply with Indiana Fire Code regulations relating
to the use of heaters and tents, specifically Chapter 31, Section 3107.4.

■ Tents are allowed to be used on a temporary basis, with a maximum
cumulative number of 30 days of operation in a calendar year

■ Heaters are allowed to operate but must be 10 feet from any combustible
material, including tents, buildings, seating, awnings, etc.

Exhibit B: Beautification and Parklet Art Guidelines

Due to parklets’ modular and malleable nature, there are several options available to parklet
program participants for beautification. Examples of parklet beautification may include, but are
not limited to the adornment of art, accessibility alterations, or cosmetic improvements, all per
guidelines listed in “Exhibit B.” Given that some figures for professional parklet beautification
may range in the thousands of dollars, it is crucial to employ the use of cost-friendly and
easy-to-implement solutions as costs will be borne by businesses.

Beautification Options:

● Additional seating platforms
○ Outside of their uses associated with outdoor dining, parklet installations may

include wooden or metal benches, platforms, ramps or additional forms of seating
to compensate for increased customer capacity and general community
interactions

● Adornment of art
○ Parklet program participants are encouraged to use a variety of art sources to

beautify parklets
■ E.g., collaboration with local artists and the utilization of murals

○ Program participants must explicitly follow pertinent measures per “Exhibit B”
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● Parklet greenery options
○ In keeping with the seasonal spirit of the parklet program, program participants

are encouraged to employ a mix of temporary and permanent greenery
installations

● Additional lighting
○ Both ensuring visibility and increasing parklet aesthetic, increasing lighting

sources utilized within a parklet will ensure a welcoming aura for all
● Further cosmetic and logistical improvements

○ More options for cosmetic improvements include use of budget-friendly space
dividers, use of outdoor rugs/flooring, temporary installations of menu/special
boards, spaces dedicated for bike parking, and inclusion of interactive features

● Accessibility alterations (requirement if not ADA compliant)
○ To ensure inclusive accessibility, parklets can be made to include various

features to increase overall accessibility
■ Possible additions include wooden ramps, accessible entry and flattened

deck surface, while guaranteeing enough space for inclusive mobility

Parklet Art Guidelines:

Must get approval from ESD + Parking for art in parklet. To do so, provide a detailed description
and mock up of art. Photos of the barrier before and after the art installation must be taken. If
the City deems the barriers are damaged, the business must pay to replace.

To get approval, art must follow these guidelines:

● Art must not obscure the exterior orange of the barriers
● Barriers are City property and can't be damaged/drilled/nailed
● Art must not pose any visibility issues for stop lights/stop signs/pedestrians
● Art cannot be on top of barrier
● Adhesives, if approved for use, cannot be permanent or melt onto barrier or cause any

other damage
● Art cannot impede/get in the way of filling barrier with water
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Exhibit C: Data Collected
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Kirkwood Parklet
Feedback Survey

Survey Results
FINAL

01/13/2023
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Are you a business operator or employee in the downtown

area of Bloomington?
Yes 16% (229)

No 84% (1,231)

If yes, has your business participated in the seasonal

parklets or street closures?
Yes, we use parklets 0% (0)

Yes, we expand onto Kirkwood when it is closed 0% (0)

No, we do not choose to use them 0% (0)

No, but we are located on a street that closes 0% (0)

No, we do not participate in either parklets or Kirkwood
when closed 0% (0)

Did you use a parklet in 2022 as a customer?
Yes 56% (818)

No 44% (636)
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What do you like about the parklet program?
Ability to serve restaurant customers outside in the fresh
air 87% (905)

Expanded opportunities for customers 64% (660)

Adds value to the downtown experience 72% (745)

What do you dislike about the parklet program?
Loss of on-street parking spaces 45% (636)

Appearance is not appealing 31% (430)

Other 18% (252)

Nothing 42% (587)
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If you answered "Other", please provide more insight here!
Harder for restaurants to serve outside - decline in service

Safety hazard

Driving access and access in general to businesses in the area

Eating a meal with cars, pedestrians, and 'unhoused' going by inches from
me is not appealing in any way. Dirty!

Seems to favor restaurants at some possible costs to other retail.

It’s unpleasant to eat next to fast moving traffic

No forethought was given to accessibility issues. The loss of parking means
extra walking for elderly people and people with disabilities. Also the
change in bus routes needed to accommodate the parklets affects autistic
people or others who rely on a routine and familiarity of surroundings.

It was a little difficult this year just because of the Utilities projects that
clocked soem cross streets for extended times making downtown travel
less simple.

It has precluded any of the bus routes that used to use Kirkwood. While
that's an inconvenience for me, I think the advantages for the restaurants
are more important. Just wanted to note that that has been an issue (the
lack of bus access).

Office those tables filled up quickly or required a reservation, so did it really
add to the ability for more people to eat there?

Traffic weirdness

Perceived disparity in providing space for retail while sweeping Homeless
off the street was painful

Traffic patterns are disrupted, which is particularly difficult with all of the
construction in nearby streets.

It makes navigating around and through the center of town much harder.
The function of streets particularly in the downtown area is to move traffic
efficiently and thereby make the experience of shopping in that area (as
opposed to other shopping areas) a more appealing option.

In the summer of 2021, the parklet program did not account for bicycles
movement in front of Uptown and Farm forcing cyclists to ride on the
sidewalk. This was remedied in 2022, but would like the note it so the
problem can be avoided in the future.

Loss of close access along E.Kirkwood using transit

If we can make room for people to dine outside, we can make room for
homeless people to exist outside! They are our neighbors and deserve to
use public space as much as the rest of us do.

it reminds me of COVID

I almost selected "appearance is not appealing," but worried that would be
misinterpreted. What I mean is that using orange jersey barriers as
temporary measures *prevents* Bloomington restaurants from having truly
lovely parklets like many cities around the U.S. have bought into in recent
years. Providing stability and even semi-permanence to the program would
allow restaurants to invest a few thousand dollars or more to make these
spaces great (e.g., platforms built up to make the space level with the
sidewalk; more enclosed, semi-walled structure to separate from the seat;
pergola-type canopies; plants and flowers; charming lights; etc.). You don't
need to look hard to find great examples all over that we've had a hard time
replicating in Bloomington due to the temporary nature of the program.
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Lack of HANDICAPPED parking. Also, ugly blue picnic tables are NOT a
sidewalk cafe.

Makes it more difficult for delivery drivers to deliver product to businesses
in those areas

Can’t drive

I personally am not inconvenienced by the lost parking, but worry about
folks with disabilities. Also not sure it's fair to downtown businesses NOT
on Kirkwood, who don't get the opportunity for greater capacity. Huge fan
of more outdoor dining/gathering space, though. Also, consider looking at
Iowa City, IA downtown "ped mall" as an example of similar use of space.
Theirs is built in, year round.

There's inherent danger eating next to moving traffic, and there's noise, air
pollution, etc.

Their color made me assume construction was happening and not that it
was a spot to park.

Traffic noises can be quite loud and fumey

Make sure the streets are properly cleaned/swept, and washwater or other
wastes aren't dumped into storm drains. The washwater is a concern - I've
seen folks hosing down dirty tables and areas without any
capture/treatment before entering drains (not the biggest concern
compared to alleys and other discharges, but still...). Ensure parklets aren't
blocking gutters/drainage.

Difficulty in accessing businesses for differently-abled persons. Even drop-
off doesn't get close enough to help much.

more difficult for people with disabilities to get from car or BTaccess/Rural
Transit to door of business.

Makes traffic more congested and confusing

It makes anyone with accessibility issues unable to access most
restaurants in Kirkwood, also it makes carryout very difficult from the
Kirkwood restaurants.

They are ugly and aren't safe from vehicles

Harder to get to other areas down and along kirkwood and in between. I
hate having to go out of my way to get to these locations.

Limits accessibility

Road closures

Not a program that is fair to everyone

The parkLet at the Tap felt a little unsafe if your back was to the street.
Cars flew by there if they had a green light

Inconvenience to pedestrian traffic.

Difficulty of driving through downtown (especially when 4th St was also
closed)

Puts people in the "open air" while traffic and exhaust is going by

Closes off access east and west. When going all the way around (which is a
pain because of 1-way streets), roads get clogged w/delivery trucks.

Uncomfortable to sit so close to traffic.

What do you plan to do about handicapped accessibility? I an mobility
impaired, not wheelchair bound. I cannot walk an entire block to and from
my car everytime I want to go to Kirkwood. Or, is it true that you figure that
there are so few of us, we don't matter. That is what it looks like.

Lack of reasonable parking options and loss of on-street spaces makes it
difficult for those with disabilities or mobility issues to access downtown
attractions at the same rate as others.
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Difficulty for those with mobility issues.

Space misused by the homeless. They sit on top of the tables. Makes me
not want to sit there

Diners are too close to moving traffic; feels hazardous as a customer to sit
in these spaces.

Problem for drivers limiting through streets. Problem For handicapped to
be dropped off.

Lack of equity among downtown business owners - especially those of us
who the need the seating more more than Kirkwood businesses.

Disruption of essential traffic patterns for vehicles.

I prefer to order my food online and pickup at the restaurant. Parklets
serve the restaurants and people visiting downtown and/or Bloomington
but is very inconvenient for drivers for hire, delivery services and their
customers. Which operate beyond restaurants peek hours.

Difficulties for people with disabilities to access local establishments

Allows drunks to walk the streets

Disruption of buses, delivery, trash pickup, and commerce in general. It’s
hurt business.

I didn't know what streets would be closed and when.

Terrible! Handicap cannot even go downtown snd park close. Its really a
nuisance and an accident waiting to happen. !!

Businesses should not have to pay for this, or tables or anything. The city
needs to cover all parklet expenses including dining tables.

Bloomington streets are largely just not well-capable of supporting such a
program.

it messes up the traffic flow, makes it harder to get to stores in areas where
streets are closed off. You have to take detours. It caters to the people who
have big bucks to spend at the Uptown or Farm Bloomington.

Parklets are the most ridiculous, unsafe, totally unnecessary, in my opinion
ILLEGAL creations I have ever seen this city do! You can't sit customers on
a street next to traffic that is still flowing! No barricade will protect anybody
from tragedy in that circumstance! Get rid of it before everybody gets
sued.

Closure of a major east west street though town

Loss of fast EMS and FIRE services

You take away access the city bus provides to the library. Blocking off the
streets serves only people who have money and leaves the “poor people” to
have limited access to downtown. Not to mention those with mobility issues
who struggle MORE to get accessible parking close to were they need to
go.

The one on College outside Inkwell feels slightly unsafe, cars just whiz by.

Emergency vehicles and traffic with forcing delivery trucks onto Dunn only
is dangerous. Seriously, what would happen if an emergency vehicle
needed to get to a patron? They park around the corner and run back and
forth?

Safety concerns next to streets with high speed traffic

Liability outweighs any benefit, it’s dangerous and unnecessary.

Fast driving cars within feet from where you’re sitting. (The
Tap/Smokeworks area in particular)

It benefits a small handful of restaurants and bars that take advantage of
the seating at the expense of hurting all of the retail businesses both on
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Kirkwood and the rest of the square. It disrupts traffic flow as well as
parking.

I would not sit in parley, noisey and right on the road.

Road closures

Should be permanent so restaurants can invest in comfortable seating

City sponsored space for private business

Accessibility for handicapped employees and business patrons

Ñò

Hinders other local businesses who don’t get to use Parklets. Seems to only
service a few handpicked restaurants. Also creates even more parking and
downtown flow problems.

It would be different if it weren’t super costly for the business owner. It’s
tacky. It’s semi dangerous. It’s greedy.

Sometimes need more of a barrier between seating and the cartway

It was very difficult to get to other businesses on Kirkwood.

Makes travel downtown even harder than it already is.

Inconvenient when navigating downtown roads, makes those businesses
less accessible to handicapped individuals

Business should not be charged for use

Not enough of them

Felt like I was going to get hit while dining in a parklet. Didn’t feel safe.

I worry about ADA concerns and Emergency access.

Parklet spaces are o�en unused and wasted space for pedestrians and
drivers.

Sometimes it feels unsafe as cars go whizzing by

Nasty exposure to people walking by and the tables aren't level.

If you have to do maintenance work on building absolutely no parking. To
carry tools or a ladder is a pain. People park and block off alley ways
because they are aggravated trying to deliver to places. Open it back up it
helps alot of works and delivery people.

I pay road taxes so that all citizens can drive cars on roads. You are serving
a very small population by blocking those roads and you have no right to
do it. You're giving special treatment to very few businesses. That is not fair
to us taxpayers paying for those roads and we expect to be able to drive
on them.

Remembering that I can’t turn right or le� to through to cross streets.

Most not ADA accessible

Unsafe to sit so close to cars, what if one swerves? And so noisy to sit
there, awful idea

Interfering with multiple businesses to for the benefit of a couple of
restaurants. Access difficulties for the elderly. Loss of parking. I *stopped*
shopping downtown because of this debacle.

Driving down Kirkwood is an enjoyable experience that has been taken
away. Students just gather in the middle of the road making it difficult to
even walk through.

My husband is handicapped we don't go to restaurants during the street
closures. Causes massive traffic priblenms.

What is the transparency of taxing citizens of Bloomington for streets they
are not allowed to use during parts of the year? How do the restaurants
contribute to paying for the roads that they are using? Two restaurants
have to pay to occupy these parts of kirkwood?
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Parklets are one additional distraction for all road and sidewalk users

Buses no longer go down Kirkwood which limited the access to the library.
This was very challenging for bus riders who are elderly or disabled.

Disruption of traffic flow.

As a handicapped senior, this makes accessing businesses much more
difficult.

Dangerous, too close to traffic.

Hard to find parking with disability

Extremely dangerous as a patron. I tried and then once I sat I chose not.

Unsafe

I work as a delivery driver for several restaurants on Kirkwood. It makes my
job nearly impossible to complete in a timely fashion with the parking
restrictions removing access to the restaurants.

It was already hard enough to park reasonably close to a restaurant to do a
quick pick up but now I don't even really patronize establishments on
Kirkwood when it is closed to through traffic. This town was not made for
this many people & this much traffic so with the "parklets" and all of the
delivery services & Uber/Ly�, etc double parking & blocking driving lanes, it
gets hard to drive downtown and even dangerous when people refuse to
courteously wait and merge into the flowing traffic and they just dart into
another lane whether it's really safe to do so or not. And NO, not everyone
can ride a bike for their transportation needs.

It is very difficult if not impossible for someone with mobility issues. It is
certainly not accessible.

Detours to get where I’m going

Makes businesses including BCT inaccessible to those who are disabled
and who need To be dropped off at front entrance to business or venue.
(My husband and I have not been able to access any businesses for
Buskirk-Chumley Theater, ever since this went into affect.

Shutting down street. Limiting folks that can’t walk far from getting to
desired restaurants.

I’m disabled and use ADA parking. It’s much harder for me to utilize
restaurants on Kirkwood and much harder to get dropped off places.

Loss of being able to drive down the street

It js difficult to navigate the streets with all the one ways coupled with the
road closures.

Loss of accessibility for those that are not able to walk the distance down
the street and can't find nearby parking on crowded days downtown.

Restricts traffic flow

Access to businesses is tricky & difficult. Especially during times when
there is road construction going on. It can be almost impossible to get to a
place such as the public library. The library is such an important part of our
community, it's a shame to reduce people's ability to get to it. What about
folks with disabilities, how are they supposed to get to those businesses
along Kirkwood when parts of the streets are closed.

Like to be able to drive down kirkwood and not have road blocked! Might
decide to stop if u can drive by and be enticed.

Make it permanent, nice looking structures - the construction come orange
lewk isn’t cute.

Over crowding on kirkwood

It makes it difficult to get around downtown.
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As a delivery driver year round, full time, it is WAY too difficult to find any
parking, let alone decent parking. I've also talked to a few business and
they've discussed how the closed street isn't conducive to disabled people.

Makes it too difficult for mobility impaired and elderly to access some of
their favorite venues.

It is totally not accessible for the citizens who are disabled. The number of
disabled spots are very small in number and this limits even more.

It’s loud and very close to the road. Safety is questionable.

Inability for disabled individuals to park close and visit businesses

The streets need to be opened up for driving not for restaurants to use as
their dinning room.

You are catering to the worst drunk college students Locals do not use it
Please go to Kirkwood on a Friday night at 1 am and see what you have
done….

We try to avoid downtown during warmer months BECAUSE of these
closures. So inconvenient!

There were some street closures for construction during the summer in
addition to the kirkwood closure that made navigation in that area difficult.

There aren't enough east-west streets downtown that can comfortably
handle traffic from Washington to Indiana. When Kirkwood is closed, it's just
a waste of space.

Makes it hard to navigate to other restaurants. Also, dangerous. Also, air not
that fresh by the road.

Dangerous

The number of times those spaces are used (usage is very low when
looking at the time it's in use) is disappointing knowing these parklet's and
closing of Kirkwood is a major mis-use of what the real need is. In addition
is an eyesore for Bloomington and to us who own properties in the
downtown. And the amount the is required for a permit is not appropriate
should be in alignment with the loss of parking revenue. Get rid of them!

Did you give any thought to handicapped people? We wanted to go to the
Raising Cain first day. We are 71 and 73. Many joints replaced. The closest
we could park was 3 blocks away at a gas station. We were in extreme pain
and lack of strength when we walked it. Had fun. Then I could not make it
back to the car and gave out at 1 1/2 blocks . My husband used all of his
strength to make it to the car and come back to pick me up. If you block off
the much of an area, you should feel obligated to run a shuttle. Even a golf
cart ride would have been great. We could not try this again.

Made it inaccessible if you are physically capable of walking/biking etc.
also Dislike eating outside

Wrong to steal taxpayer funded portions of streets for private business!

Loss of parking means that people with mobility issues are shut out from
restaurants and businesses

Streets closed. Very confusing and frustrating driving downtown. Makes it
harder to access the library.

Removing the ability to drive to businesses on east Kirkwood.

It's a street and it needs to be opened up year round

As a service company it terrible for service. I can’t park within two blocks
of the business I’m to provide service to. And then the customer complains
about the extra time charged looking a place to park and carrying
everything in I need.

A street needs to be a street not an eatery!
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Need downtown parking. Do away with bike lanes

With Kirkwood blocked off, I avoid shopping in this area. Too much walking
and not ADA friendly.

LITERALLY MAKES MY LIFE A LIVING **** ******* CUT IT OUT

Causes traffic to be more congested at other intersections

I door dash and it’s hard to get to many restaurants

Hard to navigate downtown in a vehicle.

Blocks off very important areas of access

Accessibility issues arise, plus making restaurants pay to be able to use the
newly made space is extortion.

Adds to homeless look of our once beautiful city that our local government
has ruined

Safety! I refuse to eat dinner 18 inches away from tourist drivers in
downtown traffic. And I certainly hope that businesses fortunate enough to
use community right-of-way in this manner are at least being charged the
going rate for a downtown parking spot.

It has kept me from dining in those areas

I am handicapped and cannot walk far enough to eat any of the restaurants
in that area due to lack of parking.

Limited access for vehicles

It only benefits a few and seems very unfair to other businesses

more shade would be great

Not all businesses, restaurants especially, have equal space or opportunity
to use these spaces. Closure of Kirkwood and loss of parking is a distinct
advantage to only a few businesses, which seems quite unfair.

The traffic is already terrible and no one knowing where there going
downtown and this makes it worse

Older (Baby Boomers) can not enjoy the places they so happily frequented
due to walking distances from parking.

An unnecessary nuisance when driving. Gas prices are high and you have
to drive out of your way to get where you are going.

No driving access

IU employees coming from the west side have a hard time finding a route
to campus bc all the streets are closed most of the time.

Not being able to drive easily around Kirkwood

Makes traffic in general more congested and inhibited those with physical
disabilities from easily going to those restaurants and shops.

Hinders traffic in an already hard area to navigate

The streets that cross Kirkwood being closed made it difficult

Limits easy access to restaurants from a vehicle

Our tax dollars provided the sidewalks and pavement. Other businesses on
the square do not reap from this proposal. I like the idea of outdoor seating
but be fair.

The streets downtown are very busy, blocking them off makes it harder to
get around.

Makes negotiating around downtown difficult.

I'm not sure exactly what "parklet" means. I'm presuming that it is the use of
the closed street for outdoor restaurant service. As it was used this year it
complicates motorized traffic. In a few cases it interfered with bicycle
traffic.
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Overly loud music at a couple of venues that undermines public’s
opportunity to enjoy dining at their selected venue. Please limit outside
decibels.

It’s too hard to navigate kirkwood

It needs to be open to traffic. PERIOD

The homeless cussing, threatening to kill people, throwing beer cans, laying
on the tables, throwing food, drunk, vomiting. I had several meals ruined.
Tables were pretty gross by the end of the warm weather. We stopped
going to our favorite restaurant to sit outside as more and more homeless
were on kirkwood.

The road should be driveable by car... at least in one direction.

Increased difficulty navigating downtown, especially with current
construction

Hard enough to navigate without thus main thoroughfare being closed. How
do first responders get thru. If restaurants want outside dining they should
pay for the ground and not use public streets.

Can’t drive on the street

Stops the flow of traffic

safety

I think there a road use it as a road

Makes driving downtown so much more confusing, makes me not want to
eat downtown at all just to avoid it

Exposure to cigarette smoke

It takes up parking that could be used to go into several businesses
downtown instead of just the restaurants

I do think it’s a safety issue.

Dangerous being so close to traffic along Walnut and college

Felt dangerous when cars would fly down college or walnut

Lack of disability access and spaces

Emergency services are hendered access and resonse times

It's dangerous! I'm surprised no one has been hit by an impaired driver.

It creates a logistic problem for business suppliers and creates a safety
problem for emergency vehicles to be able to get to their destinations in a
timely manner.

The amount of heroin users in this town, I'm afraid one will drive right
through there and hurt people. Had one total my parked car one block
away while zoned out on drugs while driving.

Loss of commerce and negative impact on budget owners.

Congestion

It just made the whole downtown dining area to crowded and dangerous at
times Please don’t close the road next year

Unable to use the roadway for it’s intended purpose. To DRIVE on.

This is a mess, and one of the reasons we have not visited that area for a
couple years.

You libtards are idiots. Take you poison jabs and poison booters and go
away.

Disrupted traffic flow.

It is inappropriate for the City to subsidize selected businesses. There is no
comparable subsidy to hundreds of other businesses. The parklets and
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Kirkwood closure benefit a few restaurants at the expense of other
restaurants and businesses.

Its a huge struggle to get around downtown because of one-ways, you have
to zigzag many different blocks to get to Kirkwood area businesses.

This gives private businesses advantages simply due to location and gives
them public spaces to use to gain additional revenue. Public space should
not be given to private entities.

Reduces overall parking in the downtown area that is available for
customers' use related to all businesses; makes traffic more challenging;
discourages downtown traffic except to maybe go to the places that have
the privilege; if running the program charge a large amount of money
comparable to inside square footage rent pricing.

Makes Kirkwood look like a construction zone. Not fair to all merchants
who have business there. Not "quaint" looking at all.

Road accessibility

Not a good idea

Keeps larger families from being able to find adequate parking and utilizing
businesses downtown.

It is harder to get around and discourages me from going to the businesses
on Kirkwood

Cannot drive street and emergency vehicles have no access!!

It’s a street with parking spaces that are lost we need more parking as it is.

Takes away from the downtown experience. I definitely have no desire to
shop that end of Kirkwood which is now very congested and especially at
night, unsafe to be. I personally feel like you are catering to a smaller group
of people. I’m in favor of opening Kirkwood up and get the traffic flowing
again.

Hard to carry any kind of material such as stuff we work with in
construction an delivery

Conversion of public property to private gain, at the expense of the public.

I’m handicapped the street closing makes it difficult to easily get to dining
and shopping locations

Makes driving around down town a lot harder

Being able to drive close to the businesses I wish to go to.

Coupled with the extensive, ongoing, and poorly thought-out street
construction, it makes navigating the entire area virtually impossible.

They are only benefitting a few restaurants and are HURTING and TAKING
AWAY business from all of the other restaurants and businesses in the area.
The parklets are giving an unfair advantage to about 2 restaurants and
taking away parking spaces from those who want to visit all of the other
wonderful shops and restaurants in the Kirkwood/Walnut area. The space
given to two restaurants is completely unfair and is costing everyone
around them who is working equally hard to provide a stable business in
the downtown area

Hurts other business

discriminates against business over benefiting other select business

Provides special access to some businesses and not others - would highly
impact leasability and value of certain properties over others

People with disabilities can have a tougher time accessing storefronts.

travel space le� for pedestrians and bicycles is too narrow on some blocks,
especially between walnut and washington.

traffic backups
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Loss of loading/unloading space on street front

safety...parklets are located on well trafficked roads

lack of offset accommodations for those with limited mobility

Safety - Did not like having people eating so close to the road.

Felt unsafe to be sitting so close to traffic on College Ave

I didn’t like that Kirkwood was closed almost completely. The restaurants
on Kirkwood should get a space or two but not the entire street.

Safety. I saw vehicles run into a couple barriers and would have injured
anyone seated at a table. Also noise and depending on where the parklet is,
vehicle emissions.

Makes it harder to get where I want to be downtown bc traffic is more
gummed up

Lack of communication. The start and end dates need to be more
accessible so that citizens are not surprised by street closures.

Disrupts traffic along with all the road work and building

As disabled it limits my access to other businesses on kirkwood especially
cvs and library due to loss handicap parking

It takes up valuable parking space for non-restaurant businesses

Safety issues and liability cars crashing into customer while dining within
parklets. Drunk college students jumping over them and hurting
themselves.

Gives an unfair advantage to those restaurants who are able to participate.

Dangerous to have on busy streets

Limits access to Kirkwood businesses for elderly and handicapped
individuals. And it’s a nightmare for potential customers looking for parking.
Not everyone in the world lives inside the Bloomington downtown area no
matter how many mega apartments you allow and there just happens to be
people that have to DRIVE into Bloomington and not everyone is a
STUDENT. Get a clue.

Not always compliant with ADA

Space does not seem to be evenly applied to all restaurants

Does not benefit all the restaurants downtown, only a select few.

Would you like the parklet program to continue in 2023?
Yes 58% (826)

No 33% (473)

Indifferent 9% (135)
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Did you take advantage of the Kirkwood closure as a

customer or pedestrian in 2022?
Yes 74% (1,068)

No 26% (384)

What did you like about the Kirkwood street closure?
Ability to serve restaurant customers outside in the fresh
air 87% (932)

Expanded opportunities for customers 68% (726)

Adds value to the downtown experience 77% (827)

What did you dislike about the Kirkwood street closure?
Street closures were inconvenient 71% (629)

Couldn’t park near some businesses 77% (684)

Number of days used didn’t offset inconvenience 34% (307)

Made deliveries difficult 29% (258)
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Would you like the Kirkwood street closure during the

warm months to continue in 2023?
Yes 62% (905)

No 32% (472)

Indifferent 5% (79)
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What else would you like to tell us about the parklet

program or Kirkwood closures?
I love the outdoor dining on Kirkwood because it creates an even greater
sense of community and togetherness during the warm months. It's such a
great addition to the downtown dining scene and feels very European!

I'm very concerned about the number and aggression of the unhoused
population in Bloomington. Crime and use of services - policing and
healthcare are strained to breaking.

Bloomington Isn’t big enough for that type of thing. Also it’s uncomfortable
and too hot and humid to eat outside most of the time.

Fantastic. Keep it up.

Just keep the road closed year-round!

It is inconvenient

Close Kirkwood permanently, brick over the street, BUT CLEAN IT
REGULARLY.

If doing in 2023, shorten it to a couple months only

It was wonderful! Please don't let complaints from a few negative nancies
take away this awesome change.

I appreciate that these setups allow spaces for some restaurants to have
more casual/communal open-air dining spaces. They feel less formal and
are opportunities to visit restaurants I might otherwise not visit (or not visit
regularly) because the outdoor spaces feel more welcoming for an a�er-
work or last minute drop-in for a meal.

I loved the festive community atmosphere that resulted most evenings and
weekends on Kirkwood.

It's great that it adds outside seating

I work on Kirkwood every day of the week, and never experienced any
significant increase in parking or traffic issues during the closure. It also
increased my families patronage of Kirkwood on weekends. I have
experienced traffic-related issues both as a pedestrian and a biker since
the closure ended

My family purposefully visits restaurants where we can dine outside, both
as a Covid precaution and also because we enjoy the ambience. We very
rarely eat indoors during decent weather. The atmosphere on Kirkwood
when it is pedestrian only is vastly more enjoyable, which leads us to visit
more o�en.

It is a wonderful way to experience downtown as a pedestrian. There is
plenty of parking in adjacent areas to access Kirkwood as a pedestrian
way. This was one of the COVID silver linings that I would hate to see go
away.

While the theory was good, one of the benefits of being so close to the IUB
campus has been the parking issues. These closures only made that worse.

Close the street but I’m not sure if Park lets should continue. If the do,
rethink traffic flow, and parking - include drop off areas- enforce delivery
areas so the flow of traffic is not impeded and slow down traffic thru the
area

I don't like the parklet program as much as the Kirkwood closures project,
but I think out of fairness to the businesses not on Kirkwood who want to
offer similar options for their guests they should be able to continue as
well.
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Kirkwood, from Walnut to Indiana Ave., needs to be closed permanently!
There is absolutely no reason to let cars barge through that dense,
destination-rich area. Kirkwood is Bloomington's "strip". It should be
absolutely safe for pedestrians to walk around and enjoy without having to
worry about cars potentially running them over.

I like the idea but in practice I avoided the area. Parking was difficult and
simple carryout orders and shopping were far more complicated.

I don't go downtown anymore. Cannot take patients or clients with
disabilities. No place to park. Keeps local people away.

My husband has cancer and we can only dine or meet friends outdoors. If
Kirkwood is not closed, we will be unable to eat at restaurants or meet our
friends. This will only increase our covid isolation.

I utilized the Kirkwood closures to dine at Uptown, Farm, and Lennie's. The
outdoor space was attractive. I didn't use any parklet seating at other
restaurants (even though I prefer outdoor dining and frequent many
downtown restaurants). It didn't seem safe to sit there with traffic driving by
so closely, and the big orange bumpers took away from the ambiance.

It is a fun idea, but with constant construction in downtown adjacent
streets, and numerous one-way streets… the closures just added to
frustration and traffic congestion.

Kirkwood closure was (perhaps) worthwhile during the pandemic. No
longer needed for that purpose. Given the difficulty of east-west travel in
Bloomington, including the problems on 7th street due to the 7-line, the
street is needed for its primary purpose.

I really enjoy the Kirkwood closure! It creates a really fun atmosphere. It
creates a destination to go eat and hang out.

As I see it, It's a no-brainer. Hundreds of people benefit from this: 1. It makes
downtowns more vibrant because you SEE more people downtown. 2. It
helps our businesses by bringing in more customers. 3. It's a trend that
other cities we want to emulate have already fully adopted and validated
empirically as a winning strategy.

Creates an energetic vibe for our downtown. The street closure makes
pedestrian traffic much easier - more space.

Decison should be made by the owners/tenants whose businesses front
Kirkwood whose livelihoods will be affected and the not general public

LOVE IT…spent more $ downtown than would’ve otherwise. Felt safer to
bring my family to enjoy downtown businesses because we o�en go by
bike and like to sit outdoors.

I think it’s great for customers and great for business! While it is somewhat
inconvenient when driving, I think it adds value to the city. Like the walking
mall in Boulder Colorado- I think the city should lean into this opportunity
to make the positive outdoor vibes for pedestrians in Bloomington
something we are known for

This could become an iconic pedestrian plaza. It's so much more lively
when it is OPENED and free of cars!!

As I said in one of the above questions it makes navigating the downtown
area much more inconvenient. Not only harder for people who know how it
works, full time residents, but certainly confusing for any strangers or
newcomers to town. As to Question 4:concerning what you like about the
closures and parklets, the options offered: "expanded opportunities for
customers" and " adds value to downtown experience" seem to be leading
questions and there should be the option for the respondent to offer their
own reflections

I would like to see Kirkwood closed to vehicle traffic permanently.
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This is a great idea - it really makes this area feel more lively and
community-oriented

I love the pedestrian-centric atmosphere. Being able to walk on Kirkwood
stress-free, enjoy myself, and even listen to free concerts at People’s Park
every Thursday truly were the highlights of my summer. Please continue to
close Kirkwood every summer from here on out.

LOVE having a street only for pedestrians/bikes and dining. We should have
more of them in Bloomington! I would be very sorry if this program was
discontinued.

The street closures made the street look more inviting and appealing
creating a community atmosphere.

I would like to see permanent Kirkwood closure. It makes the downtown
area much more “user-friendly “.

I understand that businesses are important, but this city is made of
PEOPLE, not businesses!

As a parent who frequents the downtown area, I love the sense of safety
and space provided by the closures. They make the downtown area more
accommodating to families. I feel like I belong and that my children get to
actually be children. The space was created with parents in mind rather
than centering on non-parents. Feels much more inclusive.

The Kirkwood closure creates a problem of reduced access for people with
mobility limitations that the city and planning department in particular has
openly dismissed and equated to laziness and people not wanting to walk.

The folks at Metalwork’s did a brilliant job with their parklet, it was
attractive and felt safer being raised above street level. Encouraging others
to do something similar, if they can afford it, would be nice.

I think it's a nice balance between shutting Kirkwood down to make it a full
pedestrian way and having it be just another downtown street. It was a real
positive draw for me and my family, particularly once the 4th St garage
reopened. Now that 4th St has also reopened, driving in the area will also
be easier. We love going downtown and this made it feel so much more
inviting.

Dig up the asphalt and make some green space!

Driving down/around Kirkwood is stressful anyway because of the high
foot traffic and construction. It's so much more enjoyable of a space
without worrying about vehicles.

It only benefited those who were rich enough to eat out so o�en. It make
navigation, pleasure driving, and picking up from businesses very difficult
as someone with mobility issues. I stopped frequenting some businesses
because I wouldn't be able to walk to and from the business to where I had
to park. It's awful for disabled people--even those with disabled parking
permissions.

First, this is an economic no-brainer, providing a substantial stimulus and
boost for our downtown businesses and great improvements to our public
space and quality of life; it just takes leaning into the programs more to
make them a sure thing (and allow/encourage investment by restaurants).
Second, the idea of "lost revenue" from parking spaces utilized as public
space is a myth; parking is simply displaced to somewhere else (the next
street over, a parking garage, etc.). Consider this article from Strong Towns:
"Toronto’s Curbside Patios Made 49 Times More Money Than the Parking
They Replaced" (https://www.strongtowns.org/journal/2022/11/22/torontos-
curbside-patios-made-49-times-more-money-than-the-parking-they-
replaced). "[R]esidents spent a total of $181 million at curbside patios within
13 weeks of summer in 2021. If those spaces had remained dedicated to
parking, only $3.7 million would have been reaped during the same time
period. In other words, curbside patios produced 49 times more revenue
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than what would have been earned from parking fees." Note, even this
article gets it wrong however; the $3.7M that "would have been reaped"
from those parking spaces didn't disappear, it was simply captured
elsewhere in less utilized parking spaces. I.e., the 49x value proposition
touted here is still *underselling* it.

Being able to freely move downtown as a pedestrian is a wonderful thing!

It made Bloomington feel like a more people centric town and reminded me
of major cities with pedestrian zones.

There are a number of issues with the downtown parking. I understand
reduced parking supports various sustainability initiatives, however
Bloomington has a large commuting population from surrounding counties.
These individuals are unable to find alternative transportation. In addition,
Bloomington residents are not finding alternative transportation either,
creating a large issue for parking. If downtown parking closures are to
continue, there needs to be more attention towards the parking garages, in
addition to a parking hub with a downtown shuttle. Loss of parking also
affects individuals with disabilities and creates more barriers to them. The
road closures should only occur on Saturdays and Sundays. Having loss of
parking during the weekdays affects day-to-day business and creates a
hassle that perhaps doesn't warrant the limited economic benefit during
the weekdays.

Closing Kirkwood increases traffic congestion downtown. The city should
stop treating transportation as a zero sum game and make improvements
that reduce congestion and improve traffic flow. The automobile is not
going to disappear. An example of a terrible change was reducing Walnut to
two lanes south of 3rd St. This has had the effect of increasing congestion
downtown due to drivers scrambling to move right out of the le� lane.

Very inconvenient

I liked the ease in crossing as a PEDESTRIAN

Loss of parking means no business from many customers

I don’t ever see a reason to drive on Kirkwood, it should stay optimized for
pedestrian/bicycle use

Makes it hard to reroute, and not all restaurants benefit from this .

I think it has been a great addition to the city and would love to see it
become a permanent fixture.

Closing Kirkwood is the best thing to happen downtown in decades. It'd be
even better if it was closed entirely from Indiana to Walnut, no through
streets.

Older patrons cannot walk the distances to go to restaurants and
businesses and this adds to the parking spot pressure. Easier just to now
go to other places surrounding Blgtn like Nashville, Bedford, Martinsville or
Indy ….. or outlying businesses away from downtown. Rarely go to
downtown Blgtn if every for past 3-4 yrs.

The city should make the program permanent and build infrastructure to
support Kirkwood being a pedestrian zone all year. Pedestrian areas of
other cities are enormously popular and drive foot traffic and support
businesses. Furthermore the Kirkwood street closure makes being on the
street much safer. For example, my small children were able to bike and
walk on Kirkwood without worrying about cars, which is impossible when
the street is open. We should be making more safe and accessible areas
for pedestrian use rather than prioritizing cars and parking.

I love all of it. It was confusing at first when driving but like all other
changes I adjusted pretty quickly and now know where I can and can't
drive on Kirkwood.
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I hope there is not a fire or medical emergency in the closed down sections.
I realize the poles can be removed, but they are extremely heavy, then you
have the people to deal with to get an emergency vehicle to the area where
needed.

Stop narrowing streets, someone is going to get hurt.

We enjoyed the outdoor dining many times and love the ambience of the
seating on Kirkwood.

Driving down or through Kirkwood was always a HUGE pain due to
pedestrians that don’t care or are drunk. I feel it keeps drivers and
pedestrians more safe and allows those pedestrians to properly enjoy the
area.

I appreciate the expanded opportunities for downtown business. I did not
enjoy having to re-route around Kirkwood closures.

Wish you would do something similar on the square. Close it to traffic. Make
a park/walking street

All of Kirkwood should become a Pedestrian mall, from Walnut to Indiana.

Keep the closures all year!

The entire stretch of Kirkwood from Walnut east to Indiana Ave. should be
permanently closed to vehicular traffic and turned into a pedestrian mall.
Examples of this being done successfully include Miami Beach (Lincoln Rd.
Mall), downtown Boulder, etc.

If it helps downtown businesses, particularly those owned locally, I'm all for
it.

I avoided kirkwood o�en during that time because I was o�en unsure
about how to navigate around without using that street. When I went as a
pedestrian I enjoyed parts of the atmosphere, but the barricades remained
me too much of construction.

Both promote a vibrant and exciting downtown.

Kirkwood closure was absolutely inconvenient. The city says they are
“green” then closes the roads and makes so many one ways that you have
to drive blocks to get one block over.

Having areas like this make our town seem friendlier, more accessible, and
more pleasant. It’s more calm and quiet to walk through these areas and
enjoy the city. I also really appreciate having more options to eat outside as
COVID and other illnesses continue, and I like eating outside in general.

It makes accessing businesses downtown difficult for people who are
differently-abled.

I enjoyed the ability to walk on Kirkwood and I feel it is safer for bar goers
to have that road closed. I do believe closure is a very positive change for
the citizens of Bloomington.

Need for added parking in the area

Do. Not allow the homeless to lay along those areas, near customers who
are eating

It was an eyesore

Na

The construction on Grant and 4th Street made the program much more
challenging for both parking and navigation last year. Hopefully that will not
be an added challenge this year.

Loved having the handmade market on Kirkwood in the summer

there's some minor conflict with restaurant operations crossing/blocking
the sidewalk, especially at Village Deli
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I don't even know what the parklet program is so apologies if my advice
below would be solved by that program. i only go downtown to use the
library and occasionally do carryout for food. would be nice if there was a
way to park for 2 mins to pick up food. specifically cafe pizzaria was
impossible to park near. i wasn't bothered by the closures for the most
part. i think it makes kirkwood more inviting

This is a good way to encourage pedestrian traffic, and that's valuable.

I love being able to walk freely & dine outdoors on Kirkwood. Please keep
the program!

All parking should be free! I would make more appointments with
downtown business, but tend to avoid them because I don’t know how long
appointments will last and worry about how much $ to put in. The first thing
I look at is where business is located and only make appointment if I
absolutely have no other choice! And I like the closer because of street
venders and you have more room to avoid vulgar comments from the
homeless laying across the sidewalks!

I like how the lack of curbside parking encourages people to park in
garages, walk or bike to Kirkwood, or take the bus (hopefully)

You exclude disabled people

I really dislike it when people park (temporarily, with their emergency
flashers on) next to the barriers. Their vehicles stick out into the traffic lane
and everyone has to go around them, which slows traffic down and makes
some drivers very hostile.

I've wanted Bloomington to turn Kirkwood into a pedestrian mall for
decades. This is the next best thing.

These programs enhance the downtown experience. They increase
capacity at the restaurants allowing more to enjoy the food scene and are
safer for those concerned about Covid or other airborne diseases. I
understand the concerns of some, but the 4th street and other parking
garages are cheap, accessible, and convenient.

It has definitely been a major pain to get to many restaurants with
construction closing streets around kirkwood

It is discrimination against people with accessibility issues and creates too
much seating for restaurants with small kitchens.

We need greater civic participation in Bloomington, and this extension into
2023 would help further that.

I would like for Kirkwood to be permanently closed

Actually found driving simpler downtown with Kirkwood closures ~ much
less concern about drivers running through all way stop intersections.
Definitely made visiting multiple businesses more appealing once parked~
walking around was much less stressful.

I’d love to see it expanded! Kirkwood could be entirely a parklet from April
to October, allowing for street fairs and other visual arts. I’m no traffic
expert, but it would seem that there are plenty of other ways to reach the
businesses on Kirkwood.

I think the parklets themselves need to be improved aesthetically

Fabulous way for everyone to walk. I would suggest more Handicap parking
close to Kirkwood during the closure of the street.

We really enjoy the opportunity to go downtown and eat outside and would
love for it to continue.

More pedestrian focused downtowns are the future. I liked less focus on
cars and more focus on pedestrians

I like having a safe gathering space for pedestrians. We have too many
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spaces that are difficult to use because of high traffic, like cascades park

Absolutely made me not utilize businesses in area during closure.

You should consider doing it year round and making the whole street
pedestrian/bike only.

It felt a bit strange and unsafe to sit so close to traffic speeding by
(parklets). Would love a lower or enforced speed limit downtown—and not
just because of the parklets. There are so many pedestrians, delivery
trucks, scooters…slower traffic would be safer for all. Otherwise I think it is
great, especially the Kirkwood closure.

I'll be the radical that says I wish we could shut down Kirkwood, down to
the square, permanently. I work on Indiana Ave, and the traffic at the
Sample Gates, both pedestrian and car, is hectic and dangerous all the time,
but obviously esp. when IU is in session. I think it's wonderful to be able to
just walk down Kirkwood to check out the restaurants and shops. I think
the closure is great for events. I think there's so much that could be done
with it. I know it makes traffic patterns different and not everyone is as big
of a fan as I am, but I would certainly encourage keeping the program
going.

Really causes traffic issues. I can’t walk long distances

It’s like 20° today. Even in the cold weather, I was reminiscing about other
college towns i’ve been to that have been their main streets pedestrian
only. I especially love it in the summer, but see value to it year round

Why are the businesses that benefit from this service not paying for it?

I think it should be utilized year-round, or only closed during the coldest
months. Alternatively, making Kirkwood one-way would still allow some
vehicle traffic, but allow businesses to continue the parklets. Perhaps some
parking spaces can be permanently turned into rain gardens to add more
visual appeal to the area.

Small motorcycles and mopeds should be allowed through, and to park
within pedestrian areas.

Not all desirable shopping destinations and downtown attractions were
restaurants. Church activity, library visitation, theater/music/comedy club
venues, retail stores...there is much more to the downtown than restaurants,
and with the closures there were some winners during the worst of COVID,
but other downtown amenities did not benefit by restricting parking. Also, I
am told by restaurants who struggle with getting and maintaining
employees, downtown parking is getting too expensive for them to
adequately recruit workers. Let's not limit parking and look to help our
restaurants and retail stores by coming up with better, more affordable
parking solutions for their low-wage employees.

I'm not sure what "parklet" means as opposed to street closures.

It's not handicap accessible in any convenient sense.

Do whatever you want, as long as it is a.) creative an clever, b.) truly in the
best interest of citizens in the city, not just businesses and c.) you
remember the handicapped and the Disabled Americans Act.

I think the Kirkwood closures are brilliant! It makes dining downtown very
pleasant.

Kirkwood closures made the area a hectic mess. I have stopped going to
the area entirely while the streets are closed. I originally thought that other
than my concerns about access for older adults or persons with disabilities
(myself included), it was a good idea to have more outdoor dining, since I
really prefer to dine outside when weather permits. I did try to go in 2021,
however it was difficult to access, confusing to try to get a table, and a
homeless person was allowed to harass diners, so I did not try going back.
Important: It also vastly increased the amount of delivery people/stopped
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cars illegally blocking traffic and creating hazards for vehicles and
pedestrians.

I haven’t eaten in a restaurant since spring of 2020 and don’t plan to do so
in the foreseeable future. Having the option to eat outdoors allows me to
continue supporting local Bloomington eating establishments.

More!

Love it. Otherwise I wouldn’t go to downtown restaurants.

Make sections permanent; this would make it possible to make areas nicer
vs dining on the street.

Keeps people from coming downtown since it limits parking to businesses

Its kind of a one-size-fits-all mandate since it applies to all businesses in
the effected area. It may not be optimal for everyone.

Kirkwood closure made traveling with mobility impaired people more
difficult.

The construction projects to the drainage system and the building of the
apartments off third street are more of an inconvenience to traffic than
closing Kirkwood.

There is no continuing emergency for Covid in Bloomington. Stop acting as
though there is.

Allows more space for outdoor dining at many highly rated local
restaurants.

I think Kirkwood should continue the closure year round

It is biased

Needs to be year round

Takes buses off Kirkwood, made downtown very confusing for
visitors/customers, etc.

Close it permanently. Make kirkwood pedestrian only.

It should be expanded to year-round. Make it permanent!

It is terrible!!!

Consider permanently closing Kirkwood and creating permanent non-
vehicle infrastructure.

Love the Kirkwood closure. Would maybe like to see it limited to weekday
evenings and all day Sat-Sun (versus 24/7) but totally worth it either way.

If “parklets” are the parking spots like on College and Walnut transformed
into outdoor seating separated by the orange barriers - I have used them
and I like the idea in theory. But As a patron, sitting next to traffic isn’t
awesome. I prefer the street closures. All in all though, good idea and I’m
proud of Bloomington for actually going through with it these options. I
would not have dined out in 2021 without this outdoor seating - so win win
win for me, the restaurant and its workers and for the city/county for less
impact to retail and food/bev taxes during the pandemic. I think it is
bringing more people downtown now in the nearly post-pandemic. How are
the city and merchants working together to build upon the success of the
program? What’s the next level? Who is making plans to optimize
opportunities? How can you make the atmosphere even more welcoming?
How can you make the next-to-traffic spots seem less close to traffic?

It's wonderful for pedestrians and bikers to navigate Kirkwood with ease
when cars are banned from that space. And it's better for our health to
walk a couple of blocks.

I cannot stress you enough how important it is that you completely
discontinue this Parklet program-that's not even a real word! Let's call it
what it is - Dining death traps for stupid people who have no sense in their
head! Is it really worth it? If you would like to be taken seriously as a city
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government, then stop making ridiculous accommodations that violate
basic common city ordinances and infrastructure. Stop allowing painting on
ALL Streets while you're at it! Everybody had their fun, so can we go and
correct all of the mess that you have allowed on the streets with paint, and
turn those back into actual respectable safe roadways? That's not art-
that's reckless endangerment! Why don't you go ahead and allow people to
paint their messages, whatever they are, on your city or county buildings?
That would be a more appropriate "canvas", don't you think?

Streets were closed.when.the restaurants were closed with no pedestrians.
Inconvenience for no gain.

Access to the public library by public bus is wrecked by Kirkwood closure.

Make these changes permanent and year round

In question 10, you didn’t provide the answer “nothing” like in question 5. I
want the record to show there was nothing i disliked with the Kirkwood
closure.

If businesses are going to receive services such as barricades they should
pay for those items and services to fill.

Would like the closure to be made year round and allow for enclosed
outdoor winter dining.

Really appreciate the opportunity to gather outdoors under umbrellas and
awnings

I think it needs to be a permanent closure. That way we could build out the
promenade like Burlington VT and so many other towns.

I wish this felt more like an organized on purpose program and less like a
slap together solution for COVID. Also even filling this out I wasn't sure what
parklet meant until reading the intro.

Kirkwood closure provides great connection from campus to edge of town

Close it year round, leave cross streets open.

I love listening to my fellow rural citizens complain about how the street
closure is ruining their lives. Don’t try to solve their problems- you will never
succeed. They hate Bloomington and nothing will change that.

They make enjoying the businesses on Kirkwood much more enjoyable. Our
family is much less likely to visit Kirkwood businesses when the street is
closed.

Love the idea and hope to keep it

I absolutely love the parklets and closures. I believe Kirkwood should be
closed to traffic permanently and, as many people in other cold areas do,
we can learn to enjoy outdoor time in the winter, perhaps adding heaters if
needed. Being outdoors improves both physical and mental health and we
should prioritize that over gas-guzzling cars, idling with their blinkers on,
blocking traffic as students run into places to grab take out. A closed-down
Kirkwood invites the community to enjoy communal space. It give room for
children to run and bikers to cruise and groups to leisurely stroll. So many
other cities have turned their main 'drags' into pedestrian ways for the
betterment of the community.

Q10 answer is confusing: “number of days used…” My answer there is that I
found no inconvenience from closing Kirkwood, only benefits. It felt like a
permanent festival all summer and I love it. The solutions to keep the
north/south streets open is genious.

You didn't include this in you positive reasons, but the major reason our
family uses outdoor seating is protection from Covid-19 which killed a
million Americans and continues to do so.

Please, please, please start supporting local businesses in ways that
actually benefit them! Kirkwood closed, 4th street closed for an art fair, and
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construction all on the same weekend? Again, what if there had been an
emergency??

With more intention, the Kirkwood closure could be made to look very nice!
Restaurants and businesses like ourselves could invest in better
infrastructure to make the dining nicer and easier for our staff.

Creates a great downtown dining experience.

0

It's essential to offer outdoor dining during these trying and contagious
times. We can't all eat inside safely. People who won't walk to get to these
restaurants because of road closure are lazy and inconsiderate to others.
Period.

They are really unattractive!

Homeless folks hanging out sometimes get aggressive or cause a ruckus.

LOVE that Kirkwood is pedestrian! I wish it was that way all the time.

I liked it but not for that length of time.

The Kirkwood closure inconveniences everyone that drives/parks
downtown to provide EXTRA seating for three businesses. Parking
downtown is already challenging enough and closing one of the busiest
streets only adds to traffic congestion!

Make it year round!

Kirkwood closure is SUCH A GREAT idea. Such a great experience, ties it all
together and reduces traffic/pedestrian issues! LOVE IT. Parklets are fine,
though in the evening feels unsafe with fast moving traffic near you

I feel the parklet program is unsafe. Having people sitting so close to
moving traffic is going to end badly.

I would love it to be permanent like walking malls in downtown Boulder
Colorado and Ithaca New York

I wish the City would close off Kirkwood sooner, when the weather starts to
warm, in April and close later, maybe around Thanksgiving.

It benefits a small handful of restaurants and bars that take advantage of
the seating at the expense of hurting all of the retail businesses both on
Kirkwood and the rest of the square. It disrupts traffic flow as well as
parking.

Makes it hard for elderly to visit the restaurants because of the walking
distance it creates.

More vendors and restaurants ok kirkwood would be awesome! We love
the closures and outdoor dining

I love not having traffic on Kirkwood!

Close Kirkwood the entire year. Make it like Burlington, VT. Pretty up the
street - make it more of a destination.

Pretty it up. Check out Church Street in Burlington, VT or Pearl Street in
Boulder, CO. We want that.

Need more parking btwn Indiana and walnut

Kirkwood should be a mall. Permanently closed.

If it was permanent, the businesses would make it prettier. We need that
downtown.

I really enjoy it as an employee who works on Kirkwood. In the summer we
open the patio on kirkwood and I love being able to work outside. I also
rent on Kirkwood and having a pedestrian street in my front yard is why I
chose to resign my lease.

The Kirkwood closures make the space feel more social. It also reduces
unnecessary traffic and traffic emissions downtown. It also makes it safer
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to be a pedestrian on Kirkwood.

This causes a great inconvenience to drivers in Bloomington and minimizes
parking spots. It is also a waste of city resources (streets).

The barricades are UGLY. I think it works best when the entire street is
blocked- like on Kirkwood. That way it feels like a pedestrian mall (a bit
European).

This is a public subsidizing of a few private businesses that does not
benefit everyone

It creates a park-like energy with shopping and dining that is unattainable
in other area of Bloomington.

The benefits DO NOT outweigh the disadvantages!

It only benefits a few businesses

Please don't take this from me

Ñó

Makes driving downtown a nightmare. The closure coupled with delivery’s,
taxi services, etc. creates inadequate flow for the downtown area

Love it! Keep it! I work downtown and think it’s great!

Outdoor dining adds to the positive vibe and culture of Bloomington!

It’s a dis service to business owners to have to pay for outside seating. It’s
hard for emergency staff. It is too close for comfort to all of the drug
addicted homeless people wandering around begging for money and
drugs. It’s a very unwelcoming scene to be sitting outside on a beautiful
day with your family and possibly family or students visiting from out of
town and be panhandled by mentally Ill, drug addicted, homeless people.
It’s sad. It’s not ok. It needs to be addressed. I used to love Bloomington.
Now I can barely stomach even coming downtown.

Clogs up traffic even more. With all the development in Bloomington, we
need more thruways not less. Might have worked 20 years ago, but too
much growth at this point. Thank God Kirkwood wasn’t filled with outdoor
diners when the flash flood turned it into a river a few years ago! I just
don’t think it’s safe for many reasons! But mostly overdevelopment and
poor, aging infrastructure..

It makes it very difficult for anyone with mobility issues- to eat ‘at the
Kirkwood restaurants when Kirkwood is closed. It’s also difficult for
restaurants to serve outdoor and indoor customers. They are not set up
and do not have enough staff to do it well.

Love it close, east kirkwood permanently and model Boulder Colorado!

I love the street closures. It provided a great opportunity for outdoor dining,
play for kids and family, and connected well with the bike infrastructure.

I think Kirkwood should remain closed all year.

It seems the only business that benefit are the ones that can have dining
outside. And those have to pay which for the privilege which doesn’t seem
fair

Sometimes it wasn’t very nice eating on the street. It can be hot or cold and
tables at a strange angles.

I love the closures, I think it should be permanent

I love the idea. It is helpful in the summer.

Love it.

continue these programs

N/A

Makes delivering anything around there an absolute disaster
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It’s absolutely worthless

I think it should be closed to cars all year round

Having a walkable downtown is amazing.

There are plenty of other streets close by to park in or drive down. The
closures and out door dining are such a pleasure in the warm months.
Please keep it up!

The parklets are trashy looking. We should build real street side dining
sheds like they have in NYC!

We love dining Al fresco worth no traffic.

It's a great alternative

Having outdoor dining available makes coming downtown much more
appealing. Limiting car traffic makes the experience of dining on Kirkwood
more fun and more safe. The pedestrianized portion of Kirkwood promoted
people walking around, shopping, getting together with friends. I would
highly recommend that the city keep up this great program.

We are still not eating indoors in restaurants and this is a great opportunity
for us to enjoy a meal out. Can't wait for warm weather again.

Kirkwood closure should be year round

Keep the roads open

it created a very pedestrian friendly and welcoming environment! great
idea please keep it going!

Very inconvenient acces for those with disablities.

I would be interested in knowing the cost incurred to the city and Kirkwood
store fronts is. Other restaurants don’t have the same opportunity to
expand their business. What happens if one restaurant wants it but another
doesn’t? As a consumer, this is a great benefit. But there is much more to
consider and I don’t have enough information to make an informed
decision. I said yes, but think there is more to consider.

Just close off the streets altogether. Fort Wayne has done something
similar. Create walkable streets and neighborhoods that allow for more
community

Many a visitor from larger cities and other countries commented on how
great it was that we provided this options I think from spring break to
thanksgiving should Kirkwood should be closed.

I would love to see a car-free Kirkwood year round. Fussganger zone.

At this point, you could level Kirkwood and it wouldn’t make any difference
to me. I have no reason to go there.

Please please permanently close Kirkwood to cars. See improvements
below.

Encourages biking and walking, makes biking through downtown safer,
makes people rethink our reliance on cars and how much space is
reserved for cars instead of actual people and activities

It is stupid. Again you are serving only a select few. Why are they getting
preferential treatment?

I would love to see the kirkwood closures be permanent and for
restaurants to have the outdoor heaters to provide outdoor dinning in the
colder months.

I like the street closures because it is pedestrian friendly. It makes me want
to go downtown more.

The downtown area needs to become more pedestrian driven and this was
a major step towards that. making college and walnut 2 way would be a
huge to making the downtown thrive a as a pedestrian driven area.
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The Kirkwood closure should be permanent and used as a promenade.

Creates a nice synergy

I enjoy eating outside and the parklet program makes it possible to eat at
my favorite local places. It helps the vibe downtown and is fun to see all the
good people.

I think kirkwood should be for bikes & pedestrians only all the time.

Eating out on the street makes it almost feel like a street party and created
great community vibes and fellowship.

Should enforce accessibility requirements

Continue all months and add more streets to closure

I loved it! We don’t eat inside at restaurants still, so it was a way for us to
still go to restaurants. It also created more seating at restaurants that o�en
have a wait.

I choose not to go downtown very o�en now because parking is so limited
near where I want to go.

My husband and I like to dine at restaurants on Kirkwood, but had to park
so far away. We are both disabled and probably won’t go back if the street
closure continues.

I love that it makes many restaurants per friendly.

Don't ever do it again.

It is a no brainer to continue it. Open 7th street back up all the way while
you’re at it. That is a mess.

The few times I have attempted to visit businesses there parking was
impossible and metered spots I did find ha inoperative meters. Long walks
for disabled patrons.

Open Kirkwood

Ridiculous! Not enough parking normally

Parking is premium and lot were taken away. Also I had to pick up food at
chipotle for my daughters wedding. 22 boxes no easy way for pick up

Love being able to walk down Kirkwood without car exhaust and traffic on
the street. I spent more time walking with friends and seeing friends in
passing that I wouldn’t have otherwise.

I have difficulty walking more than a block without assistance. These make
accessing the restaurants on Kirkwood difficult for us.

Please reconsider the parklet program or work with Bloomington transit to
get at least one bus route servicing the library. The closure greatly
impacted many elderly and disabled riders who struggled to get to the
Monroe county public library.

I couldn’t get close enough to restaurants I like to frequent on Kirkwood
and I don’t feel safe with so many panhandlers in the area.

Love the non traffic

The closure causes parking problems plus utility companies have limited
access to business for work purposes. Trying to navigate narrow alleys that
parallel Kirkwood are difficult and o�en times not very safe and with
Kirkwood being closed it increases vehicle traffic in those alleys.

Very difficult for people with disabilties to get downtown. I was in a
wheelchair from June thru September and on crutches September to
November. I was unable to access Kirkwood businesses.

Kirkwood should Be closed year round. See Charlottesville’s pedestrian
mall for a model. A wonderful community space. People who complain
about loot parking don’t come downtown o�en anyway. Please let
downtown be vibrant and full of life, not cars.
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close Kirkwood year round!

I don’t use businesses on Kirkwood due to the lack of parking with parklet.
No convenient parking and homeless aggressively asking for money.

At my age I can’t walk several blocks to get to a restaurant so I don’t go. My
family and I used yo enjoy eating at restaurants on Kirkwood but we won’t
as long as it’s blocked!

I did not like the loss of handi cap or close proximity on kirkwood but it was
ok.. I do thing warm months to continue and see the benefit However
parklet should not continue.

Unsafe

Not fare to other businesses

I love the outdoor dining and ease of walking around downtown.

I think closing Kirkwood permanently to vehicle traffic would be great and
allow more people to enjoy the shops and restaurants downtown

Love this program and hope it continues. It adds to the downtown vibe.

Although we had to park away from the place we were going, it was nice to
eat downtown on Kirkwood, and then walk around the area and not have to
worry so much about crossing in traffic.

I love the pedestrian-centric Kirkwood in the nice weater.

End it please

Offering outdoor dining is great and I even like to take advantage of it when
the weather is nice however impeding traffic progress is just not the way to
do it. It's actually pretty unsafe for the diners in pedestrians and it certainly
inconvenient and even unsafe for some drivers. See my answer to the
earlier question.

I would love for the closure to be permanent. Kirkwood should be a car free
street!

I’ve eaten pizzeria since the 60s and I’m now 68 and having to walk to my
favorite restaurant is sometimes difficult. Open street parking

I am a consumer and spend money in local businesses, not just restaurants.
I feel for shop owners. It is certainly not convenient.

Thank you

Love this program and would love to see it happen every summer from
here out

Dangerous to make whole city blocks inaccessible to emergency response
vehicles.

If you keep the program going then some more available outdoor seating
for walkers is a must. It’s frustrating to need a bench or a short stop and all
the empty seats are reserved for customers.

IT’s value is not worth the problems it causes.

I am a project manager by trade and have lived in Bloomington my entire
life of 52 years. I must not have enough information because I am a bit
confused. At the end of day, we need to ask ourselves, who are we trying to
please? The residence of Bloomington or students that stay here for 9-10
months a year? Also where's the data? Have the downtown businesses
provided any financial reports to inform us on whether the closures are
stimulating the local economy or is hurting it? I understand thT other cities
have done this, but those cities typically have a major sports venue or other
destination. Since I don't usually visit the area like I used to, I'd like to know
more data to make an educated decision about pros and cons.

I’d like the street to be closed all year!
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While I understand the desire to encourage walking, not everyone who
wants to visit downtown is able to do it on foot. I already have to drive to
patronize those businesses, so the lack of parking and the inconvenience
of driving around to find parking makes it less desirable.

More city/European vibe

More options and ability for enclosures and strictures in the parklet spaces

Having Kirkwood closed makes it impossible for people with disabilities to
visit businesses. As someone with stage 4 asthma and not being able to
walk far, and not being park right by the business it means I can no longer
visit and support my favorite businesses.

I feel much safer downtown as a pedestrian when the road is closed and
the barriers are up, particularly when those unfamiliar with Bloomington
arrive in town in mass or during events such as a PrideFest that could be a
target for a vehicle attack. Overall, I think the pros outweigh the cons on
both issues.

During the day, when there were not as many pedestrians I felt a little
unsafe. It felt deserted and people experiencing homelessness would
sometimes be more aggressive and single you out.

I do doordash part time and having to park all the way on Washington or
Lincoln to go down to some of the restaurants between indiana and grant
is making it harder to do

Inconsistent opportunities for downtown businesses. City ignores some
and favors others. Public right of way isnt for dining.

I love this idea and enjoyed having the space on Kirkwood especially. It felt
safer and fun for pedestrians and restaurant patrons.

Walking down Kirkwood and shopping would be much nicer if the
homeless were no there blocking sidewalks and using drugs in public view.
That’s more of the reason I do not o�en the Kirkwood area then lack of
parking!

The Kirkwood closure was more of a community experience. I didn’t enjoy
so much the dining experience in some of the parklet areas because of the
traffic/noise/exhaust.

Many big cities have done this. And it can be a great thing but either do it or
don't. The ugly barriers are very unappealing. I do wonder how the city
offsets the CV oat, and restaurants pay for the benefit?

Fun way to get outdoors and enjoy the downtown experience outside.
Easier navigating as a pedestrian with less traffic along Kirkwood. Makes it
feel like more of a cozy community.

As a customer and pedestrian, I really liked it. I understand others struggle
with mobility issues and the closure creates problems for them. Also, I'm
sure it adds challenges for delivery drivers. I think the opinions of the
business owners should count extra since they know if there is reduced or
increased traffic with the closure. Good luck! You can't make everyone
happy, unfortunately.

I love these programs! It really makes our city feel like a walkable,
welcoming, and lively downtown. Everyone we’ve had in to town to visit
during the summer months we take downtown for the experience and they
all love it! Great for night life as well!

Doesn’t seem fully utilized, always dirty, uncomfortable, slow. And nowhere
to park

Just leave it all year. That way it’s not confusing for people and they’ll just
know it’s closed.

Love it

None
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Should only be closed for events . A street party etc.. lotus festival etc

I would like the city to consider making Kirkwood a pedestrian area
permanently, and not limited to warm months. Additionally, it could be
renovated to not look so unappealing to people if ornament infrastructure
was put in place.

It provides immense value. Make it mandatory.

Close Kirkwood permanently.

Make it permanent not just during “warm months”

I hate coming downtown, I hate paying for parking

I cannot say how strongly I support increasing pedestrian infrastructure for
the downtown area. It increases access, safety, and quality of life for kids,
those who can't/don't drive, and those with some kinds of disabilities--
populations whose needs are so o�en overlooked.

The only downside to me is trying to get takeout from businesses in the
area that is closed off.

I was less likely to drive to downtown businesses and restaurants when
Kirkwood was closed. I enjoy driving down Kirkwood and parking along
there to visit businesses and restaurants but did not while it was closed off.

Love it! Really enhances the feel of downtown. There is plenty of room for
parking in the garages, plus they’re cheaper than on-street. We need
pedestrian life in the downtown

I think it is important for the success of the restaurants who use them.

I am handicapped and it was very trying at times to get. Into the area

Thank you for asking for feedback!

I work at nicks English hut we have a patio outside and I have to say that it
is a nice place for them

Might affect access issues for those with disabilities so this should be
adjusted for

Restaurants could offer better outdoor dining experience, e.g. more shade
from sun in hot weather

It's discrimination.

All of Kirkwood should be closed down for the whole year to allow for
dining, center of road kiosks for small businesses, pedestrians, music, etc.
Having vehicle traffic in a high-use pedestrian area is not pleasant. Many
European cities are great examples of how closing roads and opening
walkways leads to more beautiful pedestrian and business-friendly cities.

If these restaurants would like more dinning space then they need to find a
bigger location

Traffic flow, looking for parking could be frustrating with 6th Street one way
and no more parking on 7th.

Close 4th street. That’s a no brainer. Like really. What I’m the actual ___k are
you all thinking.

The way people drive in this town I wouldn’t want to sit in a parklet say
along College Ave or West Kirkwood (in front of Crazy Horse). And then you
have the “unhoused” population that roams Kirkwood and harasses people
who utilize the parklets. As a former server (for many years) unless you
have a dedicated patio for a specific establishment the outdoor street
dining is not profitable (for the server making $2.13 an hour) and some
establishments can’t serve beer or wine at their designated “parklet.”
(Osteria Rago).

Many people like this experience in other cities and I feel like it keeps
Bloomington on the same playing field as other larger cities in that regard.
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It would be nice if a more attractive barrier could be used for the Parklets.

The city bus doesn't serve the library during the closure, weekend closures
not a big deal but weekday is a pain

Seems like a scheme to get students to party on Kirkwood.

If they want me to use them, more comfortable seating.

My family and I were dine outside enthusiasts before COVID and we
continue to be along with what seems to be more people now. I feel that
both these programs allow restaurants to provide more and better outside
dining experiences for their customers. It’s so nice to be able to dine
outside during spring, summer and fall at a great local place downtown. The
Kirkwood allowed us to choose food from different restaurants and eat
outside at a picnic table while enjoying the sights and sounds of Btown.

Makes already confusing downtown one way streets even more difficult to
maneuver for visitors and new students.

Make it permanent

The Kirkwood closure is fantastic and definitely needs to continue. It is so
nice to be outside eating on Kirkwood in good weather!

No thought to older/handicapped people. Provide rides or shuttle.

I really like the quietness and pedestrian-friendliness of the Kirkwood
program in particular. On Walnut/College the park let’s feel awfully close to
traffic, but still positive.

It made Kirkwood completely inaccessible to me physically.

Combined with other street closures and construction in 2022, the E.
Kirkwood street closure made getting to the library almost impossible at
times. I hope there would be better planning in 2023.

I really enjoy both of these programs. I've visited other college towns such
as Iowa City and Charlottesville, VA and have long wish that Bloomington
would move to a more pedestrian-centric downtown model. I think it
enhances the city substantially.

N/A

I would like to see Kirkwood permanently designated as a pedestrian space
with outdoor dining. It adds so much to downtown.

Please pay close attention to people with disability access needs to utilize
these closed street areas. I like the Parklet offerings to promote less car
use on streets. Better to use some selected streets for pedestrian, dining,
canal interaction downtown.

Should consider making it a permanent closure

Downtown parking is difficult enough and the Kirkwood closure makes it
even more difficult for seniors or those with difficulty walking.

Downtown feels more family friendly with the closures. We enjoy bringing
our children to the area thanks to the extended spaces.

It’s hard to explain how blatantly ableist it is to take away any parking in
downtown Bloomington.

That section of Kirkwood has little utility for cars. It might as well be fully
converted over in the long run. Even when open, its not reliably faster to get
anywhere driving along that section of the road; anyone who actually
knows their way around town takes 6th or 4th instead in that area and it is
a totally inconsequential amount of parking.

There is usually not any spaces when Kirkwood is open so I don’t think it
really matters with the exception of handicap individuals. It should
definitely be closed when the students are gone. But I feel like businesses
should benefit if they don’t then it is not necessary
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Just do it all year round. Winter isn’t too harsh here.

I enjoy driving down kirkwood during day/night to see the crowds and
energy of the district

The highway construction sign that is posted at the intersection of
Kirkwood and Walnut is UGLY. Bloomington takes pride in its attractiveness
and charm. Surely we could do better.

It has to make parking more difficult, even if you are not in that area to eat.
And old crippled people like me don’t feel like walking a long way. I love
Trojan Horse, but I will go else where if I can’t park with in a block of them.
Since I don’t walk well I really have no choice!

I feel like we should find a middle ground between permanent closure and
seasonal closures. Permanent closures allow us to develop a very nice
space, seasonal is rag tag, dining on asphalt ,etc...

It's confusing and frustrating enough for those of us who live here. I can't
imagine what it's like for visitors. I'm afraid it's just a matter of time before
there's a serious accident because someone got confused, or was just
being stupid. We've never used those spaces. We don't know anyone who
has, either. If people want a "fresh air" experience at a restaurant, they need
to go to a restaurant that already has their own outdoor dining. Are these
restaurants paying to take over our public spaces?

It adds much ambiance and neighborliness to our downtown, and helps to
balance the chaos and craziness of the downtown during the university
school year.

I like to eat outside, but only on a few occasions, more on the weekend was
it ever really busy.

Closing the street is absolutely ridiculous and needs to stop. Myself, and
others I know, avoid the area because of it being closed to traffic. I don't
see how that helps any business at all. It's also extremely inconvenient and
needs to be open to traffic all year long like it is designed for.

Hurts businesses. And keeps handicapped and elderly from visiting a
restaurant or business cause they can’t walk that far

City street should be used for transportation.

It's very inconvenient, how does closing Kirkwood help any of those
businesses?

Get rid of it

Makes it impossible to pick up orders.

Failed idea. Return to a normal city street

In general I like it but I do think it gives those businesses an advantage
over others not on Kirkwood because of increased foot traffic.

As a pedestrian and cyclist I felt much safer downtown due to reduced
traffic speed/volume on Kirkwood and fewer cars pulling in/out of parking
spaces.

I've been here for 5 years and lived in other college towns prior. There are
several college towns that have pedestrian only streets for safety, and
ultimately I think closing down the part of Kirkwood can benefit for the
reasons listed above (downtown experience, dining, etc.) but also at the end
of the day, I feel it provides a safer environment for pedestrians. Between
crossing the road or trying to get in a Uber/Ly�, I think it's safer for those
roads to be closed. I understand it's inconvenient for deliveries and for car
traffic, but I think the safety component outweighs that.

Love sitting outside. Please keep.

It is ridiculous to inconvenience those who use the city streets and parking
places. I stopped going downtown because of this.
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My concern is for the safety of the parklets. I just worry they’re an accident
waiting to happen and they take away valuable parking spots.

It’s hard to find parking

******* CUT IT OUT

The City closes the street, allowing the businesses on Kirkwood to have
more space to serve customers. This is unfair to business not on Kirkwood,
as their streets aren't/can't be closed.

Get rid of it. Period

This was a really bad idea. I don’t see how it could have been seen as
anything but that.

Very stupid idea from the beginning, it’s street and should be used as such.
These streets weren’t designed or built to handle todays tariff and closing a
street makes the situation even worse!

As a frequent customer of many businesses on Kirkwood, I loved this
program. It created a fun, vibrant sense of community. I visited restaurants
more o�en and spent more money than I normally would have because the
atmosphere was so welcoming and inviting. Please continue this program,
as it makes Bloomington feel alive!

These closures are inconvenient to those who live here year-round. Not
mention there is not enough "convienient" parking in case you do actually
want to shop or eat downtown.

Tax Payers cannot drive on roads designed to be driven on

It’s makes it extremely hard for service providers to reach business and
there’s so little parking that large trucks and service vans end up blocking
the alleys and side streets

The program makes Bloomington more inclusive and accessible for our
neighbors with medical needs and disabilities. It also helps small business
owners and employees. Please keep it in place.

It is super unappealing to those with mobility issues. I hate it honestly.

Don't know what a parklet is

It’s a terrible idea. I’m sure the Fire department has a very hard time
accessing those places if they had an emergency

The restaurants on the square seemed at a disadvantage. The orange
street cubes were ugly

Needs to end with the removal of covid safety protocols

Love outdoor seating (even before Covid)! I hope it continues.

I am still not eating indoors because of covid concerns. Being able to eat at
my favorite downtown restaurants and not having to only do carry out has
been amazing.

The inconvenience of parking and driving around one way streets, and
inequality of advantages to a few businesses does not warrant street
closures.

Longer walking to meet with friends sets you up for more
homeless/beggars to stop and confront you for money. I will not travel
Kirkwood alone anymore.

I’d rather have walkable space than driveable space.

It’s really inconvenient as an employee of a downtown business to have to
PAY for parking everyday I work, and then that parking also becomes more
limited when there are closures.

It makes it difficult to get to areas down town with the closures and the one
ways. Made me go downtown a lot less

Don't do it!!
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Dumbest thing ever, disadvantaged to those of use with disabilities who
want to patronize Kirkwood businesses

I love it! It makes Kirkwood feel like an outdoor mall and it doesn’t really
cause traffic issues.

Ridiculous

It detours our family from visiting business in the downtown area

Not sure why businesses on Kirkwood should enjoy a parklet advantage
when other businesses can not.

Easier for friends to go to dinner

I personally feel that Bloomington lacks outside dining options in
comparison to other towns & cities and the parklets allow us to increase
those options! Love them!

Connects downtown to campus for pedestrians

It kept people from coming downtown. Hard to find parking

Best thing ever! Should stay in place permanently.

Makes it difficult for mobility impaired individuals to access stores on
Kirkwoof

Do they pay rent for using the street property?

Can't park to use the down town no place to park for carry out pick up

I rarely come downtown due to the hassle of finding parking. I have limited
walking ability so many of the new enhancements are more like barriers for
me.

I LOVE the atmosphere and ability to stroll down Kirkwood without the
normal busy street environment!

Stupid idea but is typical of the current mayor's administration (Hamilton)

It’s the most asinine program ever!!!

I would love for kirkwood to be pedestrian walkway all year. If permanent, it
would be cool to turn it into a pretty pathway with seating and landscaping.

The street needs to be open as the street is designed. It is inconvenient to
go to the restaurants due to less parking. I also don’t want to eat in the
street.

Make Kirkwood a year-round pedestrian-only street from the Sample Gates
to the Square. We would come downtown 5x as o�en and it would
transform the whole experience!

We pay the taxes for kirkwood. So they should be open. If you choose to
close the streets then we should get a credit on our taxes

Makes getting to downtown business’ very difficult, not including parking.
Inconvenience all around.

Wish the block between Indiana Ave and Dunn St would remain open at all
times. Dunn street frequently gets too backed up and is not setup to handle
the increased traffic it is forced to carry with Kirkwood being closed at
Indiana.

If it could be done without closing the street, I would have a more favorable
view of it.

Love it.

People should get out and walk. It's good for them.

I work at Modish Hair Co. Several of our clients during the closure would
show up late to appointments due to not being able to find parking. They
ended up having to park multiple blocks away, most don’t mind walking
however it is inconvenient for any customers of any business to not be able
to find parking to go into a store.
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Overly loud music at a couple of venues that undermines public’s
opportunity to enjoy dining at their selected venue. Please limit outside
decibels.

Please continue this program. I am a lifelong Bloomingtonian, that spent a
couple of years in Boulder Colorado. I always thought that Kirkwood would
shi� beautifully to a pedestrian mall, similar to pearl street. The enhanced
outdoor seating at restaurants, is so beneficial and appreciated.

I like to eat outside, but parklets are not the answer.

Keep it going! It’s been great to have outdoor dining options.

Very difficult for handicap people/people with other issues, to enjoy the
restaurants and other businesses

We pay taxes to use the street which is blacktopped for vehicles.

Parking is limited as it is. Closing an entire street down is extremely
inconvenient.

All “cool” cities have areas like this and are a fun experience.

i'm in favor of parklets and the kirkwood closures in warm months when
outdoor dining is possible, and appreciate when there is more
parking/kirkwood is passable by car in the colder months. it also helps that
students are o�en gone during warm months, so having the streets closed
isn't as inconvenient as it would be when the town is more crowded.

The homeless ruined it, we stopped going because of the scary behavior,
we felt like it was very unsafe situation.

Allowing parklets is fine. Shutting down kirkwood isn't. Let's not pretend
that shutting it down adds value to the area inherently... allow certain
restaurants and bars to operate parklet spaces that are permanent in
either parking spaces or on one side of the street. Make traffic one way if
that's a possible compromise.

I like the outside dining options, but I o�en skip eating downtown or getting
carryout from those restaurants because it’s too difficult to park anywhere
near those businesses.

My family and I really enjoy the opportunities for outdoor seating at various
restaurants that the Kirkwood closure provides. It creates a fun
atmosphere too. One of the things that we’d like to see remain in place for
2023 and years following.

I frankly think they should continue year-round.

Kirkwood is not currently set up to allow closing it off and having
businesses operate in the street. It's inconvenient, dangerous, and takes
away parking.

It's very inconvenient to even get close to places you would like to visit just
not possible.

Same as mentioned above: Hard enough to navigate without thus main
thoroughfare being closed. How do first responders get thru. If restaurants
want outside dining they should pay for the ground and not use public
streets.

N/A

Only frustrating the days/months other side streets also closed.

Terrible inconvenience

I felt safer as a pedestrian just because many roll through that stop sign on
Washington and kirkwood, however it made car transient difficult.

I avoid the area now. Enjoyed mostly take out at the kirwood restaurants
and it is not worth the inconvenience to find parking and walk far but
believe it should be decided by business owners and what benefits them
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most. I choose to avoid the area but if businesses get more customers then
they should keep it for their sake.

As someone who is immune-compromised, eating outside is my (and my
family’s) only option for dining out. Since the parklets opened and
Kirkwood closed, we eat out more frequently than we did prior to 2020. A
secondary benefit is the ability to stroll, shop, and get dessert a�er a meal
with a nice space cushion between us and others on Kirkwood.

Keep road open if you want people to eat outside to enjoy move to a bigger
place or charge them more tax dollars to use the street make more money
to serve more people food it’s a road use it that way we all pay enough tax
on food and drinks why let them use it make there place bigger to serve
more think about that !!

Loss of parking spaces, especially while students are in town, makes it
harder for disabled people to find close spots, or makes it impossible to
park near some places at all. Also having less parking available during
student move in week and while students are here in general makes zero
sense, you know more people are in town why would you create less
parking for everyone? Just so people can sit outside and clutter up the
walking space?

I enjoyed being able to eat out and not have to worry about COVID as
much.

I've always loved kirkwood/downtown but having the closure in the warm
months has made me go downtown much more frequently than before!
More seating and more business for the local restaurants.

I don’t think businesses should be using city streets for their customers

I would like more Covid 19 safety precautions for immunocompromised,
high risk, and disabled people. It is entirely too difficult to enjoy the town if
we cannot safely go anywhere where masks aren't mandated.

Wonderful program! Outdoor seating is a huge addition to downtown
restaurants.

I love being able to walk on the streey

I am new to the area and absolutely loved being able to eat outside and get
a feel for the downtown area

Love it!

It’s made it a mess and inconvenient to go to any restaurants or businesses
near or on Kirkwood.

I have health issues and will be unable to go anywhere downtown due to
lack of parking.

The street closures add value to the Bloomington social scene. It allows
people to eat outside, walk more easily, and interact with other community
members. I think it should continue in the warmer months.

Parking is already difficult. Closing more parking just makes no sense at all.

These are through streets and parking for cars. Not just the restaurants.

It really deters local from going downtown. It is very inconvenient. I already
have to park for work downtown, at least I could be able to park closer to
my work location without the closure pushing everyone to the lots instead
of the street. 7th street bike lane was horrible as well, eliminating street
parking.

I find that it liven ups Kirkwood and downtown. I love it!

I like it. Keep doing it.

Time to end it

It disrupts the intened use of the Kirkwood ave access to east side streets
& businesses
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Loved the increased safety and activity on the streets!

Pedestrians routinely walk in front of cars on the corner Indiana Ave &
Kirkwood and especially the corner of Dunn & Kirkwood. Pedestrians seem
to have a difficult time recognizing when the street is open for cars &
pedestrians. All of Kirkwood should be closed or none of it.

The original intent was ok but there’s no good reason for it to be continued
whatsoever

It’s fantastic and we’d love to have it year round

It stinks. A form of communism.

Terrible idea.

I questioned the safety of the park lets. That’s why I never used one. I just
didn’t want to sit that close to traffic.

If the kirkwood closures continue it would be great if you considered door
dash and delivery drivers, some sort of designated parking nearby would
be amazing!

It makes it impossible to get into a store and out

I am still only eating outdoors, so this is the only way I can enjoy eating out
at these restaurants.

Would love to see this be permanent and see the street space developed
into a community pedestrian area—benches, greenery, etc.

It's really nice to have a place to just walk around without having to worry
about cars.

O�en had delivery drivers (Door Dash, delivery trucks, etc.) and Ubers
parked in the driving lanes on streets such as Dunn, basically making Dunn
a one lane street, especially near Kirkwood. Many pedestrians treat the
cross streets at Kirkwood (Dunn. Grant, etc.) as part of the closure, thus the
pedestrians walk across Dunn, Grant, etc. on Kirkwood, rather than at the
crosswalks —-VERY DANGEROUS! Very difficult for those with mobility
issues to reach some favorite businesses and/or restaurants — unable to
find parking nearby and drop-offs at the door are certainly not an option.
Overflowing trash receptacles near restaurants most days/nights.

The closure got me out to eat at restaurants despite my health problems
because I knew I could be outside and not crammed in with people. My
doctor recommended outdoor dining due to health risks.

Parking downtown is difficult to find and closing part of Kirkwood makes it
even more so.

Absolutely no reason to open it back up. Much better routes for cars other
than Kirkwood. So much safer for students.

So many homeless people downtown in this area that I don’t feel safe
unless I can park reasonably close to where I’m going.

Not convenient for anybody but students

It makes down town feel festive

Please keep it going! It’s such a nice benefit for residents.

Stop closing the streets and cutting off vehicular access to businesses. Its
ableist and detrimental to those with disabilities.

I think it gives an opportunity for people to enjoy the outdoor experience
while ding at their favorite venue. Gives a sort of European feeling to
Bloomington

Unnecessary

Go WOKE GO BROKE

Honestly it would be so cool to have the whole square closed off in the
warm months. it's a great space but all of the traffic makes it feel unusable
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since it's so loud and inconvenient to cross the roads. I know that this isn't
super feasible though

This survey is flawed. I have owned a downtown business for 8 years. This
survey was forwarded to me by someone else. Who received tis survey?
More importantly, who did NOT receive this survey.

Huge Inconvenience!

Restaurants should not be allowed to take up more than half the street.
This limits pedestrian activity by requiring they walk through prep space.
Uptown and Farm were especially bad in this regard.

Kirkwood should stay closed throughout the year and be developed into a
public pedestrian space where people can sit and eat takeout from the
various restaurants in they’d like. It is not appropriate to GIVE public space
to people to are entities so that they can make additional revenue and
exclude non-patrons from that public space. If restaurants want the
additional space they need to purchase it or pay the city for that use.

Stop narrowing the streets!

Disproportionately benefits a very few businesses; the other businesses
did not enter into their leases knowing this program would happen; a
subsidy for a very few businesses that is entirely unfair and a burden to the
rest of the downtown; no other business is able to expand in such a
disproportionately preferential manner and street dining is no longer
needed due to Covid.

I can't figure out why people would want to sit along the street with dirt and
exhaust from traffic floating around. Also cars could run off into people
sitting in the parklets at other locations than Kirkwood. Dangerous! Keeps
other business from convenient pick ups for their customers for take out
orders. Long way to walk for elderly people to park and eat. Looks ugly in
general. Also has anyone considered what would happen if there was a fire
or other emergency in the closed zone?

Make it permanent! It’s more confusing when the street opens in the winter.
So much safer for families, students, etc.

Almost as bad of an idea as the bike lanes. But I wouldn’t expect much
more from this administration

Enjoyed walking and dining outdoors on Kirkwood

It needs to go away

Keep it up but make it more visibly appealing. We love Pearl Street in
Boulder at CU - PLEASE do something like that!!!!

I believe it’s a great way for business to get more customers - only if that’s
what they’re looking for

I quit doing business on Kirkwood

Closing the end of Kirkwood (library to Sample Gates , putting in public art,
benches, etc…would greatly enhance downtown - many othe college towns
have pedestrian malls/streets that add charm and draw people to the
downtown! The parklets and closures are a great start!

Love it during summer months. Good to change during winter for holiday
shopping and colder weather.

It would be nice if kirkwood could be open on oneside oneway going east.

It is ridiculous!!!

Maybe just close the street on weekends

I think you cannot close kirkwood like you did when there is much road
construction everywhere in the vicinity. It was nearly impossible this
summer to navigate the area let alone park. If side streets are open then
then kirkwood closure is much more navigable.
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Gives people the opportunity to patronize the local businesses and
restaurants

I'm curious how it affected the businesses. I don't want them hurt by this.

Orange barricades unappealing.

Felt very unsafe on the open parklet with cars passing and my elderly
parents were no longer able to visit Kirkwood with the extra walk.
Homeless are always disturbing.

My only concern is that I have a disabled family member who we o�en
drop off near restaurants (and then we go park elsewhere. I don't know that
it's possible, but an accessible passenger loading zone, especially near the
BCT, would be helpful.

What happens if there is a fire or any other emergency? Makes it hard for
firefighters to get through tables full of people

The Kirkwood closure channeled vehicular traffic from a street designed
for it to streets that weren’t (4th, 6th, 7th and side streets) putting vehicular
traffic in direct conflict with pedestrians and bicyclists. Also, all the extra
carbon pollution from cars idling around looking for ways to get through or
to find parking. Also, the business loss from people who decided to stay
home rather than fight barricades. It’s like the people who came up with
this rarely get out of their cars themselves, or this would have been obvious
from the getgo.

You’re making it difficult for handicapped shoppers

Walking on Kirkwood when roads were closed helped improve our
experience of stopping at shops. More room to move than being restricted
to the sidewalks.

Please keep the expanded outdoor opportunities! Despite popular belief,
there are still a lot of us who are concerned about Covid, and being able to
eat outdoors expands access for the high-
risk/immunocompromised/disabled and their families, while also offering
more options to the general populace.

Too many homeless bothering people eating out

The whole "is it closed, is it not closed?" uncertainty is the biggest irritation.
Either just make it a permanent pedestrian promenade, or keep it open all
the time. This halfsy situation is absurd.

N/A

It is giving a very unfair advantage to two restaurants and hurting
EVERYONE else in the area

Loved it!!!! Felt much more comfortable visiting restaurants that had (more)
seating options outside. It also made Kirkwood seem more fun, open, and
unique to visitors!

STOP closing it off for everyone to use. You know there are disabled people
who would like to visit downtown not just your precious iu students and
staff!

It makes downtown businesses inaccessible for residents with physical
disabilities. People can't be dropped off or picked up near their destination.
Makes getting to a restaurant in a wheelchair nearly impossible. Also not
convenient for older residents who have difficulty walking short distances.

Na

More parking spaces

ill-advised and financially incompetent

I love it! I think it’s so charming, especially the kirkwood closure, and a real
draw to visit downtown. The road closure really doesn’t impact my driving
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and parking at all, I can just use a different street and we never tried to
park on that block anyway. More pedestrian areas!

While it is a useful temporary option, it is unfair to businesses who do not
have the option to use the space.

Closing Kirkwood may actually hurt business on days with inclement
weather. On street parking would not be available near the businesses
requiring people to park away and walk to the businesses. In inclement
weather, patrons may choose to patronize businesses where they can park
in close proximity to the business. It is especially difficult for some elderly
or physically impaired people who may have difficulty walking to get to the
businesses if parking near the businesses is eliminated.

Big Dig 2000 , I thought the city and its residents would benefit from the
eclectics of a total pedestrian experience on Kirkwood . Once this came to
fruition post covid the actual experiences was a positive social and
economic impact in the Kirkwood Neighborhood. It’s a definite benefit
Bloomington. Critics will cite traffic and parking problems, but those factors
were also affected by the multiple street closures in the area because of
new apartment construction throughout the immediate area. The
construction had the most adverse effect on the traffic/ parking issues, not
the Kirkwood outdoor dining.

Most of customers wouldn’t even come to our business until the street was
opened. It was the number one complaint. We had the worst summer of
business that we have had since the big dig.

Parklets I don’t see as an issue but to shut down a major portion of a high
traffic area in Bloomington is not a good idea bad for delivery drivers, and
drivers in general. Please keep our streets open.

Homeless people are taking over Kirkwood

it greatly enhances the downtown experience. It reminds me of some of the
most forward thinking brother-sister cities, such as Boulder and Fort
Collins, CO and many other great college towns.

This program has made it more fun and interesting to travel through the
downtown area.

This is a wonderful change to Bloomington! Seemed like Europe, eating
outside in the street.

It would be nice to dress up the parklets better with paint / plants etc

Close Kirkwood permenantly to cars

Move / Change Kirkwood dining to 4th & / or 6th streets or the alleys.

Outdoor dining in Kirkwood has been a really lovely experience. We
participated several times during the season. We took family out to eat in
Kirkwood when they visited, and they really enjoyed it, too.

Has any data been collected on how the closure of parts of Kirkwood have
impacted the non-restaurant businesses? Ditto for the businesses on
College and Walnut who are impacted by reduced parking due to the
parakeets. If data has been collected, please share that information with the
public prior to making a decision for 2023.

Have not sat in the parklets due to the proximity to traffic. Feel very
vulnerable to being struck by an inattentive driver. Kirkwood closure is a
big success and enjoy the ability to sit outside in a safe space.

Please don't sacrifice loading zone space for parklets

I don't like doing anonymous surveys, so I willingly give you my name - The
Rv. Matt Seddon, Trinity Episcopal Church

There needs to be a plan for accommodating those with limited mobility
who need to be dropped off by car immediately in front of their destination.
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At night; the street closure made Kirkwood a play pen for the Homeless; we
completely stopped going downtown. You could not walk down the street
without being harrassed.

The library sits in a bad spot for the elderly to use when all of the closures
are going on. Worse than usual.

I like the space or two but not the Kirkwood closure. I felt like there was
minimal use for the inconvenience and it only benefits a few restaurants
and isn’t worth the expansion of closed streets

What I didn't like is that there was a large electronic sign board up for a day
before the Kirkwood closure, but it was blank. AFTER it was closed off did
the sign board announce that Kirkwood 'would close'... that's putting the
cart before the horse and closing the street before the sign could
announce it was going to happen. Why not put the sign up and let it be up
for a week or two prior to closing the street?

Closing Kirkwood is a brilliant idea and should be implemented year round.
Affords a wonderful pedestrian and outdoor dining opportunity to enjoy the
downtown free of loud and dangerous traffic.

I am hugely in favor of the Kirkwood closures and parklet program. It
makes downtown feel much more social and alive, and I appreciate that it
encourages a pedestrian experience.

Kinda sucks. Question 2 is not here

We should still be taking CPVID-19 seriously. The Kirkwood closures are a
great way to allow those who are COVID-cautious to support local
restaurants.

Need good security

The restaraunts on kirkwood are encroaching into the street too much. I
just want it closed to cars and love walking in and biking in the street
without them there. I dont like the tables taking up both lanes of kirkwood
though. The parking spots should be enough. Just close the whole square to
cars on weekends.

I feel like it made the restaurants and business on Kirkwood more
accessible, especially as someone who is very COVID cautious and as a
pedestrian! It was so much safer and easier to walk around downtown with
the Kirkwood closure

This could be the start of an excellent program akin to what has been so
successful with Pearl Street in Boulder, Colorado. The placemaking
opportunities are endless if this program is to continue and grow!

It unfairly inhibits business for those who are not restaurants

Handicapped people who take the bus need to be able to get to the Library.
Can't walk 5 blocks from bus station to Library !

While we love our restaurants, what about the other businesses, retail,
office. So many parking spaces were eliminated on seventh Street. It was
done because of the pandemic so more people would feel comfortable
eating at restaurants. As we exit that era we need to preserve the parking
for all businesses. Many of the Parklets were not used that much. I would
say farm restaurant in The Uptown benefited the most. A couple of places
that already had outside seating got parklets.

I wish Kirkwood would close permanently to traffic and you'd dig BIG tree
plots so we could grow trees that meet in the middle of the street and
create a shade corridor. A downtown park with shopping and restaurants!!!
Part of my urban futurist dreamscape.

The Kirkwood closure made Kirkwood much nicer to bike on

A waist of parking spaces that we really need for clients and employees

the closures are discriminating against non-restaurant businesses.
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The idea of road closure is a good idea but not for the whole week. A Friday
to Sunday would work better just like other big cities do. Keeping it closed
all week is a loss of business and tips for the shops. Also, people/ business
owners who vote to keep it closed for the week and year should have their
business open all week not close 2 days during the week when many
others struggle to make money every day of the week not just weekends.
That is just unfair. Not everyone's business has the luxury of closing two
days in a week and still make money. Have them keep it open and feel the
financial burn with being open and not making money due to the week
days road closure and still having to pay employees. Good look and do the
right thing for downtown

This was implemented during Covid because restaurants couldn't operate
at usual capacity. They are now able to operate as normal and there is no
reason for this program to continue.

Thanks for City helping downtown small business

I think they served a purpose during the pandemic, but it is time to get
back to normal.

Good addition to downtown

Too many bums

Totally enjoyable with opportunities far outweighing any inconvenience

Love the parklet program!

I would love to see all of Kirkwood Avenue become pedestrian-only year-
round. Keeping the cross streets open at the same time, but no longer
allowing cars to drive east west on Kirkwood ever again.

The closure increases traffic on nearby streets, including 4th, 6th, and Grant
st.

Quit trying to fix things that ARE NOT BROKE!

Many of them are ugly and uninviting.

Maybe find more attractive parklets to use instead of the bright orange.
Also, maybe focus on weekends for its use.

This puts an additional strain on parking near the busiest area of town and
makes picking up takeout a hassle. This hurts businesses.

I think this is great but the bright orange barriers are very unsightly.

This is another example of the City of Bloomington administration failing to
consider and hear opposing voices. The parklets are a terrible idea: 1. limits
convenient parking 2. only benefits certain business (large restaurants) at
the expense of other businesses (retail, small restaurants, other quick
stops)

I own businesses on the square and felt there was enough sidewalk area to
not need to take up parking spaces. However, overall, I don't think they hurt
our businesses - I just wish they looked nicer. As a customer, I love the
Kirkwood closures and feel, especially the one near Uptown which adds
more of a European or city feel like that of Boulder (Pearl Street). It feels
like they are able to look nicer than the orange barricades around the
square. But I also know we have the big advantage of the parking garages
at this end of town and other businesses did not fair so well further down
Kirkwood.

You are taking up parking spaces for businesses downtown

Better safety for pedestrians

If given the right exposure/marketing, I feel the closure can add serious
value to the downtown experience and bring pedestrians, diners and
shoppers into the area on a more consistent basis. Perhaps allow food
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trucks to park on side streets and add tables to kirkwood so that there are
areas to sit and enjoy the downtown area.

Petty, but the bright orange barriers are eyesores. Do they have to be bright
orange for safety, or can they be made more attractive?

I wish it was year round

more streets should be like this
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Do you have suggestions for improvements?
More umbrellas for shade :)

No

Close Kirkwood permanently, brick over the street, BUT CLEAN IT
REGULARLY. Allow the businesses to use the fire hydrants as a source of
water to hose it down early every morning. And don't charge them for it.
Have a few less bike lanes that aren't used and supply the water for free to
actually make something nice.

All year long!

I like both programs, and I found the biggest inconvenience actually was
with other drivers who, rather than finding a more distant parking space
and walking, would throw on hazards to stop in whatever part of the street
was closest to their destination. There is some reinforcing of “no parking
zones” (like next to the Kirkwood street barriers) that would help keep flow
of traffic smooth and safe for pedestrians.

If you choose to continue to close parking during the warm months,
consider reducing the cost of parking on the street or in garages

Host a rotating featured food truck on the closed portion of Kirkwood

Invest more money in your athletic facilities, they are old and rundown.

The parklet closures could do better than the orange water-filled barriers
that have been used on the west end of Kirkwood. They are not very
attractive. I believe the road closures should be the first step in reducing
parking/driving on Kirkwood and increasing pedestrian/bike areas.

Consult disabled and elderly individuals to ask what is needed for them to
be able to equally access the businesses and library on Kirkwood

Street art in the summer. Encourge it as a programming space like Farmers
Market stage/buskers and Granfalloon and Handmade fair. It is an
awesome place to be.

Require better air filtration systems and more space between seats/tables
inside restaurants to make people feel safer, more comfortable, and make it
easier on servers, too. That wouldn't reduce parking and address each
business equally around Bloomington.

Rethink downtown to close streets- forever. Close street, rethink one ways
and deliveries. Outside areas to eat are so important

The parklet barriers aren't very attractive but I know safety is more
important than aesthetics.

The temporary construction signage used and bright yellow poles are
aesthetically unappealing. I feel there must be a more attractive way to do
this.

Make the Kirkwood closure permanently. Free the streets.

Perhaps working with a one side closure would be more effective and still
allow disabled individuals to find parking near their chosen venue.

Circulating busses.

I support opening spaces for restaurants to serve outdoors, but without full
street closure as it seemed like only a handful of businesses used the
space. I was also dismayed to learn that the businesses had to pay the city
for the closure this year.

Something more aesthetic than the orange barriers would be an
improvement.

This should be continued through Canopy of Lights. Perhaps the city could
provide heat lamps to area restaurants around the square. Its just a
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wonderful cheerful moment. Christkindlmarkt!

Maybe a bit more shade or potted plants? I really like the string Christmas
lights, that makes the atmosphere really nice too.

"Parklet" isn't a term I'm familiar with. Something else might be more clear.
Maybe "Kirkwood Outdoor Dining Program"

Either convert Kirkwood into a pedestrian mall between Walnut and Indiana
or abandon current parklet patchwork plan.

Nicer looking barriers.

Can we close kirkwood year round?!

Exclude cars from it permanently

Get rid of the program and make the downtown more accessible for
everyone! I do hope the city in its bid for transparency will offer the results
of this survey, pro and con.

I would like to Kirkwood closed to traffic permanently

Ideally, it would eventually be converted to a year-round area for people
outside of cars. Having winter-themed events on this street would be fun!

1. Close Kirkwood year-round. Although pedestrian traffic is lower in the
winter, Kirkwood is still bustling with people wanting have fun during the
other three seasons. It would provide a consistent oasis for pedestrians to
not worry about the dangers of cars. 2. Close surrounding streets to private
vehicles, as well. In Paris, France, the city government began a pilot program
of making the four most center neighborhoods pedestrian-only for the first
Sunday of every month. A�er monumental success, they have now
permanently closed many major streets to allow pedestrians full access to
the city. I would love to see Bloomington implement something similar in
which, the first Sunday of every month, we closed down 4th through 6th
from Indiana to Morton. I have no doubt that we would see similar success
in business activity and happiness of Bloomington residents.

Find more streets to do this on!

Don't do it again! Only close Kirkwood for big events like Lotus Festival and
Pride.

Enhance the barriers to make them more attractive and give the business
more opportunities to enhance, decorate, or substitute barriers. Invest in
semi permanent barriers on Kirkwood for example (bars that lower into the
street) would further improve appearance.

Although not an improvement per se, I think closing Kirkwood on a
permeable basis could give the opportunity for kiosks in the closed area,
thus more reasons for foot traffic and additional income for the city and the
kiosk tenants/owners. And curate kiosk tenants to be complimentary to the
dining experiences - it could be a win-win for everyone!

PLEASE focus on affordable housing options! Our city is in a state of crisis!

Require the planning department to provide an accessibility plan and solicit
feedback from the Council for Community Accessibility for all proposed
street and sidewalk closures

If closing Kirkwood is unpopular, it would be nice to allow businesses to
purchase parklets. There are plenty of people with medical conditions that
still preclude them from dining indoors in crowded situations (COVID is not
over no matter how much we wish it was), but who enjoy outdoor dining
and keeping our cherished local restaurants in business.

We think it works pretty well as it is.

See above.

I know there are individuals with mobility issues who find the change
difficult. Are there specific access zones that they could use to make the
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experience easier for them?

For festivals it would make sense to close Kirkwood for foot traffic--
everyone benefits then, and it's just for a limited time that would make it
also more exciting for those participating. But regular weekdays? It just
causes issues for everyone not dining.

As recommended above, greater certainty and permanence to allow
investment in high-quality parklets like other progressive cities allow.

More events using the spaces, beautification, music, activities in the spaces

Having a downtown shuttle (that is clean and only available to those who
parked further away downtown or in garages) that makes regular stops
would be needed if downtown closures are to continue.

Cancel program

Close it for a shorter period, say April or May through September or
October. Consider aesthetics---no picnic tables, please.

Do away with the street closure and loss of parking.

Honestly wouldn’t mind the roads being closed to car traffic even more
throughout the year

More obvious signage

Open the road

Close the through streets: Dunn, Grant, Lincoln, Washington.

Frankly, I would love it if all of Kirkwood from the Sample Gates to the
square were a pedestrian mall closed to traffic. But I don't know that that
would serve the best interests of drivers and/or businesses on that strip.

Don’t close Kirkwood.

Long-term, I think converting other streets from one-way to bidirectional
would make it easier to reach your destination when access is limited from
street closures

Quit narrowing streets.

Improve the appearance of the barriers, especially on College. Can you find
a way to use planters or something more aesthetically pleasing than the
current orange barriers. Find a way to make level the dining areas on
College.

Allow for the building of outside structures similar to what they do in new
york

Add more varied seating on the closed streets (particularly the part by
Sample Gates

Not a suggestion, but a comment...unless you are disabled, I'm not buying
what anyone is selling about lack of parking downtown during the warm
months when the street is closed. I guess if you aren't willing to get a bit of
exercise and walk to one of the businesses, sure, you might not be able to
park right next to the door of Farm/Uptown etc...but there is still PLENTY of
downtown parking. This increases seating for all the restaurants and makes
the outdoor dining experience fun and inviting. Everyone needs to stop
complaining and get some exercise! Though, I do hope that the restaurants
aren't having to pay a huge upcharge for this to happen, because that is
ridiculous, in my opinion. The city is making enough money off the
meters/parking lots that remain. This needs clarified.

Could the orange barricades be covered with something more visually
appealing? Maybe this could be a public art project.

Signage displaying the date range of the closures would be helpful - even if
it changes, some kind of explanation or warning of a change would be
great. Otherwise, I love the utilization of the closures and parklets.
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Close Kirkwood year round, but allow delivery, transit, and emergency
services to pass

East Kirkwood should permanently become a pedestrian and diner friendly
street.

Maybe make the parklet barricades a little more attractive?

Tax payers paved the road; they should get to use it not private businesses.

Let Trojan Horse have better outdoor space. Create designated bike travel
lanes, at least near Uptown please.

Common-use tables in these areas would also be nice for takeout, etc.,
people enjoying being out in the community.

I would love to see a dedicated accessible downtown shuttle for park and
ride!

Please allow patrons to consume alcohol when seated in the parklets. It is
QUITE stupid that at 11pm so many people at the Bishop have to move
inside. 11pm is exactly when it starts to get much busier and more seating
becomes needed.

More free parking downtown, parking is already hard to come by and
taking those spaces by some of the most trafficked businesses is very
inconvenient.

Drop the concept

Make the closer signs more personal to Bloomington such as get local
schools and clubs to design them. Would make the space one of a kind.

Signage on surrounding roads indicating closures.

please keep bike access open, especially at Uptown (2022 was a big
improvement over 2021). please limit uber/doordash abuse of crosswalks
near bollards.

just what i wrote above about being able to park very briefly to pick up an
order

Remove the homeless to other areas, with perks for them for food, shelter,
support!

Stop the parklet program

Have one large, connected space blocked off on Kirkwood… not 2-3 smaller
spaces.

More street fairs, venders, activities, etc. The more pedestrian activity on
Kirkwood the better! Get as many people in the streets as possible.

If you insist on closing Kirkwood, okey 8 only do it in the weekends!

Close Kirkwood and make it a destination and a perfect connection from
Downtown Bloomington to the Sample Gates

beautification

More handicap parking closer to kirkwood so those with mobility issues
can enjoy.

Shutdown all of downtown to cars

No

Don’t do it

Put in some plants and trees. Change the surfacing of the street to make it
more attractive.

See above.

Other than making it a permanent change, no.

I can handle it as a partial year closing but would hate for it to be
permanent
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I would enjoy Kirkwood being closed year round and some “beautification”
happening on Kirkwood (trees in the middle of the street, whole street
being paved over with bricks, etc)

I think aesthetic requirements should be a focus on both parklets and
Kirkwood in 2023.

I would support shutting down that section of Kirkwood permanently to
vehicles and expand the community experience of the area.

Charge the businesses (restaurants) who benefit most a monthly fee for
the space they use.

Closing Kirkwood creates such a more pleasant downtown experience, not
having to deal with noisy traffic passing by as we are trying to enjoy being
outside.

More low-cost attractions needed. Free music? Fairs? Markets?

Just open it back up the whole year round.

Make the walking street permanent and add another parking garage to
compensate. I'm a big fan of Strøget in Copenhagen; it would be a good
model (also a great biking city). Keep some of the cross streets open if they
aren't already, maybe 1 or 2 in each direction.

Stop closing Kirkwood to vehicular traffic.

If the program does continue, the city needs to make it easy for those with
mobility issues to have the same access to downtown/Kirkwood as others.
And please, measures need to be put in place to prevent cars illegally
parking and blocking off the streets!! This is also something that needs to
be implemented in the other downtown areas. It creates a hazard for
vehicles hitting other vehicles as well as increases the likelihood that a car
could accidentally hit a pedestrian or cyclist while navigating around an
illegally parked car.

I suggest a closure of that portion of the street permanently and add a
permanent pergola and/or seating areas. The temporary use of the "parking
spaces" with road dividers are tacky. Make the entire area a walking
destination with cover from the sun and other elements.

I think the program stopped too early, we still have many warm days in the
fall.

No, it’s great.

Make sections permanent; this would make it possible to make areas nicer
vs dining on the street.

Cobblestone or other paving will enhance the appearance of Kirkwood as a
walking street. Find nicer appearing barriers for the parklets; consider
redrawing the streets to move traffic a little further away from the diners
(ie, add a bike lane).

Provide a smallish "jitney" that could transport people up and down
Kirkwood (for free) in a "step on/step off" model.

Make the Kirkwood closure permanent on some future effective date, with
a long advance notice to businesses on when it will happen.

Consider more focused times for Kirkwood. Maybe a “local food week” or
something to connect with lotus or taste of bloomington. Consider giving
up some of parking spaces permanently for outdoor dining. But not too
many considering the joke that is the 7-line and the hundred spaces it
destroyed. And the orange traffic divider things are damn ugly. The
concrete ones aren’t much better. Honestly, the entire street scape of the
courthouse square should be redone to match Kirkwood. It is long overdue.

Expanding taste of Bloomington or other themed block parties might help
offset costs of closure.
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Stop micromanaging commerce in Bloomington. You are not good at it.

I would be interested in some kind of beautification of the parklets if they
stay. I love the idea of outdoor eating and more space for pedestrians, but
the parklet dining areas are kind of an eyesore.

Stop

Special event only Kirkwood closures (on weekends only). Consider
allowing peoples park be used by Village Deli, Lennies, etc instead.

Close it permanently. Turn kirkwood into a pedestrian road year round.

Please add a stop sign at 6th and Washington for both directions. It is a
very dangerous intersection and you can't see cars coming without driving
into the intersection. It's the last intersection before Kirkwood and would
increase safety when the road is closed in warm months.

Go a step farther and close the cross streets to make Kirkwood pedestrian-
only from Indiana to Walnut St.

Stop doing it

Better announcement/posted schedules to make parking and visiting
restaurants more predictable.

Higher quality tables could be provided, and the city could do a better job
maintaining the cleanliness of these areas.

More general public seating and tables available, not just restaurant
specific seating.

There can be sustainably managed flower beds that still look appealing. Put
“pollinator gardens” somewhere else besides Kirkwood Ave. They looked
like they were abandoned. That kind of an aesthetic on an iconic street - a
gateway between town and gown that is enjoyed and used by tourists and
panhandlers and residents and employees and students and theater goers
and commuters and joggers — well, it sends a message that there is no
attention being paid to the experience of such patrons, that maybe
Bloomington is a city in decline. As for the things that I am guessing are the
parklets, How about doing something other than orange traffic barriers? Let
the restaurants/retailers Design their parklets; show some creativity,
individuality, design-thought, awareness of use and user. Let’s do this!

If there are going to be closures, the flow of traffic & parking needs to be
managed better. Traveling & parking downtown is incredibly confusing and
stressful without adding more un-explained closures & such.

I think it would be great to have some of the remaining parking spaces
reserved for those 65 and up. Not a tag thing, just an honor system thing
(like when you drive in the two person + far le� lane during rush hour.).
Older people o�en have legitimate concerns about walking too far but they
don't always have a handicap accessible tag. And for them, street closures
might prove challenging.

Businesses in all of these areas were doing fine before covid in the building
spaces they chose. They will be fine again there as well. If you are looking
to make a change to the way the community does business, then you
should look at Lake Street in Oak Park illinois. It was once an open
thoroughfare but they closed it off and spent the money to make
permanent cobblestone walkway that do not allow for any misconception
of what the purpose of the area is- pedestrian traffic only. Bloomington is
too populated with drivers and pedestrians that are not permanently here
and the temporary closures allow entirely too much room for confusion to
a great portion of the driving community. It's dangerous. You need to
contact some civil engineers and have them design a plan on how to make
that a permanently closed thoroughfare and also accommodate some sort
of emergency vehicle service lane at the same time. Good luck with that.
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Your other choice is to leave it alone and let things go back to normal. Zero
Street closures, except for well-publicized festivals.

No

It would probably be useful for the city to train someone in the
fundamentals of survey design. This survey is not well designed. I would
hate to think any policy decisions would get made based on this survey.

More bike lanes and bike boulevards.

The street feels much more pleasant without aggressive drivers blocking
crosswalks on Kirkwood. Make it permanent.

Colorful sun shades stretched across Kirkwood would be festive and
practical.

See above

Could we offer free parking downtown? I know there's an issue that
customers can't park near the business they want to go to because of the
street closures and parklets and thus they have to pay for longer parking
because of this. Wouldn't it be nice if more free parking was offered closer
to those businesses? Or more free parking at all... I think it would definitely
help people feel like they could come downtown and actually park and
walk around and enjoy themselves without constantly worrying about if
their meter is running out or how much they'll have to pay for the garage.

Don’t continue to underserve the lower income population by blocking off
streets.

Could parklet barriers have an additional 2-3 � layer, to reduce traffic noise,
visual impact, etc?

I absolutely dislike parking meters. It discourages me from using and
browsing downtown

Closing it during school year as well.

I believe Kirkwood between Walnut and Indiana should be. Loses
permanently. It should be made a fully pedestrian. Look at State Street in
Madison WI as a model. A very long pedestrian street between the Capitol
building and the university, very similar to Kirkwood but on a larger scale.
This is what Kirkwood should be.

Make the parklets more permanent. Perhaps w/ concrete bumpers and not
the bright orange/white construction ones.

There were a few incidents with aggressive folks on the streets interacting
with customers eating—perhaps we could have some well-trained police on
foot in the area (trained NOT to escalate, as we don’t really need a shooting
in that environment.)

Yes. That parking lot next to CVS could be beautiful if there was a new,
modern condominium building there, or the like. It would allow a
demographic that isn’t currently living that close to Kirkwood and many
parts of downtown

Make Kirkwood closure permanent so quality of amenities, can be
improved. Or at the very least, establish a permanent schedule of closures
to encourage long term investment.

Yes, stop finding ways to “help” and actually do the work to HELP local
businesses!

Invest in better barriers that look nicer and are safer for the parklets and
also the bike paths.

Maybe a shuttle service to some areas if that doesn’t increase traffic too
much and helps people out. :-)

Close more road. Leave roads closed longer and offer outdoor dining in
even more locations. Other cities offer much more outdoor dining options.
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Bloomington is embarrassingly behind the curve on this.

I understand that they barriers need to be big and ugly in order to try and
keep motorists from slamming into diners. So, I don't really have a
suggestion, unless you were to make these parklets permanent. That way
the restaurants could create safe, more attractive spaces. Larger cities
have made really good use of these types of spaces for outdoor dining.

I heard he businesses were being charged for this closing. That doesn't
seem right. Do they have a say in this

Some street grading would help the seating areas. May not be feasible for
water drainage.

Keep East Kirkwood open year round. It made sense during Covid
restrictions but I feel it’s more of a deterrent to downtown than a benefit
now.

More tables and picnic benches

Get rid of parallel parking altogether on the square!

Make it permanent and then distractors will just get over it, but doing and
then stopping it gives them an argument for not doing it at all

Improve appearance of some outdoor restaurant areas

Could be more decorative.

N/A

Keep the street open.

More parking

Smaller section or none

Perhaps signage for alternate street navigation.

Increased consistency on when things are open or closed, dedicated
vehicle space for deliveries or pick-up, and temporary (and rainwater non-
blocking) leveling solutions for accessibility from sidewalk/curb onto
parklet/dining space.

See question 12

Only in summer

Close off sections permanently and add more landscaping and brickwork

Keep Kirkwood closed to cars for the whole year. It improves the downtown
quality as a whole.

Other places downtown to also convert. Add more trees to decrease urban
heat island effect

Minimize the time allowed for this program.

Make prettier barricade for use on active streets.

Do not close the street!!!

Ñò

Don’t close the street, also please explain how it’s going to work with all the
pending construction for next summer?

More handicapped accessible areas

See above

Traffic engineers, less downtown development

Find a way to make deliveries easier and offer shuttles to the entrance of a
restaurant (e.g. using golf carts) for those with mobility issues.

I wholly support Kirkwood and any other street closures/parklets that make
Bloomington more pedestrian-friendly and easy to traverse without a
vehicle. Our towns should be built first and foremost for people, not cars.
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Take more opportunities to program it with pop-up stores/shops, musical
events or art installations.

The summer closure of Kirkwood has been a wonderful idea. In the log
term I would be in favor of a permanently converting this section of
Kirkwood to a car-free zone (while continuing to allow cross traffic at the
intersections)

Increase number of handicapped parking spaces near outside dining.
Parking in garages is not practical if you are of limited mobility.( and fix the
atrocious uneven, broken sidewalks that make pushing a wheelchair a
nightmare!!!!)

Either keep it open for parking 24/7 or turn Kirkwood into a pedestrian only
street (no cars).

If it becomes permanent, I’d suggest better rents or awnings.

This is tricky to accommodate, but it would be nice to have better shade
systems, especially for when the sun is setting and blasting every west-
facing customer directly in the eyeballs.

Make it permanent year round. Consistency of nice tables all the way down,
Permanent lighting. Make it a destination always.

N/A

Keep the road open

Probably would have made more use if more of the restaurants provided
some shade.

Don’t do it, open the street so we can actually drive on it

Keep it closed to cars!!

Ensure that downtown businesses are consulted

Deliveries around the courthouse square that block lanes should be better
organized. Restricting deliveries to times outside of heavy traffic, alleyways
and/or limiting lanes used for deliveries would be critical improvements.

Stop closing roads

More attractive parklet barriers

Free golf cart shuttles for those with disabilities

Allow for food truck businesses to participate.

Yes, change the streets on Kirkwood for good. Make them a presentable
and completely walkable street. Include decorative concrete or pavers.
More trees. Only one lane in the middle that a city crew could come down.
Or a delivery in the am. Make it something that is unique and new. Don’t just
leave it as like I’m dining on the road specifically. Make it new.

If setting up for a festival put stages in best locations even if the
businesses need compensated or additional street closures are necessary
for short period of time.

Make Icarus-free Kirkwood permanent and year round!

Maybe a moat and gate around campus to keep students in their place?

Make Kirkwood (between campus and the square) a permanent proper
pedestrian zone. Add art, benches, planters, sitting walls, a small playground
for children (maybe an art installation playground), and bike lanes (the bike
lanes could also serve as a fire-lane, which is presumably required). Add a
natural gas fire pit & warming area for busy nights in the cooler months.
Allow the restaurants and bars to continue to have outdoor seating space,
but now they can make it nicer since it is permanent. We have a vibrant
downtown, nevertheless, a proper pedestrian will make it only better. Visit
them in other cities in the States or overseas. Pedestrian zones make a big
difference and improve business for all, even the businesses which are not
directly on Kirkwood. Get people out of their cars and walking. Make some
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convenient drop offs at the cross streets for people with low-mobility (eg
my senior parents). It will cost millions and be worth every penny. It
becomes another linear park. Probably donors would be willing to cover the
art-work (eg. sculptures) and a small artsy playground. Have a vision which
is about pedestrians and not convenient parking. Business which want to
cater to cars, rather than pedestrians, can locate somewhere else. There
are plenty of vacant storefronts and buildings.

Keep the roads open for the automobiles that pay for the roads. Kirkwood
was not built to be a pedestrian walkway. That is what sidewalks are for.

More outdoor dining opportunities during colder months?

concrete barricades so that the parklets can be improved on structurally
for ADA accessibility and weather.

the street closer are unsightly. it needs to be beautified on the citys part.
bright orange street barricades and flashing signs are not sophisticated
and so ugly. im so sick of those orange barricades all over downtown. Some
cities paint those a better color or design and turn them into planters or
something more visually appealing and less trashy

Keep the strings of lights going!

Go back to the old way. With lack of employees in most restaurants, it
would get them back to somewhat normal coverage inside.

Improve pedestrian crossings on the car travel lanes across Kirkwood.
Pedestrians don't look for cars and make ot difficult to travel across by car.

See Answer #12

See #12

leave the street open

Open road back up

Close it off permanently and make Kirkwood a pedestrian only street.

More street parking is needed. Parking garages are not always convenient
for those of us who have difficulty walking longer distances.

Don’t close Kirkwood.

All of Mirkwood closed to autos

I understand the thought behind this but implementation seems a bit off.
Plus businesses having to pay a fee for lost parking meter recenue seems
unfair.

Less cars more life!

close Kirkwood year round!

You need more parking in the area! Either a ground lot or a parking garage
on Kirkwood!

If it is to continue could there be a way to implement some sort of parking
for delivery drivers?

Do not do as it gives unfair advantages to certain businesses

Improve downtown and city public transportation. Eliminate all cars in the
dow town area.

Free parking everywhere.

Kirkwood closed longer

Tables or seating unaffiliated with a specific restaurant

Don't close the street

I wish I did have an actual suggestion for improvement because outdoor
dining has its positive aspects however the downtown landscape was not
built with this in mind at the time. Maybe with all of these huge buildings
going up now instead of putting all the empty space at the bottom where
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the retail is supposed to go but it's just sending empty in most of them,
perhaps make some of those so they can open up and be dining. This might
make it appealing to restaurants and actually fill the space instead of
having it sit empty.

Make the closure permanent

People adjust to the situation. Leave parking on streets. That’s what they’re
for

Find ways that individuals with mobility challenges can be dropped off near
the restaurants

Make dates more public

Leave the streets open.

Don’t do it. It’s not Bloomington

I personally would be more interested in roof top dining than street dining.
Or at least provide more of a destination. What can downtown provide that
other parts of town can not?

Do not do it

Leave the streets open to vehicular traffic.

Make it permanent, set up donated pianos like Denver.

Don't do construction at the same time!

If you decide to close it, then think about having one or 2 days a week
where it is open so people with disabilities can visit their businesses or find
a solution for parking, golf cart or shuttle for people who can’t walk far or
any disability that prevents them getting to the businesses.

Possibly putting up additional barriers on side streets to limit confusion
and unsafe driving around the barriers.

More foot patrol police for this area and keep the vagrants moving… I do
not know how to stop people from using drugs but I do feel like I shouldn’t
have to see it on my public streets. I don’t allow this behavior in my home
so I’m sure these businesses don’t want to this behavior where they work.

Either make it permanent and appealing or stop doing it. Do the restaurants
actually want it, it's harder to staff tables outside I'm sure. And what about
non-restaurant businesses, does it help or hurt them? Less cars traveling
the road means less visibility for store fronts, ruining their location.

Nope

Keep Kirkwood closed year round!

Minimize parking spaces affected

None

Check out 4th st. in Columbus,IN. Open to traffic sometimes or easily
closed to traffic for concerts, festivals etc.

See above .. nothing should be mandatory. Give restaurants options.

Adding the bike lanes are the nuisance. They took away parking and
narrowed driving lanes to unsafe measurements.

Close it all year! Buy more lighting. Own the outdoors.

Safety barriers don’t look safe enough along walnut

Make it look nice and not cheap.

Make parking free

Make a few spots closest to parklets for carryout customers/10-minute
parking.

Maybe just close Kirkwood for certain events/weekends
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I think the parking barriers could be more attractive. Perhaps concrete
instead of the orange plastic.

Put back in delivery parking AND monitor it. Too many people took
advantage of the "free" parking in the delivery spots and it seems that
park8ng enforcement did not enforce this.

Put more security officers and different officers from the nicks all the way
to Theater

Fewer construction projects in surrounding roads during this time period!

De. Answer to 12. Also better communication and signage.

Keep the road open. Who monitors outdoor alcohol consumption? Your
signs don't work.

Love the summer street closure on Kirkwood! Make the whole street
pedestrian only.

Yes, see above. Close Kirkwood to all vehicle traffic for the entire year and
allow more small businesses to set up small kiosks. Make it a pedestrian-
friendly shopping area.

I wish Bloomington could find a solution for the homeless population. We
were waiting to sit outside at Farm and 3 men were being very loud and
abusive. I had my 82 year old mother with me and I was not comfortable
sitting in the area with the commotion they were making going on. The
owner of Farm said there was nothing he could do as it was a public space.
As more people came, the owner finally came out and asked the men to
move along but it was very uncomfortable. My family and I have enjoyed
sitting outside along Kirkwood at many locations. However, different
outbursts etc from the homeless population take away from the
experience.

Close 4th street cater to the actual restaurant row. Cater to diversity not
corporate chain stores and bars!!! Actually go and look what an unsafe
chaotic mess you’ve made the nights on Kirkwood

Don’t worry about Kirkwood Ave., fix the **** show that is now 7th street!

Increase awareness of parking availability in IU lots on evenings and
weekends; this is a convenient option, and it does not seem to be well-
advertised by the city.

Yes! During Covid many businesses with carry out business had “10 minute
pick up only” parking spaces near them which made puck ups MUCH
easier thank trying yo find an open space. The Parklet program and
Kirkwood closures make it even harder to find parking downtown for a
quick pick up. Reinstating those pick up only spots would be great.

Weekend closures are preferred if keeping.

Barriers around the parklets that aren't ugly bright orange! Better signage
announcing street closures. I turned down kirkwood once and had to turn
around bc it wasn't clear that the other end of the street was closed. I like
the idea overall just think it could be refined.

Don't close the street. If you do, only for special festivals. The 4th street
festival would be great on Kirkwood. More room for vendors and shoppers!

Free parking around the area.

No…I feel both are great programs and would like to see them continue in
2023.

Do away with the program. It was brought on because of the pandemic
(appropriate at the time) however, that is behind us. Put the parking back
into to the use they were intended for.

Don’t do it. At least not unless there is a lot more parking very close.

N/A
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If this were permanent, the pedestrian space could really be beautiful with
trees and plantings and be a wonderful connection between downtown and
the Indiana University campus.

As above, pay attention to disability access as a priority.

Please extend closures to 4th street between S Grant and S Dunn!

Stop making it harder to drive and park downtown. Just stop.

Make it a more permanent thing; implement better aesthetic choices for
barriers and so forth. This is an increasingly common thing to do around
the country, even pre pandemic, and such areas end up growing high
customer density commercial districts over the 10-15 years a�er
implementing. I bring in interstate visitors for my business frequently and
that little chunk of the city IS the attraction for the evening.

What ask question 14

I heard you’re extorting business for this closure. If you choose to shut
down the road you shouldn’t penalize businesses. Also, parking meters
should have reduced pricing within a certain radius of Kirkwood

Both the sign at Kirkwood and Walnut and the orange barricades look too
industrial. If Bloomington is going to continue either of these programs, we
should put some money into aesthetic improvements. There is so much
artistic talent in this town perhaps some king of competition could
generate good ideas.

Leave the streets open!g

I think you need to provide some sort of parking pass for residence that
are not students so that we are not struggling to pay for parking but maybe
pay it just an annual parking fee

I have no suggestion other than DON'T DO IT AGAIN. Everyone complains
about parking in Bloomington. This just gives more weight to that
complaint. Plus, with all the new apartments being built, traffic is going to
get a lot worse. Bloomington roads weren't built for the amount of traffic
we have. All the medians for bikes and pedestrians that have been added
contribute to traffic congestion, confusion, and frustration. Taking away
more road space is just adding fuel to the fire.

Trollies or slow electronic commuter rail from far western suburbs to far
eastern, and northern to southern to aid transportation, decrease need for
parking, and reduce carbon footprint.

What if you took out parking on north side temp. and kept the road open.
Put up a nice temp barrier. Orange barriers are so ugly!! Lakeland, FL has
put up parklets that’s fill a parking spot and have wooden slats and metal -
very attractive.

Open it up to traffic permanently

Keep Kirkwood open and all parking spaces open

Do away with paid parking to be more downtown friendly. Stop allowing
student housing as developers don’t provide enough parking & they take
valuable parking around downtown. Making it unsafe for females having to
walk so far in dark. Safety should be priority not money!

Open the road to vehicles

Open the street

Increase parking

Remove this failed concept.

Maybe limiting it to 6 months and look at maybe including other streets.

Quit building apartments …making it worse

Na
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Give us the streets back for what they are intended for. Out vehicles.

I like the street being open but for us senior citizens it makes it more
difficult to find parking, especially handicapped spaces. If you’re going to
close the street, please consider more handicapped spaces around the
square

Make parking cheaper

YES STOP GENTRIFYING THE ******* TOWN U ********

If a business wants to expand their serving area by paying for a full day's
worth of parking fees, then they can do that at any location in front of a
business. Closing the street causes a disruption in the traffic, which is
already an issue in the downtown area with shrinking streets.

Don’t do it

We need more convenient parking!!

Open the streets and eat inside the restaurant like a normal human being

Remove the closures.

Stop closing Kirkwood

For additional inspiration, take a look at what Midland, Michigan, has done
with their street closure and programming. Super fun for all ages and
aesthetically appealing.

Redo the downtown park into outdoor dining to be shared by various
restaurants and still maintain open road. Or close only half the road and
leave open half for one way traffic and handicapped ONLY parking on the
other side. Not open for deliveries still. Or at least not during store hours.

Widen every road in Bloomington for cars not people and bikes.

I think it should close to traffic year round, add shade, lights, plants and art
installations

Honestly I would like it to be a permanent thing.

Perhaps if people would like to dine in the fresh air they could do carry out
and then find a spot on the overtly homeless populated sidewalks and
alleys to enjoy their meal with air.

Do not close again in 2023.

Maybe just make it a Friday-Sunday thing and have the roads open during
the week

If keeping the outside eating make more parking available close to the
business

Open kirkwood back up!

Those establishments functioned just fine for years when Kirkwood was
open.

I wish it was year round!

It should be free to park.

Keep the outdoor seating

Perhaps more large planters

Make kirkwood walkable year round!

Keep Mirkwood open

If the change were made permanent, restaurants could really make their
outdoor space special with planters and maybe canopies and such.

If wanting to keep the parklets, maybe try implementing Kirkwood as a one
way street instead or allowing parking on one lane with the parklets on the
other lane.
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Return to the way things were prior to this asinine parklet program being
implemented.

Cease and desist the program immediately

Open the street

Have the businesses police their own trash and debris

Get a new Mayor first along with Deputy Mayor and put Bloomington on the
map again as a safe small town.

Don't close the block between Indiana and Dunn

Don't close the street. Have smaller areas for each restaurant.

Overly loud music at a couple of venues that undermines public’s
opportunity to enjoy dining at their selected venue. Please limit outside
decibels.

I would prefer that Kirkwood is closed to traffic Fridays-Sundays. Open it up
for normal traffic the rest of the week.

It was built for vehicles, leave it that way! We pay road taxes, the
restaurants don’t

The Mayor shouldn’t be able to tax County people that doesn’t live in the
city!

Open the road

Do not close down Kirkwood to street traffic. Keep businesses accessible.

Make it permanent and make it look better.

please get rid of those stupid balls

Provide musical entertainment, Keep the homeless out, and clean the
tables.

Open it up take down the baracades & figure out something else Covid is
done.

N/A

I liked it. Gives more relaxing feel to Kirkwood.

Make it free

Weekend closures open weekdays

Not doing it again

loss of street parking for people not in the apartments doesn’t make sense

Maybe close half the street and have a one way leading towards the circle,
that way both motorists and people dining downtown can enjoy themselves

Use the road as a road

Just stop closing the streets. If restaurants want outdoor seating they can
deal with it themselves.

Would love to see scheduled live music

Burlington, VT turned their Main Street into a full pedestrian area
permanently. For safety near college bars and restaurants, I think this is
great and would love to see this in Bloomington.

Please include more gender options in your surveys

I would love to see it continue into cooler months as it can be pleasant
being in the cool fresh air. Perhaps heaters could be used as it gets cooler

Open it back up

Don’t close Kirkwood.

Yes...on this survey why does it matter my age and my
gender...demographic shouldn't matter unless we are catering to students.

Nope. Open Kirkwood up. I agree with safety concerns.
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Quit closing down the streets. Give this town access to these restaurants. It
somewhat made sense for COVID restrictions but is not really practical
now. It makes the most sense to close Kirkwood during specific weekends.
Homecoming, March Madness if IU is Sweet 16 or better, little 500.

Live music on weekend nights

Open up the roads

Dont close down any streets

Make it year-round!!

The only improvement would be to stop doing this.

Please think of people's safety like I mentioned above.

Yes, let the business owners decide. Politicians have zero skin in the game.

Keep city streets open for vehicle travel. We pay taxes for streets and
sidewalks for travel, not private businesses to conduct activities.

Make it year round, so there's no confusion about how the streets work.
Turning Kirkwood into a pedestrian mall makes for a great downtown
experience. I'm not sure which ones, and it probably shouldn't be all of
them, but it might be worth closing two or three of the cross streets as well,
so it's truly a pedestrian mall.

Only parking for delivery drivers!

Make parking for delivery drivers

I would like to have increased visibility of the announcement message from
City Government regarding when the Kirkwood closures will start and end.

Permanently close to car traffic. Make Kirkwood more walkable/ bike able/
visually appealing.

Make it permenant. Brick over the road and make it a strictly pedestrian
area.

Better handicap access. Better delivery access.

No because I like how it was done.

Would it be too difficult to only do this on the weekends? Fri-sun?

Don’t do it

Remove all of it so other people can enjoy close parking and you fire safety
is where it needs to be.

Yes, stop this.

My critiques are mostly aesthetic. I realize that safety is priority 1 and the
water-filled barriers (and the big illuminated construction sign at the west
end of Kirkwood) are necessary. If the program is going to continue, I would
like to see more thought put into how the barriers and other safety
mitigations look to fit them into the landscape. They always looked
temporary, making the whole downtown seem like an unfinished
construction zone. Big reflective adhesive “parklet art” decals designed by
artists that go on the barriers? Incentives to biz owners who build out and
beautify their parklets? (You may already do that - some businesses did a
great job making their parklets look cool. Orbit Room comes to mind.)

Don’t close main roads. It’s hard, especially for those from out of town, to
get around and know where they are going.

make the whole square pedestrian only! not super practical but it would be
an amazing addition to the town

Don't do it.

More free parking times... MORE parking availability, which closing streets
does not do. Also creates congestion on smaller side streets not made for
flowing traffic.
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I'd love to see kirkwood become a permanent pedestrian mall.

See above.

Stop narrowing the streets!

Get rid of the program other than for incidental festivals of only a
couple/few days that are specifically event driven; charge nothing at city
parking lots if continuing the program while the program is underway to
encourage people to come downtown despite the massive inconvenience. If
running this program, at no cost to owners and businesses, allow dining
and sales on all sidewalks adjacent to buildings regardless of clearance for
pedestrian traffic.

Don't bring it back!

Make it permanent

Stop letting college students vote worthless mayors

End the program

Same as above - love this and wish it was more like CU Boulder - we love
the ability to walk and eat and shop with no concerns about cars. But…
those stupid scooters…

It’d be great to allow other local vendors to post up in open sections

Leave the street open!

Announce far in advance so can make plans when coming downtown.

Live Music and more festivals…. Even local school or business
entertainment

Keep the streets open so they can be driven on and so emergency vehicles
can access.

Less apartments in city. Keep the old B’town intact. It’s losing its charm.

Monitor road construction on side streets before deciding to close.

Ask the businesses

Open up Kirkwood!!!!!

Open the road back up to be used for what its was made for. Vehicles

City needs a parking garage or two to serve Kirkwood, which was once a
central business district of its own. The current surface lots on 4th and on
6th would be good locations. Also, restrict public accommodations to
businesses (as well as ARPA or other funding) to those businesses which
practice COVID protocols, including employee vaccine requirements. You
may know that one of the rewarded businesses (Uptown Cafe) has a
business principal who is a huge anti-vaxer. Why are we giving them public
funding, parklets and street closures to subsidize their danger to the
public? Prohibit the street “igloos.” They’re no safer than any other indoor
space. Worse, actually, since they’re tiny enclosed spaces, regardless of
“ventilation.” Charge a daily fee to any business which “parks” their tables
on the sidewalk, and restrict the size of the usable space. Prohibit business
fencing on the sidewalk. Prohibit any exclusive use of tables placed by
businesses on the sidewalk.

No

N/A

Get rid of the parklet program and provide ample parking and exposure for
all of the other area businesses

No

STOP CATERING TO IU

Make it permanent. That way you can make it more visually pleasing.

Leave the street open Year round!!!!!
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discontinue program

More police present on busy weekends and remove the homeless. I’ll visit
the downtown area only if I feel safe.

Do not make this permanent

If you wish to expand outdoor seating for restaurants then consider
eliminating some curbside parking for expanded room to expand outdoor
seating without closing streets. It is not an either/r proposition--just need to
think creative how to permit more outdoor dining opportunities while
balancing the need of all other downtown businesses.

Don’t close the street!

Keep the street open

Allow parking again, clean up trash and appearance

more delineation between bars or eating areas and relax or travel zones,
movable planters with durable evergreens, maybe boxwood. Make it more
park and less a tailgate zone, especially between dunn and grant. Low-rise
vegetation creating "courtyards", some beer gardens do this well.

take the east lane out of Walnut and the West lane out of College and
widen the sidewalks for more restaurants to be able to serve outside.

Host the program again! I don't think it should cost so much for businesses.
To say the parking is lost revenue when there are 2-10 people sitting and
dining in the parking space is odd--how did those people arrive? Clearly,
people are parking somewhere, and it is still barely in the 4th Street garage.

If parklets return, more substantial and more attractive barriers are
preferred.

Close Kirkwood permanently which would allow the City and the
businesses to make long term investments in outdoor furniture and
landscaping

I suspect that in the cases where there is conflict between need for
parking, or delivery access, etc., we could find site-specific solutions.

A golf cart shuttle going up and down Kirkwood to assist in getting those
with limited mobility to their destinations. Perhaps this could be parked,
staffed, and available by text or phone call as soon as it is needed. Maybe
local businesses benefiting from the increased seating could offset that
cost.

If the homeless are gone; it's a great idea.

STOP THE STREET CLOSURES AROUND THE LIBRARY AND OTHER
BUSINESSES.

Give a space or two like on Indiana ave. Keep Kirkwood open. Also provides
better parking for downtown keeping the road open and traffic less
congested

Keep Kirkwood closed year round and build walkable environment similar
to other cities.

From this prior response: Why not put the sign up and let it be up for a
week or two prior to closing the street? What I didn't like is that there was a
large electronic sign board up for a day before the Kirkwood closure, but it
was blank. AFTER it was closed off did the sign board announce that
Kirkwood 'would close'... that's putting the cart before the horse and closing
the street before the sign could announce it was going to happen. Why not
put the sign up and let it be up for a week or two prior to closing the
street?

Don't close the street

It is wonderful seeing people dining outside enjoying the fresh air, but the
orange barricades are atrocious. And ruin the ambiance. Is there something
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else that can be put up to keep diners safe without turning the view into
one that resembles a construction zone?

Close all of Kirkwood. Having a single block open is confusing for
pedestrians and drivers and doesn’t offer much benefit.

The noise level coming from private roof parties is excessive and damages
the downtown experience.

The entirety of the East-West portion of E Kirkwood from Walnut to Indiana
should be closed to vehicle traffic. This would allow increased pedestrian
safety, increased business opportunities, and predictability for vehicle
operators. This would allow for an amazing pedestrian mall to take shape
that would link the Sample Gates to the heart of Downtown Bloomington.

Increase marketing well before and leading up to closures.

If it is deemed that you must go ahead., Is it possible to only close half of
Kirkwood and make one lane one way?

See above

Keep them down

monitor the loitering homeless more

do not block kirkwood ave. Parklets would be fine if the street is not
blocked. You can't have both

Close Friday to Sunday like every big city wanting to promote their main
street and downtown.

Discontinue the program.

free parking in summer for everyone

Do it year round.

Get rid of bums

Continue the program

I’d love to see the entire downtown square become pedestrian only once or
twice a year as well (in addition to already established events like Lotis and
the lighting ceremony)

Start the closure the week before little 500 and no sooner. Consider
temporarily opening parts of the street for IU move in week. Continue to
reopen on 1rst Monday a�er Halloween.

Take into consideration that there are actually real people that do not live
inside the Bloomington city limits that have to drive into town from that
mythical place called “Monroe County “.

Make them more pleasant for dining

Maybe make them more physically attractive.

Better improvement of appearance for parklets. Focus on using them for
weekends or special events as a possibility.

If continued in 2023, restaurants prioritize the parklets when staffing
serving areas. Many times we went to eat outside on Kirkwood to find the
street blocked off with tables and chairs, but no staff serving that area for
the restaurant.

KEEP THE STREET OPEN!

If this is done to benefit local restaurants and businesses, than all
interested groups should get the same amount of space at no to minimal
cost.

Make outdoor dining with a more permanent solution

Next time you write a survey, try writing questions objectively. I can tell your
agenda just by looking at the wording of the questions and answers. The
survey was designed to produce what you want. What do you dislike about
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the parklet program? includes options: nothing other Notice how there is
no option in the question: What do you like about the parklet program?
excludes options: nothing other seem fair to you?

don't have a parklet

More lighting at night time

Love the string lights. Add additional benches/seating perhaps even
schedule music so that there are areas to relax. Charlottesville downtown
mall is a great example of an abundant use of a downtown area.

more semipermanent awning structures separate from that of individual
businesses

What is your gender?
Woman 64% (892)

Man 34% (470)

Identify in another way 3% (35)

In which category is your age?
18-24 years 4% (59)

25-34 years 18% (258)

35-44 years 25% (355)

45-54 years 22% (319)

55-64 years 16% (224)

65-74 years 12% (165)

75 years or older 3% (40)
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1_-WLjEz_jZU1SYxO_wLql9uhljC90oPRmz8hMBZJHVo/edit?ts=63d14e47#responses 1/9

Downtown business owner/operator

Downtown business employee

Other:

Yes

No

Yes, we use parklets

Yes, we expand onto Kirkwood when the street is closed

No, we do not choose to use parklets

No, but we are located on a street that closes

No, we do not utilize either

Parklet Program Feedback
The respondent's email (chris@finneyhospitality.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

I am a: *

Are you a business operator in the downtown area of Bloomington? *

If yes, has your business participated in seasonal parklet usage or street closures? *
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1_-WLjEz_jZU1SYxO_wLql9uhljC90oPRmz8hMBZJHVo/edit?ts=63d14e47#responses 2/9

1 season

2+ seasons

Yes

No

Possibly, pending changes to the program

Not applicable, already a part of the parklet program

Yes

No

Increased sales and visability  

How many seasons has your business been a part of the parklet program? *

If you have yet to participate in the parklet program, would you be interested in doing so? *

Has your business benefitted from the implementation of the parklet program? *

If yes, please explain further:
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1_-WLjEz_jZU1SYxO_wLql9uhljC90oPRmz8hMBZJHVo/edit?ts=63d14e47#responses 3/9

Yes

No

Easy and affordable way to expand outdoor seating

Hard to maintain cleanliness and the orange barricades are ugly and charging for the concrete barriers was 
cost prohibitive 

Regular cleaning, trash and leaves removed. Possibly create creative ways to use barricades for marketing. 

Yes

This form was created inside of City of Bloomington, Indiana.

Would you like to see the parklet program continue in the 2023 season and beyond? *

What do you like most about the parklet program? *

What do you like least about the parklet program? *

Please provide any suggestions you have related to the improvement and future development of the parklet
program.

Please provide any suggestions you have for the physical beautification of parklets.

 Forms
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1_-WLjEz_jZU1SYxO_wLql9uhljC90oPRmz8hMBZJHVo/edit?ts=63d14e47#responses 4/9

Downtown business owner/operator

Downtown business employee

Other:

Yes

No

Yes, we use parklets

Yes, we expand onto Kirkwood when the street is closed

No, we do not choose to use parklets

No, but we are located on a street that closes

No, we do not utilize either

Parklet Program Feedback
The respondent's email (ed@buffalouies.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

I am a: *

Are you a business operator in the downtown area of Bloomington? *

If yes, has your business participated in seasonal parklet usage or street closures? *
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1/30/23, 2:01 PM Parklet Program Feedback

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1_-WLjEz_jZU1SYxO_wLql9uhljC90oPRmz8hMBZJHVo/edit?ts=63d14e47#responses 5/9

1 season

2+ seasons

Yes

No

Possibly, pending changes to the program

Not applicable, already a part of the parklet program

Yes

No

it gives us more outdoor seating options

How many seasons has your business been a part of the parklet program? *

If you have yet to participate in the parklet program, would you be interested in doing so? *

Has your business benefitted from the implementation of the parklet program? *

If yes, please explain further:
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1/30/23, 2:01 PM Parklet Program Feedback

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1_-WLjEz_jZU1SYxO_wLql9uhljC90oPRmz8hMBZJHVo/edit?ts=63d14e47#responses 6/9

Yes

No

Allows us to compete with the restaurants on kirkwood

Not all of the stanchions are filled correctly with water

This form was created inside of City of Bloomington, Indiana.

Would you like to see the parklet program continue in the 2023 season and beyond? *

What do you like most about the parklet program? *

What do you like least about the parklet program? *

Please provide any suggestions you have related to the improvement and future development of the parklet
program.

Please provide any suggestions you have for the physical beautification of parklets.

 Forms
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1/30/23, 2:01 PM Parklet Program Feedback

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1_-WLjEz_jZU1SYxO_wLql9uhljC90oPRmz8hMBZJHVo/edit?ts=63d14e47#responses 7/9

Downtown business owner/operator

Downtown business employee

Other:

Yes

No

Yes, we use parklets

Yes, we expand onto Kirkwood when the street is closed

No, we do not choose to use parklets

No, but we are located on a street that closes

No, we do not utilize either

Parklet Program Feedback
The respondent's email (info@cafebaliusa.com) was recorded on submission of this form.

I am a: *

Are you a business operator in the downtown area of Bloomington? *

If yes, has your business participated in seasonal parklet usage or street closures? *
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1/30/23, 2:01 PM Parklet Program Feedback

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1_-WLjEz_jZU1SYxO_wLql9uhljC90oPRmz8hMBZJHVo/edit?ts=63d14e47#responses 8/9

1 season

2+ seasons

Yes

No

Possibly, pending changes to the program

Not applicable, already a part of the parklet program

Yes

No

Attrack people to coming. Keep my business floating during hard time

How many seasons has your business been a part of the parklet program? *

If you have yet to participate in the parklet program, would you be interested in doing so? *

Has your business benefitted from the implementation of the parklet program? *

If yes, please explain further:
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1/30/23, 2:01 PM Parklet Program Feedback

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1_-WLjEz_jZU1SYxO_wLql9uhljC90oPRmz8hMBZJHVo/edit?ts=63d14e47#responses 9/9

Yes

No

Attracted customer 

Some jealous people hit the barrier on purpose 

Just make sure that there is no calligraphy on barrier

This form was created inside of City of Bloomington, Indiana.

Would you like to see the parklet program continue in the 2023 season and beyond? *

What do you like most about the parklet program? *

What do you like least about the parklet program? *

Please provide any suggestions you have related to the improvement and future development of the parklet
program.

Please provide any suggestions you have for the physical beautification of parklets.

 Forms
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Comments from DBI Members throughout the downtown 

Yes to Parklets and Closing Kirkwood 

I am all for it.  It can be permanent in my opinion.  Look at Church Street in Burlington VT where 
UVM is located 

I actually like being able to eat outside on nice days, but the lack of parking doesn’t really affect 
me. I would presume that if I was a business on Kirkwood that wasn’t a restaurant, the decrease 
in parking would be a problem 

I am in full support of parklets and street closed to cars-for Kirkwood and/or 4th street. I only 
wish we could design them to be more interesting, plants, platforms, wooden enclosures as 
opposed to orange cones. 

outdoor seating does help bring sales in:) 

I personally really enjoy walking down the street without the traffic congestion. I'm sure the 
restaurants like having the extra experience to be offered. Touring other cities that have outdoor 
eating experiences is always a pleasure from the consumers point of view. I think it goes a long 
way in creating a more vibrant downtown, protects the pedestrians that don't have to dodge cars 
in an otherwise congested area and overall makes things look more appealing as you look down 
the street and view the table umbrellas and string lights. 
If the city were to keep it closed permanently it would allow other stage events and entertainment 
venues to come to the area as well. Think Louisville. I've seen it in other places as well, this is 
just most prominent in my mind at the moment.  
Thank you for asking 

I'm not against it, but it was poorly advertised with the electronic street signs which went 
up after it was closed to read "street closing soon" ... it was already closed but with no warning.  

My family enjoys outdoor dining downtown during the warm months.  We park in the 
parking garage South of Fountain Square mall.  

Yes, completely in support - this is a great program.  we should narrow college and walnut and 
expand the sidewalks to accommodate the same thing there 

I love the vibe that it gives us downtown retailers and other restaurants and I think that 
outweighs all... 

Yes to both. It builds and demonstrates a sense of community. However, we are several blocks 
away so I don’t know the particulars of the businesses in that area but I feel getting the 
community out and together is grand!!  
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We vote YES to Kirkwood closing Walnut to mid Block before Washington/ Grant to Indiana - 
with Dunn Street Open 

I love having the outdoor street space for Uptown and The Farm, and I believe they 
maximize the street space. 

I think they should open the streets up in front of Nick's, The Village Deli and Lennie's. I 
believe too many parking spaces are lost and sometimes it is a nightmare finding 
parking downtown. 

I think the parklets and street closings are great!  It gives us that hometown feel and allows our 
local restaurants to thrive! 

Yes - to both but shortened time and other available parking 
I think the Parklet situation served its purpose during a period of time when we needed them the 
most - Covid rules and regulations when restaurants were forced to have limited indoor seating. 
A continued parklet permits will hamper business and foot traffic when businesses need them 
the most. Perhaps I can see a situation where it's for the Summer months - Mid May to Early 
Aug.  

If they had another parking lot/building, I'm all for the street being closed. 

Neutral 
I'm a hybrid. I don't know if that means I am neutral. 

NO to Parklets and Closing Kirkwood 

No, we are totally against closing any part of the street and taking away even more parking than 
the city has already taken away on 7th street. Regular customers stay away from area when 
street closed 

No on both. Both were in response to COVID and are no longer needed for that 
purpose. 

No.  This initiative should go away because it unfairly benefits restaurants in certain 
locations and provide no benefit for others.  It’s misuse of public ROW, which instead 
should be used to benefit everyone, not just a few. The parklets are also often located 
right next to moving traffic and consequently underutilized because it’s loud, 
uncomfortable, and somewhat unsafe.    
  
NO!!! 

Am no on both counts. 
  
NO!!! 
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 These were beneficial during covid; 
• Allowed the restaurants to expand their dining area 
• Made room for “social distancing” 
• An a<empt to help the restaurants be successful in a difficult ?me 
  
The pandemic is behind us, no social distancing requirements, therefore the 
need for this no longer exists! 
  

The parklets: 
• Occupy parking spaces that should be used for their unintended use – parking 
• The parklets occupy the space for an en?re season, underu?lized 
• The parklet’s go mostly unused, based on a 24 hour or even an 18 hours schedule 
• They are unsightly 
• Empty space is not a posi?ve reflec?on of downtown Bloomington 
• The permit fee does not cover the cost 

o Loss parking revenue 
o Loss of business to downtown businesses 

  
Kirkwood closing 
Same benefits as above 

• Allowed the restaurants to expand their dining area 
• Made room for “social distancing” 
• An a<empt to help the restaurants be successful in a difficult ?me 

o again that ?me has passed 
• Causes confusion and challenges for those driving from one loca?on to another 
• Unsightly, unsightly, unsightly 
• More oRen than not, is underu?lized 
• Prohibits access to parking close to des?na?on(s) 
• Not the intended use 
• The permit fee does not cover the cost 

o Loss parking revenue 
o Loss of business to downtown businesses 

No on both. Both were in response to COVID and are no longer needed for that 
purpose. 
  
I thought about this a lot. It was certainly something to do during the pandemic. 
Now that we’re coming out of that, I believe it’s more important to preserve the on street parking 
to support all customers and businesses by multiple people throughout the day in parking spaces. 
We lost so many spaces on seventh Street. And so many spaces down Kirkwood. Oh, I know 
park in the parking Garages and walk two blocks. However, people don’t necessarily think that 
way. 

They see lots and lots and lots of blocked parking spaces on the street, and it fosters the idea that 
it’s hard to park downtown.  It is perception and perception becomes peoples truths. 
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Also, think of the retail store owners as well. If someone just wanted to go into JL Waters, To get 
one item for their camping trip, and they can maybe park a quarter or half block away, it makes a 
difference. Otherwise they’ll just go to Dicks.  

The meters were put in to create turnover parking for pop in stops to downtown.  The parklets 
take away valuable parking spaces that support all downtown. 

The bollards on Kirkwood prohibit parking near businesses which can be a deterrent to 
visiting the businesses in inclement weather and for the elderly and those who are 
mobility challenged.  I’ve heard it said by those who support the closure of Kirkwood 
that it is nothing for people living in large cities to walk several blocks to restaurants, 
etc.  People choose to live in small towns for many reasons including not having to walk 
long distances to businesses. 
  
I am not convinced closing Kirkwood is a financial benefit to the restaurants and it 
doesn’t seem fair provide restaurants, what they perceive as value, to the detriment of 
other businesses on Kirkwood. 
  
Regarding the parklets, in addition to being ugly, the parklets take up valuable parking 
spots. 

My response does not need to be kept confidential.    I have been public with my 
opposition and will be again. 
  
The parklets and the Kirkwood closure ordinance should not be repeated. It is wrong 
legally and is a disservice to many businesses.  
  
The parklets and Kirkwood closure are effectively leases of public property and not 
done properly.  More important, the parklets and the Kirkwood closure hurt other 
businesses.  I am weary of the number of clients who complain how far they had to go 
to find a parking space when coming to our office.  The City previously took parking 
from 7th St. with the ill-conceived/designed trail/protected bike path.  The parklets take 
away more public parking spaces.  
  
Several business owners on Kirkwood have told me they were damaged by the closure 
ordinance.  Whether they will openly oppose the ordinance I do not know. Many were 
afraid to draw attention to themselves last year by opposing what was clearly a “done 
deal” by the council.  
  
There is no justification for the City to subsidize a handful of restaurants generally, and 
certainly not at the expense of other restaurants and other businesses. 
  
What subsidy or assistance has the City extended to other businesses whether 
downtown or elsewhere?  I do mean the COVID assistance programs. Those were 
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available across the board and were a response to the pandemic.  The parklets and the 
closure ordinance are by their nature limited and selective and discriminatory.   Although 
justified last year as a response to the pandemic, they clearly were not. Not one term or 
provision of the parklet ordinance or the closure ordinance was a response to the 
pandemic.  To claim the closure ordinance would kick start economic recovery 
downtown by providing a dining option outdoors for those who were reluctant to dine 
inside puts a spotlight on the City failure to address this issue for any restaurant not on 
Kirkwood. Where else did the City use public property to create dining space for a 
restaurant?    What did the City do to mitigate the loss of parking and the restricted 
access to other restaurants on Kirkwood that resulted from the closure?  
  
Not one person I have spoken to about the closure supported it because it was proper 
or appropriate for the City to do.  The support for the closure was, sorry to say, entirely 
selfish.  I was told “I like to sit outside to eat.”  

I am totally against the Kirkwood closing.  It may be posi?ve for 1, 2 or a few restaurants but it 
hurts all of the retail stores and other restaurants around the square and down Kirkwood.  I am 
less concerned with the parklets because it doesn't effect an en?re street or block but it does 
take up a few parking spaces.  So to be fair they should go as well. 

I am opposed to the parklets and closing Kirkwood.  My office overlooked Kirkwood the past five 
years, and, after the road was closed, the homeless population hanging out in that area 
exploded.  Daily, the area was used as their bathroom.  While dining in the street at the various 
restaurants, we were frequently approached at the table and asked for money.  The sidewalks 
were littered with sleeping bags and transients who were passed out.  Let’s keep Kirkwood open 
to traffic. 

Yes Parklets 

I originally didn't think it was a good idea but it sure seemed like the public liked it.  I only worry 
that businesses struggle to get their goods to their stores.  Is the city helping them with that 
situation? 

Yes, to parklets- remains a nice outdoor option. I don’t believe as necessary for Covid if 
I’m being honest just a nice vibe to the downtown area without disruption of traffic. 

No Parklets 
Don't like parklets. 

Yes to Kirkwood Closing 

Like Kirkwood closing on block with Uptown, FARM, Chubbies, Trojan Horse  
Not with rest of street 
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No to Kirkwood Closing  

We prefer an open street with parking.  

No to Kirkwood closure- pedestrian traffic and dining don’t justify the frustration of traffic 
flow, delivery issues, and parking spaces lost. I know many that stopped going 
downtown when streets were blocked off.  

Also, some of us who have parklet spaces pay for the spaces for tables and I’m curious 
if the restaurants on Kirkwood have to pay to set up tables for using the blocked off 
street.  

Deliveries a daily challenge with street closed. 

Yes to Kirkwood Closing No to Parklets 

I am a fan of the street closures on Kirkwood for outdoor dining. However, I have never sat in a 
parklet for dining. The proximity to the traffic, noise and exhaust is not appealing. I am 
concerned that one driver not paying attention will result in a terrible outcome if they careen into 
a parklet. 

I like some of the street closures in certain areas. It creates a festive atmosphere. The 
various closures on Kirkwood this past year worked well. I thought it made for some fun 
outdoor dining. I did hear complaints that it creates issues with handicapped citizens.  I 
think the parklets are a waste of parking spaces and I would never sit there due to the 

insane drivers in Bloomington. Especially on Walnut and College Ave.  

No.  This initiative should go away because it unfairly benefits restaurants in certain 
locations and provide no benefit for others.  It’s misuse of public ROW, which instead 
should be used to benefit everyone, not just a few. The parklets are also often located 
right next to moving traffic and consequently underutilized because it’s loud, 
uncomfortable, and somewhat unsafe.    
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1/30/23, 2:03 PM City of Bloomington, Indiana Mail - Reminder about Parklet removal: Oct 31

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=223c05c6bb&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1747872940387630998&simpl=msg-f%3A1747872940… 1/1

Chaz Mottinger <chaz.mottinger@bloomington.in.gov>

Reminder about Parklet removal: Oct 31
The Bishop Bar <info@thebishopbar.com> Thu, Oct 27, 2022 at 4:12 PM
To: Chaz Mottinger <chaz.mottinger@bloomington.in.gov>

Np and thank you!

Feedback! I’m not sure we would participate in the program next year based on the general unpleasantries of sitting on
Walnut. As you may know, last month someone plowed into one of our orange barriers fast enough to launch one picnic
table 10 feet. We weren’t open and no one was sitting there but even so that gives me some pause.

Aside from that incident, it’s just loud on Walnut with cars whizzing by and trucks spewing fumes. At the same time, the
rising price of the spaces is running contrary to the demand for outside seating as people are less covid-conscious. My
tables were jam-packed during 2021 but not so much this year. Realistically, we probably did recoup the cost of the tables
/ spaces but the potential dangers I think more than negate that.

Lastly, the 10/11p limitation (I should probably know which it is) is also less than ideal for a bar.

Most of this is of course specific to the Bishop/Walnut St. I personally hope the program continues and if I were a
restaurant on a quieter street I’d probably be more open to further participation. Still, it would probably only be worth it for
places like Small Favors without existing outdoor seating.

Can we just make Walnut/College two way and slow down traffic? Should be easy haha!

Stephen
[Quoted text hidden]
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111 South Grant Street 
Bloomington, Indiana 47408 
812.336.4466 

January 25, 2023 

Ms. Mary Catherine Carmichael 
Deputy Mayor 
City of Bloomington 
401 N Morton St, Suite 210 
Bloomington IN 47404 

RECEIVED 
JAN 3 .~ 2023 

OFFICE C:S: ll~.E MAYOR 
BLOOMl'.mH.'lN, 11'\!DIANA 

Re: Consideration of closures on Kirkwood Street 

Dear Deputy Mayor Carmichael: 

Trinity Episcopal Church, at the corner of Grant and Kirkwood, has been challenged by 
many different obstacles to gaining entry to our building. The work in the alley and 
Grant St. effectively closed us off to traffic over the last two years creating a burden on 
our parishioners not experienced by other churches in the area. In addition, the 
summer closure of Kirkwood directly in front of the church means that parishioners 
cannot park there. Since we have no parking, other than 4 spaces in the alley, this 
parking is important to us. However, more importantly, our wheelchair ramp which 
provides direct access to the automatic door to the sanctuary cannot be accessed. 
Without the closure, parishioners can be let out of the car in or near the alley, use the 
ramp and automatic door to enter the church. While we do have wheelchair access 
through an elevator at the Grant Street entrance, it does not lead directly into the 
church. 

Furthermore, the closure of Kirkwood creates a dangerous situation with the blockage 
of the alley between Trinity and Chipotle. The joint alley and the alley behind the 
church are often blocked with patrons picking up orders. This creates a fire hazard in 
that a fire truck could not get down the alley. This situation is entirely the result of the 
closure. 

We would like the Council to consider beginning the closure on the other side of the 
alley between Trinity's east side and Chipotle. If this is not possible, then, at least, 
remove the closure on Sunday mornings from 7:00am-1 :OOpm. Thank you for 
considering our input. 

Signed, Rector's Warden Susan Williams, for the Vestry of Trinity Episcopal Church 

£ __ ~(/;~ 
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 *** Amendment Form *** 
 
Resolution #:   23-04   
Amendment #:    Am 01  
Submitted By:     [NAME] 
Date:    March 1, 2023     
 
Proposed Amendment: 
 
1. Resolution 23-04 shall be amended by inserting a Section 5 so that the following language 
shall be added to the resolution:  
 
SECTION 5.  Only Portions of West Kirkwood Avenue from South Walnut Street to 
South Dunn Street may be closed as is necessary to implement the Program. The block of West 
Kirkwood Avenue from South Dunn Street to South Indiana Street shall not be included in the 
Program. 
 
2. Resolution 23-04 Exhibit A shall be amended to delete “2.5” from the “Implementation 
logistics” subheading of the “Kirkwood Conversion Logistics” so that the subpoint, as amended, 
shall state: 
 

o City staff will temporarily reconvert the participating blocks of Kirkwood 
Ave. during the 2023 season. No permanent physical changes will be made to 
the streetscape. 
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Synopsis 
 

This amendment modifies language in the resolution and program guidelines attached as Exhibit 
A to the resolution to reduce the eligible blocks of West Kirkwood Avenue for use of the 
Extended Outdoor Dining Program as those between South Walnut Street and South Dunn 
Street. The block of West Kirkwood Avenue from South Dunn Street to South Indiana Avenue 
shall not be included in the Program.   
 
03/01/23 Regular Session Action:     
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 *** Amendment Form *** 
 
Resolution #:   23-04   
Amendment #:    Am 02  
Submitted By:     [NAME] 
Date:    March 1, 2023     
 
Proposed Amendment: 
 
1. Resolution 23-04 shall be amended by deleting “October 1” and replacing it with “October 
31” from Section 1 so that the section, as amended, shall state: 
 

SECTION 1. As authorized by SECTION 2 of Ordinance 22-01, the Common 
Council hereby extends the suspension of certain portions of the 
Bloomington Municipal Code described in SECTION 6 of 
Ordinance 22-01 through October 31, 2023, and approves the 
Expanded Outdoor Dining Program as set forth by the Program 
Guidelines attached to this resolution as Exhibit A. 

 
2. Resolution 23-04 shall be amended by deleting “October 1” and replacing it with “October 
31” from Section 2 so that the section, as amended, shall state: 
 

SECTION 2. The Program shall operate from April 3, 2023, until October 31, 
2023, unless earlier terminated under SECTION 7 of Ordinance 22-
01. 

 
3. The Synopsis of Resolution 23-04 shall be amended by deleting “October 1” and replacing it 
with “October 31” so that the Synopsis, as amended, shall state: 
 

Resolution 23-04 authorizes renewal of the Expanded Outdoor Dining Program in 
the Downtown Corridor. The Program as renewed in this resolution provides for 
the continued use of parklets and Kirkwood Avenue for additional seating space 
from April 3, 2023, through October 31, 2023. As required by Ordinance 22-01, 
passage of this resolution also explicitly adopts fees for the 2023 Program. 
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Synopsis 
 

This amendment modifies language in the resolution to extend the dates of the Extended Outdoor 
Program through October 31, 2023. 
 
03/01/23 Regular Session Action:     
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